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Abstract
When asked the question
‘Doesn’t your painting interfere with your writing?’
author/ writer e.e.cummings replied,
‘On the contrary they love each other.
(Hubbard 1989)
This thesis seeks to discover whether this ‘mutual affection’ is a useful one in primary schools,
and uses as its general premise the notion that drawing and writing are comparable
communicative semiotic systems.
The primary investigation of this thesis is to discover whether writing outcomes are improved
when children are asked to draw before writing. This proposition will be tested beyond the early
childhood years, and with non-narrative written texts, explanations and procedures specifically.
A secondary investigation into how the drawings may be supportive to writing is also presented.
This is explored through an analysis of the children’s drawings to identify visual conventions
linked to purpose in the drawings which correlate to verbal conventions linked to purpose in the
writing.
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Chapter One
‘Doesn’t your painting interfere with your writing?’: an
introduction to the study

When asked the question
‘Doesn’t your painting interfere with your writing?’
author/ writer e.e.Cummings replied,
‘On the contrary they love each other. (Hubbard 1989)

This thesis seeks to discover whether this ‘mutual affection’ is a useful one in primary schools,
and uses as its general premise the notion that drawing and writing are comparable
communicative semiotic systems.

Purpose of the Study
The primary investigation of this thesis is to discover whether writing outcomes are improved
when children are asked to draw before writing. This proposition will be tested beyond the early
childhood years, and with non-narrative written texts, explanations and procedures specifically.
A secondary investigation into how the drawings may be supportive to writing is also presented.
This is explored through an analysis of the children’s drawings to identify visual conventions
linked to purpose in the drawings which correlate to verbal conventions linked to purpose in the
writing.
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For the past four decades there has been significant research into the relationship between
drawing and writing, beginning in the seventies with studies of the writing process in emergent
writers and the repeated observation that drawing plays a role in that process (Clay 1975; Clay
1979; Graves 1983). These observations were based in a theoretical paradigm that explained
both drawing and writing as innate, cognitive expression. They also proposed an evolutionary
relationship between the two, principally claiming writing evolves from drawing (Graves 1983)
By the 1980’s, the theories of Vygotsky (1962, 1978) had begun to influence thoughts and
directions in Western educational research, including theories around both writing and drawing
development in children. Vygotsky theorised that drawing and writing were socially constructed
forms of communication, and that both inform each other in a dialogic process, rather than
writing supplanting drawing in a subordinating process. This is the theoretical core of social
constructivist theory, that is, knowledge is a social construct and learning is a social activity.
‘When knowledge is viewed as socially constructed, we become, as educators,
engaged in a relationship with others in meaning-making rather than truth-finding’:
197 (Bryant and Gallen 2003).

And so Vygotskyian social constructivist theory introduced two new perspectives into research
into writing, both of which are key foundational understandings for this thesis:
-a) the role of others in the writing process
-b) the role of other symbol systems in the writing process
It is from this theoretical perspective that this thesis has been written.
While much has been written in recent years about social constructivist approaches to writing,
less has been written about similar approaches to drawing, and less still which seeks to explore
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the relationship between drawing and writing from a sociocultural perspective. This thesis seeks
to contribute to the literature in this field.
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Background to the Study
This study aims to answer a seemingly simple question – does drawing before non-narrative
writing improve the writing? However the question makes an important assumption about
drawing that remains somewhat contested in school settings – that drawing can be intentional
and social rather than solely personal and expressive. Therefore this thesis devotes significant
space to the construction of an understanding of drawing as a socially constructed practice. The
establishment of drawing and writing as both socially mediated communication forms provides
strength to the study and substance to the recommendations contained within the thesis.
Within a social constructivist paradigm learning is always context specific and purpose driven,
and learning happens in the company of others. This is in contrast to developmental approaches
to learning, where it is proposed children grow into learning rather than being apprenticed into
learning.
This thesis deals with two curriculum areas, English and the Visual Arts, which have embraced
social constructivist approaches to varying degrees. Whilst these approaches are ‘de rigeur’ in
the English classrooms of most Australian primary schools, much visual arts practice in the
classroom is more closely aligned with developmental theory, reflecting a widely held belief
amongst classroom teachers that the visual arts are about creativity, and creativity is an innate
trait (Anning 2000; Coates 2002; Wilks 2005). This thesis proposes the visual arts are about
more than creativity, they are about meaning making, and that creativity itself is also a product
of social context.
‘Creativity does not happen inside people’s heads, but in the interactions
between a person’s thoughts and a sociocultural context’: 23 (Csikszentmihalyi
1996)
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Key to defining both writing and drawing as meaning-making activities is to understand them as
symbolic representations of meaning. We learn to interpret the world through the messages we
receive. These messages have symbolic representations and arrive via all the senses. In order to
make sense of the messages we receive we must necessarily interpret a variety of symbol
systems (Hubbard 1989). We build this symbolic repertoire from birth, from our earliest
encounters with others and through social and cultural interaction with other symbol users
(Vygotsky 1978). The range of symbol systems is described variously by those working in
semiotics; however each symbol system consists of signs. Signs may be things such as word,
images, gestures, numbers, sounds etc (Wright 2002) Of the symbol systems the visual and
verbal symbol systems are identified as the most significant in the development of literacy
(Vygotsky 1962; Hubbard 1989; Olson 1992). Drawing and writing can be described as the two
graphic manifestations of the visual and verbal systems respectively. Of the two, it is drawing
children gain expressive control of first. This phenomenon is replicated in the evolution of
humankind, as drawing was a human activity long before writing (Kane 1982)

Vygotsky (1978) describes drawing as a first-order symbol system, whilst writing is a secondorder one, a derivative of the first-order symbol system, talk. He claims it is the first-order
symbols that mediate thought, and with this claim Vygotsky assigns drawing an important role
in the meaning-making process. Drawings mark the first visual evidence that objects can be
represented symbolically, and can mean something to others. This is seen as a vital prerequisite
for writing. Thus writing is a way of recording and expressing meaning that has its roots in the
first-order symbol systems of drawing and talking.
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Not only are drawing and writing linked in these early stages of writing development, but
researchers such as Dyson (1983, 1986) argue that the continued development of the visual
symbol system may be necessary for writing development. Drawing could be described as a
kind of mediatory system that links the first-order symbol system (talking) to its second -order
derivative (writing). It is the potential of drawings (the product) and drawing (the process) as
mediators in the writing process that is explored in this thesis.

Clay (1975), Graves (1983), and Vygotsky (1978) all note that drawing and writing are derived
from a common source - scribbling. And although Vygotsky (1978) describes writing as the
handmaiden of the first-order symbol systems that drawing belongs to, it is writing that assumes
educational priority. Teachers value written texts over other texts, including visual texts
(Gardner 1980; Smagorinsky and Coppock 1993). It is writing that imparts the privilege of
power in Australian society (Christie 1991; Luke 1993) Therefore the ultimate aim of this thesis
is to explore ways in which to improve writing outcomes in schools. However it aims to do so
by according drawing the full attention it deserves as a prime thought mediator and not simply a
possible supportive strategy.

Within the field of writing research, Vygotsky’s notion of literacy as a socially constructed
meaning system is well-established, and has been further investigated to define the kinds of
meaning that texts create and how those texts are organised (Rothery 1984; Macken, Martin et
al. 1989; Derewianka 1990; Christie 1991). Researchers in this area make the point that literacy
is changing to reflect the needs of an increasingly complex world (Cope and Kalantzis 2000;
Unsworth 2002). They also recognise that written language is not simply spoken language
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written down. Writing is precise and permanent, and must make sense even when devoid of the
original time and context within which it was written. Writing fulfils different purposes from
spoken language, and as such has evolved its own rules as it has developed as a symbol system.
From this perspective, the following observation from Vygotsky (1978) becomes simplistic.
‘the entire secret of teaching written language is to prepare and organise this natural
transition appropriately. As soon as it is achieved, the child has mastered the
principle of written language and then it remains only to perfect this method.’: 116.

Many children master the notion that writing symbolises words but this does not automatically
lead to literacy skills that allow them to achieve well in schools, and hence the community they
operate in. Children must learn to master the valued ‘genres’ of the community they live within,
or the communities they aspire to belong to. Researchers (Christie 1991; Macken and Slade
1993; Unsworth 1993) emphasise the importance of non-narrative texts in the acquisition of
literacy describing them as the ‘currency’ for success in schools and the wider society - in this
culture at least.
‘The more students can be encouraged to enter with real understanding into the
ways the written language works in creating the many written genres, the more
enriched and independent they will actually become.’: 3 (Christie 1991).

The following is a list of ‘school’ genres most used, if not explicitly taught, in schools as
described by Derewianka (1990): recounts, procedures, narratives, information reports,
explanations and arguments. The list has continued to grow over the years with literary recount,
observation, literary description, personal response, review, factual description, procedural
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recount, and discussion some common additions to the list (Wing Jan 2001). This thesis
investigates the two non-narrative genres of procedures and sequential explanations. Procedures
are texts that instruct someone to make or do things; sequential explanations are texts that
explain how processes occur in our social and physical worlds, sequencing the process
chronologically (DECS 2006). These chosen genres are very challenging for primary school
learners, as they require the production of technical texts for a general but unknown reader. The
time, social and physical distance between the reader and the writer makes the linguistic
challenge of writing these genres more difficult (Derewianka 1990). If control of these texts is
an integral part of being literate in our society, helping children ‘into’ these texts is a significant
challenge for educators. This thesis seeks to explore drawing as a ‘way in’ to these nonnarrative genres.
A part of this exploration involves the analysis of the children’s drawings, recording the visual
conventions that were used in an effort to identify commonalties within the drawings according
to their purpose. There has been limited work describing drawings in this way, i.e. assigning
genre (social purpose) to drawings. Much of the literature (Caldwell and Moore 1991; Duncum
1992; Cameron 1997; Coufal and Coufal 2002)describes children’s drawings as expressions of
self or reproduction of the immediate environment or imaginings, with limited recognition of
other purposes of children’s drawings - particularly non-fiction. Analysis of some of the
research indicates that occasionally researchers miss the complexity of audience and purpose in
children’s drawings in their studies. This may be a result of a restricted view of purpose that
prevails in some parts of the artistic community who remain protective of the notion of selfexpression in art over social purpose. Lowenfeld’s (1975) description of a young boy’s ‘selfexpressive’ drawing certainly in his seminal work ‘Creative and Mental Growth’ implies far
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more is happening than simple self-expression, although this is never explicated.
‘A ten-year old who is concerned with the mechanical operation of parts, gears,
levers and pulleys will work through these relationships in his drawings.’: 10
(Lowenfeld and Brittain 1975).

Whilst there is considerable research observing the process and product of children’s drawings
there is far less investigation of why children draw (Brooks 2004; Wright 2007). Although
purpose and intention is occasionally mentioned in the literature, most descriptions of purpose
in children’s drawings in the literature have limited descriptions of the context within which the
drawings were created and therefore are limited in the extent to which they can successfully
and extensively describe purpose. Duncum’s work (1992) categorises narrative drawings into
types including one which is actually quite clearly a non-narrative category, but not to the
extent that some research has categorised non-narrative writing into genres. Looking at the
purpose and form of drawings, as in this study, provides further non-narrative drawing
categories and this allows a more open dialogic pathway between drawing and writing. This
thesis seeks to provide a detailed analysis of the drawings children create for non-narrative
purposes in an effort to inform this area of research in children’s drawings.

Whilst studies in the field of drawing and writing have been numerous, there have been few
which link drawing with the development of non-narrative writing. Similarly there have been
few studies of non-narrative writing which include a discussion of children’s drawing.
However there has certainly has been increased awareness of the power of the visual in schools
in the past two decades (Callow 1999; Anstey and Bull 2000; Booth 2002; Burns and Martinez
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2002). Donna Rawlins (1992) observed that the power of the visual text is great and perhaps
more insidious (than verbal texts) because few of us are literate enough to read them. The truth
of this observation has been explored by many current researchers, and a detailed review of the
visual literacy movement is contained in the literature review of this thesis. Visual literacy,
founded within the Arts, has more recently found a curriculum home in English. Whilst this has
given status to the visual within the curriculum, the focus has been on the receptive skills
required to ‘read’ the visual. This thesis argues that the production of the visual is as important
as a learning tool, and makes a strong case for the reintroduction to the field of visual literacy of
the production of the visual in general, and drawing specifically.

While writing is taught in schools, it is a commonly held belief that drawing skills are innate
and natural and are therefore not taught, or at least only at the risk of taking creativity away
(Neu and Berglund 1991; Baghban 1992; Anning 1997). This is contrary to evidence that
suggests that drawing instruction improves children’s ability to represent their environment and
to convert that into informative, revealing and/or expressive representations (Anning 1997;
Duncum 1998/99; O'Shea 1999). There is also a perception that drawing is a talent, and that
many people just can’t draw and so to use drawing as a learning tool may not be a useful
strategy for everyone. However, studies of adults (Butler 1990) using drawing prior to writing
observe that, after an initial awkward period, students overcome feelings of inadequacy and
successfully use drawing as an easily manipulated symbol system rather than attempt to draw
perfect pictures, i.e. they realise that drawing can play different roles.

Gardner’s theory of Multiple Intelligences (Gardner 1983) proposes humans possess a multitude
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of ‘ways of knowing’ or making sense of the world, all of which are both innate and impacted
upon by the environment. From this perspective Gardner claims that learners show distinct
preferences for either the visual or verbal systems. The implication of this is that by ignoring the
visual not only do schools fail to adequately ‘educate’ children in the visual symbol system but
they also disadvantage the children who can be described as visual learners (Gardner 1983;
Hubbard 1989; Olson 1992; Gardner 1993; Edwards and Willis 2000)
This thesis is not the first to explore links between drawing and writing in the classroom.
Researchers (Clay 1975; Graves 1983; Temple, Nathan et al. 1993) have noted the connections
for decades with a number documenting drawings as an important part of early writing
development. However they fail to discuss in any detail the role of drawing in the process.
In fact researchers (Cambourne and Turbill 1987) and many practising teachers (Anning 1997;
Millard and Marsh 2001) note the gradual disappearance of drawing as a positive development
in the writing process. It is celebrated as an indication that the writer is ready to ‘move on’ to
serious writing and no longer requiring the crutch of the visual. This position is in conflict with
understandings of how symbol systems operate symbiotically rather than independently from
each other or in a hierarchical fashion (Vygotsky 1978; Wertsch 1991). It fails to recognise the
dialogic nature of drawing and writing (Vygotsky 1978; Brooks 2004). This thesis challenges
the notion that drawing is a subordinate of writing and instead provides evidence of the
symbiotic relationship between drawing and writing.

Numerous researchers have focussed their attention on this symbiotic relationship between the
symbol systems (Dyson 1990; Dyson 1991; Dyson 1992; Kress 1997). Dyson’s studies (1983,
1986) of the learning behaviour of young children provide ample evidence for Vygotsky’s
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theories. She found that not only do children use a variety of symbol systems to make meaning
and interpret their world, but they make conscious decisions about which system will best serve
their purposes in particular contexts. She describes children as natural “symbol weavers”(Dyson
1992). These findings have clear implications for the teaching of writing. If there is no
hierarchy of symbol systems there is no linear progression through them.
‘It is not sensible to look for the roots of literacy simply in children’s early
scribbles or invented spellings.’: 104 (Dyson 1991).

Understanding of the complex fusion of symbol systems and how young learners manipulate
them is critical to the process of helping gain higher-order control over them for both expressive
and communicative purposes. Although Vygotsky (1978) makes the point that this may be
easier said than done as there is a dearth of research in the area and he notes that ‘generally
accepted methods of teaching writing do not permit observation of it’: 115.
This study, in one small way, informs this dearth of research by setting up a social context
atypical of traditional methods of teaching writing by asking the children to draw before
writing. The study acknowledges both the drawing and the writing as equally important and
both worthy of investigation in order to better understand their relationship.

There have been a number of studies in recent years (Colbert 1984; Caldwell and Moore 1991;
Coufal and Coufal 2002) that have attempted to fill this gap and understand more about the
ways in which symbol systems operate together in the acquisition of literacy. As Vygotsky
(1978) says,
‘Only by understanding the entire history of sign development in the child and
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the place of writing in it can we approach a correct solution of the psychology of
writing.’: 106.

These studies have found numerous positive links between drawing and writing and provide the
starting points for this thesis. Significant findings are summarised here; fuller descriptions
appear in Chapter 2.

Both writing and drawing are systems for making meaning and are perceived as such by young
children (Dyson 1983; Dyson 1986; Hubbard 1989). Access to both systems not only supports
development in both but also opens options for expression (Dyson 1986; Hubbard 1989; Dyson
1991). Young children combine drawing and writing to communicate graphically (Buxton
1982; Bartelo 1983; Dyson 1983; Dyson 1986). Writing development is strengthened when
supported by drawing (Zepeda-de-Kane 1978; Caldwell and Moore 1991; McConnell 1993)
There are parallels between key steps in the development of writing and drawing (White 1994;
Willats 2005). Drawing is an effective preplanning strategy for writing, allowing for easier
revision and expansion of ideas (Hubbard 1989; Caldwell and Moore 1991; Butler, Gross et al.
1995; Brooks 2005) Drawing is an important aid to the retention of visual information and the
formation of mental representations (Lansing 1981; Colbert 1984; Brooks 2005). Drawing aids
vocabulary learning and comprehension of written texts (Carroll 1991; Neu and Berglund
1991; McConnell 1993; Smagorinsky and Coppock 1993). If allowed to, drawing and writing
continue to work in support of each other throughout literacy development through to
adulthood - both with competent language users and beginning English learners (Buxton 1982;
Hubbard 1989; Butler 1990; McConnell 1993; Smagorinsky and Coppock 1993).
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More recent studies, in the field of multiliteracies have looked less specifically at children’s
drawings but at imagery in general and found positive links between the visual and verbal
(Jewitt, Kress et al. 2001)
The studies referred to above that have been carried out with limitations in three major areas
which this thesis seeks to address,
1) a narrow definition of drawing
Drawing is defined as self-expressive or imaginative. Children’s drawings are seen as
expressive mark-making experiences, their communicative nature is often overlooked, their
purposes rarely defined.
2) a broad, non-specific definition of written texts
In many studies there has been no discussion of the kind of writing (with the exception of
Caldwell and Moore who identify narrative writing but make no mention of the kind of
narrative writing they were eliciting). Although a particular kind of writing is implicit in a
number of the studies this has not been recognised as significant for mention by the
researchers. There have been studies on personal retells, personal self-expression, and
descriptions although this has not been articulated in the studies. Indeed there are limited
discussions of the purpose of the writing in each study.
3) their limited age focus
The majority of the early research has focussed on early childhood, specifically preschool and
Kindergarten. Only in more recent years has there been an exploration of the interrelationship
between the two symbol systems beyond these very early years of schooling and these have not
often focused specifically on children’s own drawings.
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Theoretical framework
The study in this thesis is situated within a social constructivist paradigm. It is concerned with
describing learning in classroom contexts, and is based on the premise that learning outcomes
are directly impacted by experiences and teaching. This is in contrast to developmental theories
that prioritise development and describe learning as utilising ‘the achievements of development
rather than providing the impetus for modifying its course.’ (Vygotsky, 1978:79) Instead the
study in this thesis is part of a growing research tradition where
‘There is a focus on integrating perspectives from the cognitive and social
sciences to develop situated theories of learning where active participation in a
social context or in authentic practice has redefined the nature of expertise and
learning.’: 13-14 (McLoughlin and Krakowski 2001)

Within this theoretical paradigm and crucial to this thesis is Vygotsky’s ‘zone of proximal
development’(Vygotsky 1978). This is the distance between actual developmental level and
potential developmental level given guidance.
‘The actual developmental level characterises mental development retrospectively,
while the zone of proximal development characterises mental development
prospectively’: 87.

The guidance, within this ‘zone’ may involve scaffolding, modelling or direct instruction.
This thesis suggests that key to the success of any of these interpretations is the provision of
opportunities and skills to explore all means available to reach a solution to a problem. It
proposes drawing may reduce the gap and be an important scaffold into writing. This positions
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drawing as part of an important symbol system, which children need opportunities to access and
develop skills within. From this perspective drawings are not merely a representation of
knowledge currently existing but also constitute a working through of knowledge soon to be
acquired - a scaffold in the zone of proximal development. Although drawing has its own
intrinsic value as an expressive and communicative symbol system, the primary aim of this
study is to describe its value as a scaffold into non-narrative writing.
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Description of the Study
In order to test the thesis’ hypothesis the children in the study were split into two groups, one of
which was asked to draw, before both groups wrote two texts.The writing was assessed against
a series of criteria to determine its quality. The drawings were also analysed to provide
evidence to support or refute the proposition that drawing before writing improved the quality
of the writing. The drawings were analysed against a variety of criteria to establish whether the
drawings themselves contain identifiable structural elements that support the notion of intention
and social purpose in children’s drawings. For the analysis of both the drawing and writing, an
analysis tool was developed which was informed by sociocultural theories and applied across
both drawing and writing samples. This use of a common analysis tool helps legitimise drawing
as a learning tool, and refocus attention on drawing as a first-order symbol system for making
meaning, generating knowledge and mediating thought (Vygotsky 1978).

The study looks specifically at the non-narrative genre of procedural and explanatory writingwith a class of ten 8 and 9 year-old children in an Introductory English Centre (IEC). IECs are
English language schools for newly arrived migrants to Australia. Hence the children in the
study are second language learners, and the findings of this study may be of particular interest
to second language educators. However the results of the study can be generalised to first
language learners and evidence for this assertion is provided in the literature review and further
justified in the Methodology chapter.

The class received preliminary oral instructions, discussing the features and purposes of the
procedural and explanatory genres. They took part in a shared experience that acted as a
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stimulus to the writing. They were then divided randomly into two groups. One group was
asked to draw as a result of the shared experience, before both groups were asked to write.
The writing from both groups was analysed against a grid developed specifically for the study
and based on a functional approach to literacy (Halliday and Hasan 1985; Collerson 1994) that
is aligned to the social constructivist theoretical paradigm of this thesis. The analysis grid was
also informed by marking scales for both first and second language writing in common usage in
Australian schools. The comparison of the writing results between the control and treatment
groups provides the data to answer the primary thesis question – does drawing before writing
improve the writing outcomes.

The drawings were analysed to hypothesise how, if at all, the drawings were supportive of the
writing. The analysis documents elements of the drawing to establish commonalties that could
be linked to the social purpose and intent of the drawing - in much the same way as the genre
theorists of the 80’s were able to establish elemental components of writing according to social
purpose and thus establish the categories of writing referred to as genres. This analysis helps to
answer the secondary question of this thesis– is there ‘genre’ in children’s drawings?
The children in this study were asked to draw for a purpose, to tell someone how to do
something or to explain something and the study seeks to identify whether the drawings they
produced contained common schematic characteristics linked these purposes. Did the children
use the tools of visual language to achieve that purpose and if so, what were they?
Identification of these may then help explain any improvements in the writing of those children
who drew prior to writing.
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Significance of the Study
Introduction
The prime motivation behind this thesis is one of social justice. In a changing world where
literacy is more and more valued, and simultaneously becoming more complex (Unsworth
2002) there is a need for educators to explore all means that will give all children success in
schools. For this thesis the focus is more particularly on how to give children control over the
non-narrative texts of procedures and explanations. This requires an understanding not just of
the mechanics of writing but the origin of writing in our personal histories, how it evolves from
and within each individual’s symbolic repertoire. National benchmark testing in literacy shows
us that there is a significantly long tail of children who do not meet basic benchmarks in writing
and a significant proportion of these children speak English as a Second or Additional language
– the social group used for this study. This thesis explores one way in which we can improve
writing outcomes in these children by making more use of the symbolic repertoires they bring
with them into the classroom. This section further describes areas in which this study has the
potential to make a contribution.

Writing
This study seeks to contribute to knowledge in the field, not only by providing further evidence
of links between drawing and writing, but by expanding the parameters of previous studies by
looking at the non-narrative genres. The thesis may provide educators with an easily accessible
strategy for the teaching of writing across these genres. Even in a world of rapid technological
changes and digital literacies, conventional literacy, like writing, will continue to be important
to learning (Unsworth 2002). The recent ‘multiliteracies’ movement (Cope and Kalantzis 2000),
which has developed out of a concern that schools are failing to keep up with changing times,
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makes a strong case for the recognition of digital and visual literacies. However conventional
literacy hasn’t been replaced by these movements, but rather co-opted into service in more
multimodal communicative texts (Unsworth 2002). Thus we must find ways to continue to
support traditional literacy whilst acknowledging what the field of multiliteracies brings to our
understanding of how literacy operates in the real world. This thesis seeks to do this by taking
account of what multimodality research tells us about how learning is consolidated and value
added when symbol systems work together to inform each other.

Drawing
McLoughlin (2001) suggests that the visual has usually been discussed in education purely for
its motivational capacity, rather than as a tool for learning. More importantly for this thesis
when educators ignore the visual symbol system they are failing to give their students an
opportunity to use an important and informing resource in the construction of their writing.
The research suggests that drawing declines at about the same time that writing begins to
predominate as the preferred graphic symbol system - 8-9 years (Gardner 1980; Wilson and
Wilson 1982). This has traditionally led writing researchers to conclude that writing evolves
from drawing and replaces it as the primary communication system. However this is not likely
to be the result of natural development but rather a result of schools, and the society they serve,
putting the brakes on drawing through ignorance of its importance and an understanding of how
symbol systems operate (Neu and Berglund 1991; Baghban 1992).
McDougall (2004) makes the following observations,
‘teachers are unlikely to give attention to the concepts promoted by the new arts
syllabus if they cannot see the relevance of these concepts to their own classroom
teaching’: 326.
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This thesis investigates the claims by others (Flannery and Watson 1991; Millard and Marsh
2001) that drawing continues to have an important role in classrooms beyond the early years.
This study has the potential to assign an important role to drawing in the classroom, making
explicit its links across the curriculum and as a tool for learning. Hence a further aim of this
study is to describe a methodology in common sense terms that links what teachers already
know and do, to a commitment to learning new skills in the visual arts and making changes to
their literacy teaching pedagogy. As McDougall (2004) notes
‘Teachers are likely to feel more comfortable with these new concepts if they can
see the connections between the visual literacy initiative and their existing sets of
knowledge and skills. For example, there are links to be found between the
sociocultural aspects of ‘visual literacy’ and a ‘genre’ approach to literacy’: 326.

The ‘genre’ approach to teaching writing is a common one in Australian primary schools
(Macken, Martin et al. 1989; WAEducation 1997; NSWDET 1998; NSW Board of Studies
1998).This study explores the notion of genre in drawing, providing more explicit descriptor
categories for non-fiction drawings, and connecting the visual to genre approaches to literacy is
a key aim of the study. To do this firstly the drawings were analysed in the context of their
creation, to be sure of the creator’s intentions, and then the drawings were analysed to identify
the tools that were used to achieve those intentions.The drawing analysis was done using a
systemic functional linguistic framework (Macken and Slade 1993; Macken-Horarik and
Adoniou 2008). The study will contribute to a growing field interested in the analysis of
children’s drawings for social purpose, through the development and description of a tool for
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this purpose. The drawing analysis allows the development of a more accurate catalogue of the
types of drawings children do and why, but more significantly to identify generic features of
those drawing types. This will provide a valuable and concrete resource for teachers wishing to
develop drawing skills in children, and particularly to integrate those drawing skills with the
teaching of writing. This is important because although there has been much research
describing the ways in which drawing and writing support each other, as documented earlier,
there appears to be less classroom practice that makes use of this research and recognises the
parallel complexities of other symbol systems, like drawing and their potential to support
writing.
‘If Language arts teachers value writing because of its potential for enabling
meaningful expression and learning, then the identification of similar potential in
other forms of texts could help teachers rethink the range of compositions they
make available for students in their classes.’: 4 (Smagorinsky and Coppock 1993).

Symbol weaving
Dyson (1992) observes that children learn new symbol systems from the security of old ones,
allowing us to surmise that if children learn best this way then we should be teaching that way,
i.e. accessing new symbol systems through systems the children already have control over and
experience with. This process is referred to as intersemiosis and describes the symbol weaving
which Dyson observes in early research studies (Dyson 1990; Dyson 1992) Accordingly, if
writing is a second-order symbol system that grows out of and in conjunction with other symbol
systems as proposed by Vygotsky (1978) and supported by Dyson (1992), then its teaching will
be better served if these other symbol systems are utilised and nurtured.
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This thesis has the potential to provide evidence that will encourage the tandem use of drawing
and writing that is often actively discouraged beyond the kindergarten years. It also describes a
strategy that can provide learners with opportunities to learn through their preferred mode of
learning and providing all children with equal opportunities by making use of the resources they
bring with them to the classroom. Whilst verbal language systems do and will probably
continue to predominate (Unsworth 2002) there is evidence to suggest that this will not be
adequate to prepare children for the world that will await them (Kress 2003; Jewitt 2005).
What is required is knowledge about the symbol systems and about how they interact, how
inter-modal interactions happen and a metalanguage for describing that knowledge (Unsworth
2002; Unsworth 2006) This thesis seeks to contribute to this field, responding to what Unsworth
(2002) describes as ‘an urgent agenda item for further collaboration among literacy educators
and researchers’

The Crowded Curriculum
There has been a shift in curriculum thinking in Australia in the late nineties and the first decade
of this millennium which has seen a move away from Key Learning Areas to Essential
Learnings (ACT 2006). This represents a shift away from content area curriculum to broader
descriptions of competencies. This shift, however, has been derailed in recent years by both the
Labor and Liberal Federal Governments during their time in office and we are now witnessing a
return to specific discipline areas within a National Curriculum thereby rejecting so-called
‘trendy’ theory and ‘returning to basics’. Nonetheless many state curricula, including the
Victorian Essential Learning Curriculum (Wilks 2005) the Australian Capital Territory’s ‘Every
Chance to Learn’ DET(ACT 2006)are focusing on more generic ‘essential learnings’ rather than
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content knowledge. Examples of ‘essential learnings’ include: uses a range of strategies to think
and learn, understands and applies the inquiry process, makes considered decisions: 14 (ACT
2006). Implied in these approaches to curriculum is the expectation that teachers ‘embrace interdisciplinary teaching and learning’: 68 (Wilks 2005) Disappointingly the Visual Arts has found
no place in the new Australian federal agenda of discipline-based national curriculum, although
the recent review of Arts Education ‘First We See’(Davis 2008) may prompt new interest.
Nonetheless for many years Visual Arts educators have seen the writing on the wall and have
sought to define their discipline area in interdisciplinary terms (Brown 1989; Duncum 1998/99;
Wilks 2003) in an effort to find relevancy and position in an increasingly crowded curriculum.

This study has the potential to provide evidence for the Arts to retain, or perhaps regain, their
status in the curricula of schools. Certainly those working in the burgeoning field of
multiliteracies have called for the Arts to have a greater research priority (Wright 2002) as they
are the natural doorway to multimodality and the uncovering of the kinds of deep learning that
can come from such approaches in schools. Without such prominence the Arts are destined to
forever be marginal or specialist subjects, out of a core curriculum that is becoming increasingly
narrow but which is paradoxically consuming more classroom time. This study seeks to provide
evidence for a restoration of the Arts into the core curriculum area, both as a discipline-based
study in its own right and as a learning and communication mode in integrated approaches to
learning in other curriculum areas, like the teaching of writing.
Currently the scientific knowledge about how the visual and the verbal work is situated within
the disciplines of the Arts and literacy, with experts in each field less able to make connections
to other fields (Cloonan 2004). Gardner (1980) made this observation more than twenty years
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ago when he said the thoughtful integration of these disciplines is hampered the lack of pursuit
of the links between drawing and writing, and the responsibility for this lies firmly at the feet of
specialists who know little of other fields
‘As a developmental psychologist I have been repeatedly struck by the intimate
yet generally ignored links between the child’s drawing and the rest of his
burgeoning powers... the affinities between drawing and development have been
totally bypassed or left implicit’: 14 (Gardner 1980).

This study aims to give an equally considered and researched account of the visual arts and the
literacy disciplines, in a way that educators in both fields will find valid and credible, making
these links obvious and accessible to practitioners and researchers alike.
Understanding Visual Literacy
This thesis may also contribute to the definition and understanding of the role of visual literacy
within the field of literacy. Visual literacy requires both the production and reception of visuals.
However currently it is the ‘reading’ of the visual which dominate reading and research in
visual literacy(Anstey and Bull 2000; Atkins 2002). There is a strong argument to be mounted
that the production of visuals would not only complement the viewing process but would also
be necessary for successful reading of the visual, just as reading and writing are complementary
skills (Atkins 2002). If this argument can be supported this raises the status of the visual symbol
system and therefore drawing in the classroom. This is important because before visual texts
can properly serve as a support to written texts, they need to become a valued text in
themselves. Students and teachers need to both see the use of drawings in the classroom as
legitimate classroom practice.
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Limitations of the study
The study within this thesis is quite specific and cannot answer all the related questions. The
following list describes what the study does not do, whilst acknowledging that these would all
be important areas for future investigation. This study is not looking at the ways children might
naturally choose to use images with texts – they have been instructed to use images prior to the
writing task. This study does not examine all non-narrative texts and acknowledges the findings
may differ when applied to other genres. This study does not look at the ways children might
interact with each other to achieve a task. The children in this study were set up in a
configuration that did not easily encourage interaction and nor was their interaction observed.
This study does not reflect or test other worthwhile teaching strategies e.g. the modeling of
writing by the teacher, the deconstruction of good text types. The instruction was pared down so
that commentary on the writing could more accurately take account of the drawing as a
supportive teaching tool. This study makes only exploratory attempts to describe how children
use drawings to support their writing – and aims merely to describe the quality of the writing
after drawing.

This study recognises that if drawing is to be used as a support for writing through the primarygrades and beyond then continued tuition in drawing is required so that learners can adequately
symbolise the images they wish to represent.
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Structure of the thesis
This thesis contains four chapters. This first chapter has provided a background to the study,
and its significance to a number of distinct research fields in education. Chapter Two contains a
review of the literature in the fields of writing and drawing development in young children and
so uncovers parallels in the theoretical perspectives that have influenced both fields over the
past sixty years. A review of the new literacies, visual and multiliteracies, is also included as the
thesis is well placed to inform current interest in these areas. Finally a review of other research
studies into drawing and writing provides both a foundation for this study and points to gaps
this study has the potential to fill. Chapter Three provides a description of the methodology and
a description of the study itself. An analysis of both the writing and the drawing follows. The
results of these analyses are provided along with a critique of the analysis tools used.
Chapter Four provides a review of the results in relation to the thesis’ informing questions:
1. Does drawing before writing improve the quality of non-narrative writing of explanations
and procedures;
2. What is the intertextual relationship between the writing and the drawing.
A series of recommendations for curriculum design, teacher education and classroom practice
are made, before closing with a discussion of where future research may be usefully directed.
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Glossary of terms used within the thesis
Australian Capital Territory – one of eight government jurisdictions (states) in Australia and
the one in which this study took place
Essential Learning Areas – used in Australian curriculum documents to refer to broad learning
competencies rather than content specific areas e.g. can read effectively, understands and
applies the enquiry process etc
Genre – a text identifiable by its purpose and the structure and language conventions which
have been used to achieve that purpose
Intersemiosis- describes the way symbol systems work together
Introductory English Centres - government funded schools for the newly arrived children to
Australia who speak English as a Second Language
Key Learning Areas – as mandated in 1984 in Australia: English, Science, Maths, Studies of
Society and the Environment, Health and Physical Education, Languages Other than English,
the Arts and Technology
Intertextuality – the comprehension of one text through engagement with another
L1 – a person’s first language or mother tongue
L2 - a person’s second or additional language
Multiliteracies – a term to expand upon traditional text based definition of literacy which
acknowledges multiple communication modes and multiple communities
Multimodality – the ability to work with multiple symbol systems to interact with the world
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National Curriculum – a federal Australian initiative which will introduce mandated core
curriculum documents into all Australian schools in English, History, Science and Maths in
2011
National Literacy and Numeracy Testing - a federal Australian initiative where all
Australian school students in Year 3 , Year 5 and Year 7 sit a standardised test in literacy and
numeracy
New Literacies – a term to describe the other communication modes which have developed in
recent years like computer literacy and visual literacy
Non-narrative writing – writing which is not narrative, includes explanations, procedures,
information reports, arguments, discussions, descriptions
Participants – identify the ‘who’ or ‘what; within a sentence
Processes – are what are happening in a text, represented through verbs or verb groups
Register – describes a text’s achievement of its purpose by accounting for who it was
constructed for and how it was constructed
Field – a register variable which accounts for the content area of the text
Tenor – a register variable which accounts for the audience
Mode – a register variable which accounts for the type of text and the tools used in its
construction
Scaffolding – describes the support given to learners by more competent others, support which
is progressively withdrawn as the learner develops control of new understandings
Semiotics – the study of symbol systems
Synaesthesia – describes the phenomenon learners experience when symbol systems work
together fluidly and in sync.
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The Arts – are represented in Australia by the curriculum areas of visual arts, media, drama,
dance and music
Literacy - the ability to decode, comprehend, construct and critique verbal texts
Text – any cohesive and purposeful communication which can be written, spoken, visual,
audio, gestural or spatial
Verbal symbol system – is made up of language and words (spoken or written)
Visual literacy – the ability to decode, comprehend, construct and critique images
Visual symbol system - is made up of images
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Chapter Two
Symbol Weaving - A review of the literature
Introduction
This thesis seeks to investigate whether drawing prior to non-narrative writing can improve the
quality of that writing in primary school students. In doing so it assumes a possible informing
relationship between drawing and writing. This chapter explores what the literature says about
the relationship between drawing and writing. It begins with an exploration of the two as
interrelated semiotic systems. Then a review is provided of how drawing and writing skills
develop in children, and a parallel is drawn between the theoretical divides which exist in both
language and art education. A case is made for a social constructivist approach to the teaching of
both drawing and writing, thus providing a sociocultural framework for the thesis’ methodology.
The chapter closes with an account of related research studies in the area, explaining how these
have informed the premises for the study in this thesis, as well as indicating where gaps in the
research are and how this study may contribute to the field.

Symbol Systems
An overview
A study which seeks to investigate a possible relationship between drawing and writing must
explore the commonalities and differences between the two. Drawing and writing can each be
described as physical manifestations of two distinct symbols systems, the visual and verbal
respectively. Semiotics, the study of symbol systems, represents a large and complex field of
study, so this review focuses most particularly on the visual and verbal symbol systems within
the human semiotic repertoire and the ways they work together. The aim is to provide a plausible
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theoretical basis for this thesis’ investigation of a positive and collaborative connection between
the activities of drawing and writing in primary school classrooms.

A discussion of symbol systems and human’s innate capacity to use them to make and share
meaning is important, as this thesis explores the notion that the use of drawing to support writing
is simply making use of existent capacities to work with more than one symbol system to make
meaning. Howard Gardner (1983) defines symbol systems as
‘sets of elements, sometimes physical (like pictures or texts), sometimes
nonmaterial (like spoken words or unspoken thoughts), in which
knowledge can be captured and transmitted from one individual to
another.’: 266.

Whilst theorists are agreed that there are numerous symbol systems, there appears to be no
definitive list. Crenshaw (1985) in Eyestone (1990) describes the following as symbol systems:
visual communication, tactile communication, kinetics, musical codes and aesthetics whilst
Harste, Burke and Woodward (1984) list these: print, pictorial, mathematical, dramatic and
gestural. Wright (2002) has used curriculum areas such as art, music, maths, physics, language,
dance and history as her categories of symbol systems. Whilst the New London Group – referred
to in more detail in the New Literacies section which follows – work with five symbol systems,
linguistic, visual, gestural, audio and spatial (Cope and Kalantzis 2000). Whilst the lists vary, all
agree symbol systems are what we use to make and share ideas with others. There is also general
agreement amongst semiotic theorists that the symbol systems have equal potentials.
Importantly their status as meaning makers in any given community is defined by the community
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rather than by the inherent capacity of the symbol system to communicate meaning. Symbol
systems are what Kress calls ‘semiotically articulated means of representation and
communication’ (Kress 2000 in Cope and Kalantzis 2000:185). Symbol systems serve not only
as tools for social exchange but also for learning.

Semiotic theory, the study of these sets of symbols, is grounded in this understanding that all
symbols make meaning (Hodge and Kress 1988; Smagorinsky and Coppock 1993). Meaning is
made by individuals and communities who use the symbols or signs within these systems to
communicate meanings through semiotic ‘texts’ (Dyson 1991). A ‘text’ could thus include a
dance, an advertisement, a song or a written piece, dependent upon the symbol system being
utilised (Wright, 2002). Dyson’s work (1991) puts semiotic theory in the context of children and
classrooms and her work is of crucial importance to teachers and a key informant for this thesis.
She emphasises the diversity of symbol systems available for meaning-making and how they are
all key protagonists in the ways in which children learn.
‘Symbols do not merely stand for particular entities in the world; rather, symbols
and children’s understanding of the world are inextricably linked.’: 102 .

It is through human intent and interaction symbols take on meaning.
“A symbol - a word, a picture, a dance - exists because of a human intention to
infuse some tangible form - a sound, a mark, a movement - with meaning, and,
thereby, to comment on or take action in the social world.’: 2.

And it is the interest that other people show in children’s mark-making that indicates to children
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their potential for making and sharing meaning with others, and prompts them to read their own
marks and develop their symbolic repertoire (Golomb 1988) and in doing so, grow their potential
to learn. As Gardner (1987) says,
‘because human beings are meaning-seeking and meaning-creating individuals,
symbol systems are the preferred mechanisms for the development and
cultivation of intelligences.’: 266 (Gardner and Wolf 1987).

Langer (1967) in Dyson (1991) claims the ability to make and share meaning through symbolic
repertoires is part of the human experience, an inherent part of being alive. Kress (2000) in Cope
and Kalantzis (2000) agrees, saying,
‘Human semiosis rests, first and foremost, on the facts of biology and
physiology’: 184.

Dyson (1992) explains, however, while development of symbolic repertoires is a human capacity
it is essentially the result of cultural activity and not solely a biological phenomenon. So whilst
the existence of symbol systems can be said to be universal, symbols will differ according to
cultural context and people who share cultural traits will share semiotic understandings (Geertz
2000). Similarly, different social contexts will also generate their own semiotic texts. Hence in
any situation we have at least two semiotic histories at counter play. For example in the school
context we have students with personal semiotic profiles and capacities, and schools with
institutionalised semiotic profiles and capacities. A student must access the school’s semiosis if
he/she is to succeed.
A contributing question within this thesis is whether making use of a student’s personal semiotic
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repertoire can help them access the school’s valued semiosis of written non-narrative texts.

Symbol systems, multimodality and schooling
The literature notes the extent to which the social institutions, like schools, impact upon the use
that individuals make of the symbol systems available to them, particularly for those individuals
who are outside the norm of the institutionalised culture (Bernstein 1960; Heath 1983; Freire and
Macedo 1987) e.g. ESL, low socio-economic backgrounds etc. Numerous studies (Dyson 1983,
1986, 2001; (Kress 1997; Jewitt, Kress et al. 2001; Coates 2002) recount the multiple use that
young children make of symbol systems to understand the world around them and to transform
those understandings into other contexts. They use the symbol systems available to them to
represent the world, to make sense of the world and to communicate those understandings to
those around them (Wright 2003). Researchers working in the field of writing development (Clay
1979; Graves 1983; ;Vygotsky 1978; Dyson 1986, 1991; (Hubbard 1989) have concluded that
beginning writers all use a variety of symbol systems in order to add depth of meaning to their
written communicative efforts. Hubbard (1989) notes,
‘As children acquire literacy, they are hard at work, experimenting with, creating,
and discussing the symbols they use to help formulate and communicate their
ideas.’: 3.

Researchers also recount the disappearance of overt displays of this behaviour (Dyson 1986;
Baghban 1992; Dyson 1993; Anning 2003) indicating that institutions can have a major impact
upon the extent to which individuals develop those biological capacities to work with a number
of symbol systems. Whilst children begin school using a variety of symbol systems, society and
schools appear to privilege some symbol systems above others (Smagorinsky and Coppock
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1993) with Gardner (1983) suggesting that schools favour verbal symbol systems.
This thesis seeks to describe a practice which utilises children’s capacities to work with multiple
symbol systems which they bring with them to school, most particularly the visual, to access the
more conventional, and verbally oriented practices associated with the teaching of writing.

Children’s symbol making marks the ability to deal with objects beyond the present context, the
beginning of the ability to manipulate, contemplate, and create and also to enter individualized
imaginative worlds. (Dyson 1992; Kress 1997; Wright 2003). Kress (1997:36) claims these
worlds are intentional creations, created by design rather than by chance. They are created out of
the child’s interactions with other more experienced users of symbol systems. They provide
models of symbol use but also interactive interpretations of the child’s own use of symbol
systems, thereby giving the child the resources to generate new ideas and mediate thinking.

Dyson’s (1986) studies of young children’s learning behaviour prior to formal schooling suggest
an interdependence of symbol systems, and she describes young children as ‘symbol weavers’.
Dyson suggests that symbol systems not only support each other but may be interchanged. The
use of one symbol system may be supplanted by the use of another to fulfill the same purpose but
in a different context e.g. a gesture may be replaced by words. Wright (2007) concurs, explaining
that young children use the symbol system best suited to their communicative needs at any one
time, and describes their ability to access a range of symbol systems in the construction of
communicative events as ‘intratextuality’ (Wright, 2007:39). Children may thus borrow concepts
from one symbol system to help their understanding in another (Wright, 2001). Kress (1997)
uses the term ‘synaesthesia’ to describe this symbiotic fluidity where the symbol systems work
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together, allowing one symbol system to enrich and inform the other, resulting in deeper
understandings. For example, the additional ‘signs’ that are available to the learner when
drawing include colour, texture, line, shade and with this expanded repertoire of signs children
may be able to create new meanings and explore understandings in another symbol system.
The more experiences and opportunities children have with these different symbol systems the
more they understand the affordances each system has (Edwards and Willis 2000). By
understanding the meaning-making potential of the various symbol systems, children are able to
make choices about their use. Gray’s (2006) in depth study of the meaning-making practices of a
Year 3 classroom confirm children’s capacity to realise these affordances when both opportunity
and teaching is provided. Her research repeats the findings of Dyson (1991, 1994) and Harste,
Burke and Woodward (1982) and supports Wertsch’s theory (1991) that symbol systems don’t
have different inherent values, but that rather they are chosen to best meet the communication
needs of the situation. Suhor (1994) in Vincent (Vincent 2002) claims that by moving from one
symbol system to another children are not merely making a choice to communicate with different
tools, but that they are also value-adding to their knowledge systems, by deepening their
understandings of concepts through revisiting them via different symbol systems. McLoughlin
and Krakowski (2001) refer to this as cognitive pluralism.
Smagorinsky (1993) argues that classroom and curricula, which privilege one symbol system
over another, are discriminatory. This is an argument strengthened by Gardner’s (1980) claims
that children develop preferences for particular symbol systems. Gardner’s Theory of Multiple
Intelligences (Gardner 1983; Gardner and Perkins 1989) contends that individuals may have
learning preferences for material presented in different modes. By constantly employing
predominantly verbal strategies in the classroom we may be denying a significant number of
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learners the opportunity to use the cognitive processing strategies that would serve them best.
Therefore if the curriculum doesn’t cater to all types of learners, it may be disadvantaging them.

Outside of school environments, imagery predominates, both static and moving, and we appear
to have an innate capacity to interpret and deal with these. The practices of children outside the
school suggest that children do engage in multimodal activity (Anning, 1999 (Anning 2003) and
although multimodality has always existed, the proliferation of digital technologies in recent
years has certainly brought them to the fore (Unsworth 2002). Our ways of making sense of the
world are rooted in our senses; none operating in isolation from the other. We are fated to be
multimodal beings by our very biology (Kress 2000, in Cope and Kalantzis 2000). As noted
previously, many researchers have commented upon the human capacity to use more than one
symbol system to make meaning and transform meaning. (Anning 1999; Dyson 1983, 1986,
1992; Kress 1997; McLoughlin and Krakowski 2001; Wright 2002) Evidence also suggests that
not only do we have this capacity to use multiple modes, but that our comprehension, recall and
ability to elaborate are increased if more than one mode is used (Wright 2002).

Schools are less reflective of this multimodal communicative behaviour. Whilst multimodal
learning and teaching behaviours are usually encouraged in the early years of schooling through
art, dance, movement and play, they are often interpreted as ‘expressive’ tools rather than
‘communicative’ tools. Art and drama have been aligned with emotion rather than intelligence
and are sometimes less valued in schools, certainly as we move through the upper grades. Instead
schools have historically privileged words and numbers regarding them as the key indicators of
intelligence (Gardner 1993; Greenaway 2002; Wright 2002). As a result the communicative
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value of non-verbal modes of expression is less well researched. This study specifically seeks to
investigate the visual symbol system’s potential as a communicative tool.

Despite moves from academia to acknowledge learners’ multimodality and incorporate it into
literacy pedagogy and classroom methodology, as evidenced by the New Literacies movements
(Kalantzis, Cope et al. 2002; Lankshear and Knobel 2003) reported upon in the following section
of the chapter, other researchers report an opposing trend in schools to privilege the written
mode, and to increasingly teach this in monomodal ways (Millard and Marsh 2001). This not
only fails to recognize the multiple ways in which children make sense of the world, but Millard
and Marsh contend that it impacts adversely on children’s confidence in themselves as meaningmakers and ignores the different ways in which we make meaning and the preferences
individuals may have as meaning-makers. Bartelo (1983) suggests that we have overlooked the
use, indeed the necessity, of incorporating all symbol systems in the pursuit of literacy. She
writes
‘too often we conceive of literacy as a one way highway, rather than see it as a
complex multiple modality system of interrelated processes’: 23.

Multimodal approaches in education require us to broaden our definition of literacy. If we agree
that visuals, gestures, etc. are signs that can be read, interpreted and produced then we have
‘multiliteracies’, although the group of educators who originally coined the term (New London
Group 1996) had more than multiplicity of communication modes in mind. This expansion of the
term ‘multiliteracies’ is discussed later in the chapter.
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Visual and verbal symbol systems
Within all the various descriptions of symbol systems, the visual and the verbal are always
differentiated. As this thesis is focused on these two symbol systems in particular, what follows
is an examination of the literature pertaining specifically to the relationship between them.

The verbal symbol system encompasses listening, speaking, reading and writing, with this thesis’
emphasis upon writing. However it is important to note that in order for reading and writing to
occur the verbal symbol system must have a graphic, or visual, representation in what Goodman
(1986, in Dyson 1991) describes as an ‘approximate notation system’ which is arbitrary yet
defined. In English, at least, these graphic representations of verbal symbols (alphabet, words
and sentences) are more abstract than the graphic representations of visual symbols (drawings).
They are pictures of sounds rather than pictures of concepts (Kress 1997). Wright’s studies
(2007) conclude that for young children a clear differentiation between the visual representation
of verbal systems and visual symbols doesn’t occur until the pre-school years. Dyson (1991)
with reference to Vygotsky (1978) calls the visual representation of the verbal system (alphabetic
notation) a ‘second-order’ symbol system - it serves as a hand-maiden to both the ‘first-order’
visual and verbal symbol systems of drawing and speaking respectively. In order to construct this
second-order symbol system children need to grasp the tenuous alphabetic link between written
graphics and the spoken word. Explaining what is meant by second-order symbolism, Vygotsky
writes:
‘Written language consists of a system of signs that designate the sounds and
words of spoken language, which are in turn, signs for real entities and relations.’:
106.
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He thus describes writing as a second-order symbol system, and stresses its complex links to the
repertoire of first-order symbol systems a child already has. He describes the important
developmental link between the concrete representations of drawings and the more abstract ones
of writing - from drawing ‘things’ to drawing ‘disembedded language’. Kane (1982) agrees and
observes,
‘The fact that verbal symbols are more abstract than graphic symbols suggests a
developmental progression in which drawing should precede writing, particularly
where children are bilingual.’: 296.
and explains,
‘Pictorial symbols produce direct, visual evidence of thinking and, in general, can
be interpreted at a universal level.’: 296.

And so writing represents a complex fusion between the visual and the verbal. Dyson (1983)
suggests the key to literacy is not in the transition from speech to writing, but in the transition
from drawing to writing. Wright (2007) agrees and says we can surmise that children’s
competency with the visual ‘first order’ symbol system, i.e. drawing, ‘underpins, assists and
enhances’ the acquisition of reading and writing skills. She goes further to claim that drawing is
neither preverbal nor subverbal, but rather supraverbal, suggesting that the visual symbol system
has a unique communicative capacity above and beyond the verbal. As Vygotsky (1978) notes,
‘Only one thing is certain - that written language of children develops in this fashion,
shifting from drawings of things to drawings of words. The entire secret of teaching
written language is to prepare and organize this natural transition appropriately...
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Make believe play, drawing and writing can be viewed as different moments in an
essentially unified program of development of written language... The discontinuities
and jumps from one mode of activity to the other are too great for the relationship to
seem evident.’ (in "The Prehistory of Writing," an essay, c. 1930 in The Mind in
Society, 1978).

Common methodologies for the teaching of writing beyond the early childhood years almost
uniformly describe the teaching of writing exclusively through the use of the verbal i.e. words.
Witte (1992) criticises the narrow parameters writing researchers place on themselves when they
focus solely on ‘verbal language as the only symbol system relevant to the study of writing.’:
249 (Witte 1992).
This thesis seeks to move outside those parameters to consider the role of the visual symbol
system (drawings) in the development of skills in the verbal symbol system (writing).
Certainly studies of children’s early mark making indicate it is the visual symbol system that is
predominant and meaningful for the child. Dyson (1983) and Levin and Bus (2005) claim that it
is drawing which enjoys primacy as a representational communicative system in young children.
Their study of children between 2 and 5 years old found that when children are asked to classify
their own mark-making they recognise drawing as drawing before they recognise writing as
writing. Levin and Bus (2003) also note that when young children begin to write they continue to
use ‘drawing-like iconic devices such as quantity, colour or position on the page’: 892. Kress
(1997) observes that visual representations appear to be the most natural way for children to
represent ideas. As children move into writing, researchers note that children appear to move
fluidly from writing to drawing and vice-versa. There seems to be a ‘strong dialogic relationship
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between word and image’ (Millard and Marsh 2001) which children use instinctively in their
early writing. Edwards (1986) claims, for example, that when two symbol systems such as
drawing and writing are ‘trained as equal partners, one enhances the other and together they can
release human creativity’: 35. Coufal and Coufal (2002) suggest that when used in tandem,
drawing and writing communicate a more complete message. They claim the more experience
the learners have with using both the visual and the verbal in this way, the more competent they
become as communicators and the more resources they have at their command for the
construction of new cognition (Coufal and Coufal 2002). This supports this thesis’ hypothesis
that drawing can be a useful activity in the writing classroom.

Researchers working within the Visual Arts have, perhaps predictably, been more open to the
role drawing may play in a writing classroom. They have clearly understood the meaningmaking capacities of drawing and its parallels with writing.
‘Drawing is a symbolising system just as writing is a symbolising system: the
former is one of images, the latter is one of words; the former is visual, the latter
is verbal.’: 36 (Carroll 1991).

Dyson (1991), Wolf (1989) and White (1994) all describe a parallel development in the growing
complexity of the symbols in both systems that children must manipulate. White (1994)
describes clear and specific parallels between the visual and verbal systems - from infancy
(comparing gurgling to random scribbles) through to the high school years (comparing the use of
metaphors and similes with abstract art). She states
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‘Children build a universal symbol system through art in the same way as they
build language. Their progression through this symbol system is as complex, and
easy to identify, as their progression in the use of language.’: 2.

McLoughlin and Krakowski (2001) provide a table, reproduced below, that shows a comparison
of capacities within the visual and verbal symbol systems.
Verbal

Visual

May reflect temporal
and logical relations
among events and
objects
Arbitrary and sequential
i.e. based on semantic
coherence

Depicts spatial logical
and typographical
relations between objects
or events
Non-arbitrary: visual
representation may
resemble actual object
and events
Dynamic and continuous,
can characterize multiple
aspects of ideas and
concepts

Linear, one dimensional
exposition of ideas

:13-3 (McLoughlin and Krakowski 2001)

Platt (1977) claims drawing is the most logical of all the symbolic behaviours to support writing,
describing that it is the easiest to work with as a support to the acquisition of literacy skills
because it is ‘tangible, recognizable and measurable’: 263. Hubbard (1989) says there is not
necessarily a dichotomy between visual and verbal systems as contributors to the acquisition of
literacy, but rather a need to investigate how they complement each other, with Lemke (1998)
contending that they contribute differentially to the construction of meaning. Kress (2000, in
Cope and Kalantzis 2000) agrees that one mode is not subservient to the other but rather they
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have specialist functions. To illustrate he describes two different texts created by six year olds
after a school visit to the Toy Museum, one a visual text (drawing) and the other verbal (written).
The visual is a classificatory amalgamation of key elements from the excursion – ‘things I saw at
the museum’, whilst the verbal was a temporal recount of events on the excursion. Kress thus
suggests that the modes are perhaps better suited to certain readings of the world, or certain types
of meaning-making. This observation of Kress’s opens a window of exploration that is
paramount in this thesis; namely that certain types of non-narrative writing may be well
supported by drawings. In other words if drawings are better able to fulfill certain types of
communicative purposes then those drawings may then be a useful scaffold into writing for those
communicative purposes. Kress’s study also reveals, although this is not discussed explicitly by
Kress, the possible existence of ‘genre’ in children’s drawings, drawings that can be obviously
and systemically categorised through an analysis of their construction as fulfilling some
identifiable communicative purpose. This is a key area of exploration in this thesis. A
confirmation of the existence of ‘genre’ in children’s drawings is a possible outcome and one
that would further strengthen the hypothesis of the existence of useful relationships between
drawing and non-narrative writing and contribute to understandings around intention and social
purpose in children’s drawings.
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New Literacies
An overview
An aim of this thesis is to recommend a simple teaching methodology where drawing can be
used as a support for non-narrative writing. Consequently it is important to review current
movements in education and pedagogies which could effectively and coherently house such a
recommendation.
Within the collective field of New Literacies (Lankshear and Knobel 2003) which recognise a
changing world with multiple communication modes, there are two key movements in education;
visual literacy and multiliteracies, which are based on the assumption that these two symbol
systems, amongst others, have an informing relationship. This section of the literature review
focusses on how the two symbol systems are perceived within these movements and whether
those perceptions can inform the underlying premises of this thesis or indeed whether there are
gaps in this field which this thesis can help to fill. It begins by establishing a link between
symbol systems and this burgeoning field of New Literacies (Kress 2003). This is followed by a
detailed review of the visual literacy movement which is the oldest of the ‘New Literacies’. The
field of visual literacy provides a deal of research with direct relevance to this thesis’
investigation of the productive use of visual symbol systems through drawing in the classroom.
An account of the multiliteracies movement is provided, a movement which represents an
explicit and concerted effort to recognise, value and utilise all symbol systems in learning and
teaching. The theory behind multiliteracies can thus contribute to the informing theories of this
thesis, whilst the results of this thesis have the potential to inform the pedagogy of
multiliteracies.
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Symbol systems and ‘New Literacies’
As noted in the previous section reviewing symbol systems, a number of theorists (Kress 1997;
Dyson 1992) have described the human capacity to make meaning of the world around them
through accessing multiple symbol systems simultaneously in what Kress (1997) has called
‘synaesthesia’. However the school environment has traditionally neither reflected this capacity
nor sought to engage it. They are essentially logocentric and monomodal institutions (Kress
1997; Ring 2001).
‘It seems growing into culture, at least in writing-centred Western cultures, is at
the same time a process of suppressing these synaesthetic qualities’: 39 (Kress
1997).

Kalantzis in Cloonan (2004) recounts a teacher trainer in Malaysia reflecting that a doctor from a
hundred years ago would walk into a hospital today and be unable to function, whilst a teacher
from a hundred years ago would find the classroom a mostly recognisable place and be able to
get on with the job. This could be interpreted as evidence of how the fundamentals never change,
or perhaps more accurately as evidence of how schools have been slow to reflect the changes of
the world around them.
Moves in recent years to construct school curricula which are more reflective of this changing
world, as well as to recognise the complex ways in which humans make meaning using all
symbol systems at their disposal, have lead to the emergence of new disciplines in literacy
teaching, in what have been described as ‘new literacies for new times’ (Cope and Kalantzis
2000). ‘Visual literacy’ and ‘multiliteracies’ are two of these new literacies which seek to make
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children better consumers of visual symbol systems, and pay some attention also to making them
better producers of messages constructed with visual symbol systems – although this latter skill
is far less developed and less evidenced within classrooms.

Visual Literacy
Visual literacy, the ability to construct and understand visual texts, is as simple and as complex
as ‘literacy’ – the ability to read and write. The broad aim of the visual literacy movement is to
give children access to the meaning making capacities of the visual. What becomes obvious in
any review of the literature around visual literacy is the accuracy of Flood’s observation (2004)
that despite the prevalence of the term visual literacy there appears to be little consensus on what
the term actually covers.

The rise of visual literacy in Australia as a discipline can probably be attributed to an address
given by international art educator Rudolph Arnheim in Melbourne in 1972 (Greenaway 2002)
where he pronounced that schools with their focus on words and numbers were failing to make
the best use of the creative capacities afforded to the human intellect by visual imagery.
Inevitably those most competent users of the visual symbol system, artists and art educators,
were the champions of these early discussions of visual literacy. Key Australian art educator
Duncum (1997) proposed that our exposure to imagery is ever-increasing, describing it as
‘infinitely more plentiful, pervasive, immediate and ephemeral than ever before’ and therefore
we need to prepare students to better engage with the visual. And although this has not
necessarily been a universal view amongst art educators, with Bracey (2001) claiming he is not
convinced that we are faced with an excess of visual imagery that we need to be preparing
students to read and critique, it was and continues to be the predominant view (Oring 2000).
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Sanders-Bustle (2003) describes images as a ubiquitous part of life, which now need to be
considered a ‘basic’ of education. Even in school textbooks it is possible to see an increase in the
space given over to images (Kress 2000), presumably in response to a belief that the inclusion of
images will improve learning outcomes. Artists and educators alike (Rawlins 1992; Atkins 2002;
Burns and Martinez 2002) claimed that people are easily duped as a result of their inability to
read the visual imagery around them in popular television media and advertising. In the late
1970’s, in a political and social climate open to such pronouncements, the study of visual media
like television and film became prevalent. However the economical and political pragmatics of
the 80’s had the community and the politicians clamouring for a return to basics of reading and
writing. In order to stay on the agenda visual literacy had to be made more ‘academically
respectable’, something that could be examined in a HSC exam, for example. So keen were
educators to take up the cause of visual literacy skills it gained a guernsey in more than one
national curriculum document in the 1980’s, with a Viewing strand in the national English
curriculum profile and incorporated in both the national Visual Arts and Media strand of the Arts
Curriculum profiles (Corporation 1984; Corporation 1984).
Developments in technology since the early 80’s have ensured that visual literacy has continued
to have a prominent place in school curriculum documents (Howie & Greene, 2003). Up until
2007, Viewing was included as an assessable discipline in standardized literacy benchmarking
testing such as the Australian Capital Territory’s Assessment Programme – ACTAP- (Services
2002) thus ensuring that ACT teachers at least have engaged with this visual aspect of literacy in
their classrooms. It should be noted however that the new national benchmark testing of literacy
– National Assessment Programme in Literacy and Numeracy –NAPLAN- (MCEETYA
Ministerial Council on Education 2008) does not include any assessment of visual literacy.
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Although there is an implied assumption that learners will be visually literate with learners
required to access visual text in the rubrics provided for the written composition component
Initial planning for the 2011 National Curriculum documents make little reference to visual
literacy within the proposed English curriculum, and there are no plans for a new national Visual
Arts curriculum. This sends an implicit but loud message about the value the government and the
community places on the Arts. It may be the visual literacy star which was in the ascendancy in
the 1990’s is now on the wane, although a new white paper on Visual Arts Education in
Australia, “First We See’ (Davis 2008) has recently been published which may inject new life
and resources into the field.

Nonetheless many state curriculum documents continue to include visual literacy and have done
so for the past two decades. Jenny McDougall’s (2004) PhD thesis into primary teacher’s
attitudes to the visual literacy initiative found that ‘most teachers in the study were not aware of
‘visual literacy’:ii. These teachers also voiced concerns of ‘trendy theory’, which are currently
replicated in the wider community and the politicians of ‘the noughties’, where there is a concern
there are falling literacy standards and if teachers got back to the job of teaching children how to
read and write rather than pursuing educational fads (e.g. visual literacy) then standards would
rise (McDougall 2004). McDougall’s research into teacher attitudes to visual literacy indicates
there probably remains a gap between the theory and the extent of its application in the
classroom. This thesis aims to fill some of these gaps providing clear evidence of the positive
impact that using children’s own visual images can have in the classroom through the use of their
drawings in classrooms to enhance learning outcomes in the sometimes challenging area of
writing non-narrative texts. However this ‘use’ of drawing to support writing outcomes could
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easily be criticised by art educators who perceive, probably correctly, that this ‘commandeering’
of the visual literacy by the curriculum area of English has resulted in a description of visual
literacy that has disconnected the ‘reading’ and ‘creating’ of the visual from one another (Bracey
2001; Flood 2004).
Since the 1980’s when an interest in visual literacy began to be claimed by those working with
the verbal literacies of reading and writing (Anstey and Bull 2000), there has been an increasing
political and academic gap between arts educators and literacy educators in something akin to a
turf war (Brown 1989). The result has been that visual literacy lacks a homebase (McLoughlin
and Krakowski 2001). This is turn has meant visual literacy hasn’t yet achieved ‘a sound
theoretical basis’ and as such lacks ‘operational specificity’ (McLoughlin and Krakowski
2001:13). Unsworth (2001) agrees there is ‘a paucity of theoretical description pertaining to the
nature of visual literacy’: 71
This thesis will seek to contribute to the field through the continued development of a theoretical
framework for the analysis of the visual which is rooted in social constructivist understandings.

The fact that learning areas as disparate as English, Media and Art take some ownership of visual
literacy means there is often good work happening in these key learning areas but without much
informing dialogue between them (Atkins 2002). It can become difficult even to track what is
happening in each area not least because of the differing terminology used – viewing, visual
communication, visual thinking, visual literacy, media literacy to name just a few. However the
most damaging consequence of this disciplinary divide has been a decoupling of the symbiotic
relationship between the production and reception of visual images. English and Media have
become more focused upon decoding the meanings of visual signs, including ideological
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messages, but connections are rarely made to the creation of visuals. This productive component
has remained in the Art classroom. Atkins (2002) suggests the English discipline’s conception of
visual literacy is narrow. Visual literacy is seen essentially as a receptive activity concerned with
the analysis of existing images rather than the production of self-generated images. This is a
perspective she claims is more ‘analogous to the reading and writing aspects of verbal
literacy’:36 that this perspective has the greatest currency in Australian educational contexts.
The implication is that this ‘verbalising’ of the visual diminishes and misrepresents all that visual
literacy could be.

Others point to the precarious position this places Art teachers in, who are in danger of losing
their place in the curriculum (Greenaway, 2002, Parsons, 1994). It is indeed a sad paradox that
the rise of visual literacy in the curriculum over the past decades has seen a decreasing interest in
children’s own visual creations, their drawings. This is an observation confirmed by Anning’s
(2002) studies of pre-school and prep classrooms in the United Kingdom. The mere existence of
visuals in the classroom, or in our curriculum materials in no way prepares children to be
visually literate, anymore than having a library in the school ensures that all children can read.
What is required is a pedagogy that develops children who have both visual production and
reception skills. Although it is not within the scope of this thesis to describe what this pedagogy
would look like, it is true that such a pedagogy is an important part of this thesis’
recommendations. Any proposal to use children’s drawings as a learning tool implies that
teachers should be taking more explicit account of the drawings children produce.
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Kress (1997) argues that visual literacy should be more than an analysis of mainstream visual
texts, it should lead to transformative practice. It should lead students to be explorative, creative
and experimental (Greenaway 2002). Therefore any attention to the visual symbol system in the
classroom must necessarily include both the creation and the comprehension of visual texts.
McLoughlin and Krakowski (2001) suggest that there is a continuum of skills in visual literacy:
1. visual thinking, which involves manipulating the symbols;
2. visual learning, which is the construction of knowledge through the interaction with the
visual;
3. visual communication which uses the visual for transaction and dialogue.
Whilst it’s possible to dispute the hierarchy within the framework it does describe the kinds of
visual work teachers might do in the classroom to teach both productive and receptive visual
skills. Flood (2004) further develops the notion of the visually literate person using Blooms
taxonomy as an organizer. She describes the following as the core competencies of a visually
literate person that acknowledges both the productive and receptive components of visual
literacy:
3. A broad understanding of image viewing and making;
4. The ability to access information through visual media;
5. The ability to deconstruct imagery;
6. The ability to reconstruct and form new individual imagery;
7. The ability to understand the purpose and meaning of imagery: to provide validity and
verification of imagery: 75 (Flood 2004)
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These frameworks are used in Chapter Four to inform pedagogical recommendations resulting
from the study in this thesis and may be useful to educators working in the field of visual literacy
but also those working with multiliteracies – a movement described in more detail below.

Multiliteracies – the theory
In 1994 a group of like-minded, but quite diverse, academics (New London Group 1996; Cope
and Kalantzis 2000) met to consider why it was that there still remained inequities around
educational success, not just in developing countries but also within developed countries. They
considered what needed to be done with literacy and literacy pedagogy to redress the problem.
They called themselves The New London Group and they reflected upon existing understandings
around multimodality and multiculturalism, coupled with rapidly developing technologies. Their
conclusion was a need for ‘new literacies for new times’ (Cope and Kalantzis 2000). To address
the need, the group came up with the concept of ‘multiliteracies’ as a new organiser for thinking
about what we need to be teaching children in schools in order to give them equity of access to
school learning, but also prepare them for the realities of a changing world. As such it is a
complex concept, with the ‘multi’ representing at least two fundamental components of the
theory. The first is a multiplicity of modes for communication, i.e. a recognition of the multiple
symbol systems described in the previous section of this literature review, and identified by the
New London Group in their original manifesto as linguistic, visual, audio, gestural, spatial and
multimodal (Cope and Kalantzis, 2000).
Their designation of ‘multimodal’ as a sixth and separate mode is significant to propositions
within this thesis. A notion under examination in this thesis is that all modes interconnect and
therefore all learning is multimodal. This idea is acknowledged in the original work of the New
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London Group. They describe the multimodal mode as ‘a different order to the others as it
represents the pattern of interconnection among the other modes’:25 (Cope and Kalantzis 2000)
A significant statement in their original manifesto is
‘In a profound sense, all meaning-making is multimodal’: 29.

However in subsequent pedagogical work inspired by the Multiliteracies movement, this notion
is much less explored (Cloonan 2005). Instead we find an undercurrent in Multiliteracies
literature that presumes that ‘multimodality’ is an essentially new phenomenon and one that is
evident in overt ways via emerging technologies (Kalantzis, Cope et al. 2002), rather than at play
in all meaning-making enterprise. This perceived gap between original theory and current
practice, and its relevance to this thesis, is further discussed later in this section as a review of the
pedagogical applications of multiliteracies theory is provided.

The second ‘multi’ component of multiliteracies is the multiple cultural and linguistic differences
that exist within groups and between groups. Culture here is not confined to ethnicity, but
encompasses all of the influences that contribute to our identity including gender, profession,
politics, religion, sexuality, socioeconomic status etc., all of which will impact upon the kind of
language we use and when and where will use it.

Even as recently as 1994, when the New London Group first met, it would have been difficult to
predict just how radically and rapidly the face of communication was going to change. The
emergence of the Internet as a communicative space that has seemingly effortlessly combined
the multiple modes of communication, and given all manner of culturally and linguistically
diverse groups a voice that is easily accessed by anyone, has certainly confirmed the New
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London Group’s vision of the future, and the need to look more closely at how we can teach the
literacies of these new technologies. However there was always a sense within the group that a
change in approach and conceptualisation of literacy was needed, long before they could have
predicted the extent to which technology actually has changed the way we communicate
(Cloonan 2004).
‘Current official notions of literacy are so ungenerous, so unreflecting about the
real needs of young people in the societies of the next decades, that it is essential
to advance alternative conceptions’: xx (Kress, 1997).

Those writing about the ‘new literacies’ are characterized by a sense of urgency in their writing
(McDougall 2004), conveying a message that we are seriously disadvantaging our children if we
do not better prepare them at school for the literacy demands of the ‘real world’, which they
contend will be predictable only in their diversity. Their inclusion in this literature review is
important not because of this focus but rather because embedded within the notion of these ‘new
literacies’ is the assumption that symbol systems work together to make meaning, an underlying
premise of this thesis.

Jewitt (2005) argues that not only are schools indeed failing miserably to change with these
times; they are promoting a narrow linguistic view of literacy. This not only fails to reflect new
times, but fails to connect with the lived experiences of children in schools who in their out-of school lives are already working with these multiliteracies. Dyson (2001) argues that until
educators engage with these out-of-school literacies they will struggle to teach in-school
literacies, stating that ‘children cannot understand foregrounded school texts except in the
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context of their experiences with other texts’:418

Many educators (Kress 1997; Cope and Kalantzis 2000; Sanders-Bustle 2003) argue that these
‘new times’ require a transformative approach to education, and literacy teaching in particular,
so that schools produce citizens who make language, rather than simply use it. Kress (1997)
contends that the language transformer is better equipped to deal with the realities of a world that
is changing technologically and merging culturally in ways and at rates not previously seen in
the history of humankind (Smolin and Lawless 2003). Whilst Harste et al (2000) argue ‘when we
see literacy as language and not language plus other sign systems, we also fail to envision all that
literacy might be.’: 1. For schools to produce learners capable of transforming language rather
than simply replicating requires a shift in pedagogy.
‘It forces our attention away from seeing competent adherence to rules as
sufficient, and to focus on a concern with the competent development and
enactment of design.’ : 155 (Kress 1997)

‘Design’ as Kress has used the term here, is intended to describe the deliberate and very social
process of relating object, image and word to make meaning. The verb ‘make’ is important in
this definition as it puts the emphasis on ‘design’ as an active process, rather than a passive one.
The design knowledge and associated skills are socially mediated, through interactions with
competent others. If schools are focused solely on the verbal symbol system then they are
schooling children in only one ‘design’ tool and they fail to give children adequate resources to
become competent ‘designers’ of communicative practice.
This thesis aims to explore whether the addition of visual ‘design tools’ can improve children’s
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written communicative practice, i.e. Can drawing improve writing?

Multiliteracies – pedagogy
All new theories take time to develop the accompanying pedagogy. A pedagogy that successfully
captures the intertextuality of all the elements of multiliteracies is yet to be adequately described.
The least articulated is the sixth mode of multimodality, as originally described by the New
London Group (Cope and Kalantzis 2000) and how it actually operates in practice.The lag is
understandable as it takes time to translate a complex theory to classroom practice and then to
describe that practice in a way that makes it accessible, but also reliable in a variety of classroom
contexts.
‘Whilst we may acknowledge the changed paradigm we are a long way from
understanding how these changes can be realised pedagogically. We need to
investigate the way meaning is constructed through multimodal texts’: 43 (Walsh
2006).

Unsworth (2001) also claims that ‘the teaching of the multiliteracies inherent in this kind of
theorising has to date received little systemic attention in school curricula’: 71
This thesis aims to provide examples of ‘multiliteracies aware’ methodology which can easily be
included in curricula.

From the initial meeting in 1994 the New London Group has continued to work on developing an
accessible pedagogical framework through which to apply multiliteracies theory. Cope and
Kalantzis (Cope and Kalantzis 2003) have developed the Designs for Learning or Learning by
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Design framework which they continue to develop in consort with teachers around the globe, and
the work in the classroom has informed the evolution of the theory itself. As Cope says
‘…we were all learning the whole time together, and the theory has developed in
parallel with the practice’: 14 (Cope, in Cloonan 2005),

The framework the Group developed originally described situated practice, overt instruction,
critical framing and transformed practice as the keystones of the pedagogy. Cope and Kalantzis
have since reconceptualised these as: experiencing, conceptualising, analysing and applying
(Cope and Kalantzis 2004) and a number of schools around Australia, but also overseas, are
working with these frameworks. However the Group has recognized the constraints on
describing classroom practices for multiliteracies with Kalantzis observing
‘…you can’t teacher-proof materials. When we were starting off there was this
idea that if you just gave the teacher the right curriculum or the right framework
or the right kind of recipe for something then that was enough.’: 48 (Kalantzis, in
Cloonan 2004).

And it does appear that these concerns continue to play out. Descriptions of the classroom
applications of theory are of particular relevance to this thesis as they provide an indication of
how the notion of ‘multimodality’ is being played out in classrooms. Importantly they provide
indicators of where the ‘slippage’ occurs between theory and practice. This can inform any
pedagogical recommendations made in this thesis.
Cloonan (2005) quotes one teacher reflecting upon her theoretical knowledge of multiliteracies
and how she has translated this into practice in the classroom.
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“I’m confident with visual literacies and critical literacies… So where I want to
go is looking at audio literacies and gestural literacies. Then much further down
the track we’ll probably be looking at the spatial effect, too, as we’re learning’: 8.

Cloonan notes the teacher’s comment ‘shows an understanding of multimodality’: 8
It does show an understanding that there are five possible modes identified in multiliteracy
theory. However it is not a reflection that indicates an awareness of intersemiosis and
synaesthesia or an awareness of the sixth mode described by the Group, multimodality. This
teacher is working with multi modes, many modes, rather than multimodality. And as Cope and
Kalantzis (2000) have said, multimodal learning is more than an acknowledgement of five
distinct modes. It involves ‘processes of integration and moving the emphasis backwards and
forwards between the various modes’: 211.
Gray (2006) observes similar fragmentation in the programming of teachers who believe they are
offering a multimodal approach to learning by setting up ‘stations’ for various kinds of learning.
She claims that such an approach doesn’t allow children to make spontaneous use of the
affordances of various symbol systems and instead ‘can discourage simultaneous or sequential
uses of complementary…semiotic meaning making systems’: 236. In order to achieve this, the
informing strands of multiliteracies – 5 modes, multiculturalism and ICTs, should not be seen as
separate strands to be ticked off but rather should be theorized as strands that work together. The
tick-a-box approach may result in curricular and classroom practice that simply acknowledge the
existence of different modes of meaning-making, rather than practices that work in a meaningful
way with the complex connectedness of these modes. As such it could be argued that much of
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the current work with multiliteracies theory in classrooms has missed the deep and core
understandings which underpin the original theorising of the New London Group.
Walsh (2006) suggests
‘We are a long way from knowing how to develop classroom learning
experiences that will assist students to manage multiple literacy and learning
practices’: 48.

Therefore an important component of a description of multimodal learning must also try to
account for how that movement occurs and how it can be planned for in teaching. How does a
teacher construct a learning episode that encourages synaesthesia that makes use of
intersemiosis? Whilst it is not within the scope of this thesis to address the complex ‘how’ of the
movement between all the modes, the study does seek to explore the integrated use of the visual
and verbal modes in classroom practice and thus provide direction for more informed classroom
strategies that seek to make use of multiple modes of meaning. In doing so this thesis responds to
a call for
‘ongoing investigation to develop relevant, explicit pedagogy appropriate for
integrating multimodal literacies with conventional literacy practice’: 48
(Walsh 2006).

Accordingly in this thesis it is important not only to say that the visual and the verbal inform
each other but to hypothesise about the ways in which they inform each other. Once this
‘intersemiosis’ is theorized and observed, then the potential is there to describe a methodology
that allows teachers to make meaningful use of the modes, or symbol systems on their teaching.
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The literature reveals an interesting tension in educational discourse around the teaching of
literacy for the future. Whilst both politicians and academics are working from the premise that
we are living in a world of rapid technological development and a changing workplace, they
present very different solutions as to how best to prepare the next generation to live in that world
(Jewitt, 2005). One side is calling for a return to the basics of traditional notions of reading and
writing, whilst the other calls for an expansion of traditional notions of literacy to include areas
like visual literacy, computer literacy, critical literacy etc.

As we move in 2008 to standardized testing of traditional verbal literacy across all states and
territories in Australia it would appear that the reductionists are winning the battle. Teachers are
finding it difficult to walk the line between a call for transformative multimodal practice from
the academics and a directive to engage in reductionist pedagogy from the authorities. Although
there are numerous projects (Cloonan, 2005) that seek to find applications for multiliteracies
theory, they do so in the face of calls for a national curriculum which seeks to reclaim what is
taught in schools through a divide and conquer strategy that privileges isolationist teaching in
History, Science, Maths and English. What is required is considered research that provides
evidence that multimodal approaches to learning can achieve outcomes against traditional
benchmarks of learning. This thesis aims to contribute to this body of research.
As Unsworth (2002) notes, the conventional literacies, like writing, will continue to be important
to learning, existing in the traditional ‘monoliteracy’ sense but also within multiliteracies.
Conventional literacy hasn’t been replaced but rather co-opted into service in more multimodal
communicative texts (Unsworth 2002). It is from this perspective this thesis has been written. It
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remains important to improve writing outcomes in children, but it is also important to think
innovatively about how this might occur.

This study looks specifically at drawing as a support for writing, investigating how the visual and
verbal modes work together. However its results can clearly inform the ‘new literacies’ agenda
by providing direction for theorizing how this intersemiosis occurs and what classroom
experiences the teacher needs to construct to allow for that intersemiosis
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Writing
An overview
The focus of this section is on how writing develops in children and why the development of
writing skills is crucial to academic success in Western schools
Although the research for this project was carried out in a second language classroom, it is not
the intention of the research to exclusively investigate second language learning and teaching. It
is contended that any findings of the research would apply equally to first and second language
learning contexts. This section of the review contains a rationale for this contention providing a
brief summary of the research into how first and second languages are learned. Importantly this
section of the literature review places writing within a sociocultural framework describing social
purpose and genre in writing. This provides support for the rationale behind this thesis to
investigate non-narrative genres, as well as a theoretical foundation for the decision to use a
systemic functional linguistic framework to develop the writing analysis grids within the study’s
methodology.

The importance of writing success
Learning either a first or second language requires the learner to learn about the language system
and learn how to make meaning with the language in different social and cultural contexts
(O'Neill and Gish 2008). When an ESL child enters an Australian school they are learning the
English language, but they also how the language changes according to purpose (Gibbons 2004).
The language purposes of school differ from those in the home. Although this is especially so for
children who speak English as another language it is also true for most mother-tongue speakers
of English. All learners must develop skills that will enable them to speak, read and write the
valued texts of school if they are to succeed in the education system.
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The verbal symbol system predominates in schools, it is through verbal language that concepts
are taught and comprehension demonstrated. Writing, in particular, comes to play an important
role as almost the sole way in which learners are able to demonstrate their understanding of
learned concepts and share their understandings of those concepts. No matter how multimodal
the outside world is, mastering the verbal symbol system, most particularly its graphic
representation is of paramount importance, and the only key to success in schools (Millard and
Marsh 2001; Wright 2003).
‘To be schooled in the current British education system is to be confined as never
before to the scene of writing’: 54 (Millard and Marsh 2001).

And whilst Millard and March describe the British education system the same sentiments could
be expressed about other English speaking Western education systems. The National Inquiry into
the Teaching of Literacy (DEST 2005)and NAPLAN (MCEETYA Ministerial Council on
Eduaction 2008) in Australia, the National Primary Strategy in the UK (UK Dept. for Children
2003) and the No Child Left Behind policy (Education 2001) in the US are all examples of a
push from governments to ensure that the verbal symbol systems retain privilege status and will
do so for the foreseeable future. It therefore remains important to identify ways in which children
can be successful readers and writers.
This thesis seeks to contribute to this area through the investigation of drawing as a way in which
to improve writing outcomes.

How language is learned
Language acquisition, first or second, is a complex and contested field (Lightbown and Spada
1999; Saville-Troike 2006; Gass 2008)
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‘The complexities of second language acquisition, like those of first language
acquisition, represent a puzzle for linguistics, psychological and neurological
scientists which will not soon be solved.’: 45 (Lightbown and Spada 1999).

Saville-Troike (2006) concludes the differing positions are inevitable given that language
learning happens inside the brain making it difficult to accurately research.
‘Because it is impossible for us to observe mental capacity or language learning
directly, the different beliefs are based largely on theoretical assumptions and are
tested by indirect methods which individuals who come from different
disciplinary perspectives may not agree on’: 17 (Saville-Troike 2006).

These linguistic, psychological and neurological research traditions have informed theories of
both first and second language acquisition. They provide descriptions of learning and teaching
which have parallels across both first and second language learning methodologies. These can be
identified broadly as behaviourism, nativism and social interactionism (Lightbown and Spada,
1999, O’Neill and Gish, 2008). The field of Art Education is also informed by theories which
could be described as parallel to these. A description of these in the teaching of writing in both
first and second language learning contexts makes a useful point of reference and comparison for
the discussion of children’s drawings in the following section of this chapter.
Behaviourist theory was originally expounded most notably by Skinner (Campbell and Green
2006) who claimed that language learning occurs through appropriate stimulus and response, and
imitation of speech around them. There is no recognition of a child’s role in the construction of
meaning, and all emphasis is on external input. According to behaviourists the same cognitive
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processes are used for all language learning. Certainly it is possible to track imitative behaviour
in children learning first and second languages, however children do more than simply repeat the
structures they hear, and they do more than translate first language structures into the second
language. Indeed they often construct language which is neither reflective of the structures of the
L1 nor the L2. Lightbown and Spada (1999) conclude, ‘For second language acquisition, as for
first language acquisition, the behaviorist account has proven to be at best a incomplete
explanation for language learning’: 36
Nativist theory arises from the work of Chomsky (Campbell and Green 2006), who claimed that
there are basic universal and intuitive rules of language, and that each individual has an innate
biological capacity to learn. The emphasis is solely on the internal processes of the child and a
minimal role is given to the cultural and social environment in the construction of meaning.
Nativists observe that both first and second language learners demonstrate more knowledge
about language ‘than they could reasonably have learned if they had to depend entirely on the
input they are exposed to’ (Lightbown and Spada, 1999:37). Thus the conclusion is that a child’s
brain has the organisational capacity to acquire any language, first or second, that operates in the
child’s environment, and that this acquisition has a natural order of development.
During the 1970’s numerous investigations into second language acquisition (SLA) sought to
establish whether there was a natural sequence in the order of second language (L2) acquisition,
as proposed by the nativists. As a result Dulay, Burt and Krashen (1982) established the ‘L2
acquisition equals L1 acquisition’ hypothesis, concluding essentially that children learn their
second language the same way they learned their first language. Scientific advances in the 21st
century have allowed detailed research into brain activity, and confirm the hypothesis that
language learning occurs in one part of the brain (Sabourin and Stowe 2008).
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Social Interactionist theory is inspired by the work of Vygotsky and, later, Bruner (Campbell
and Green 2006). It emphasises the role of social interaction and the part played by significant
others in the child’s environment in language development. Like the nativists, the social
interactionists agree that a child has a natural capacity to learn, but this acquisition of language,
first or second, occurs in the interactions with other people and is not simply a matter of ‘natural’
acquisition
McLaughlin (McLaughlin, 1978 in Gass 2008) concludes
‘..there is a unity of process that characterises all language acquisition, whether of
a first or second language’: 102.

It is then possible to surmise that the findings of this study into whether drawing is supportive for
non-narrative writing would be equally applicable for both first and second language learners.

Lightbown and Spada (1999) do not see these theoretical perspectives on language learning as
mutually exclusive, and certainly each has at least some empirical evidence to support it. Instead
they propose that each theory explains different aspects of language development.
The study in this thesis has been constructed from an interactionist perspective, a theoretical
paradigm which Lightbown and Spada (1999) suggest can help explain ‘how children relate form
and meaning in language and they learn to use language appropriately’: 26
It is these specific language functions, the ability to construct socially mediated genres, which
this thesis seeks to explore and therefore it is appropriate this thesis takes a social interactionist
perspective on language learning and teaching.
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This thesis looks particularly at two particular kinds of informational writing that belong to the
valued canon of school genres – explanations and procedures. By Year 3 in Australian schools
children will be expected to be writing these texts. The remainder of the literature review of the
development of writing focuses upon the writings of theorists working within this paradigm.

Development of writing
Writing has developed as a graphic representation of the verbal symbol system however it has
evolved into something more complex than talk written down. Writing has evolved its own
organisational patterns and conventions according to the purpose and audience of each piece of
written text (Rothery 1984; Macken, Martin et al. 1989; Derewianka 1990).

Working from a social interactionist understanding that all behaviour is the result of historic and
cultural evolution and doesn’t just appear naturally at a given point in time or development,
Vygotsky (1978) writes that any description of writing development requires an investigation of
writing’s pre-history in the individual. He claims that writing begins in the beginning use of
gestural and visual signs, saying,
‘Written language is the culmination of a long process of development of complex
behavioural functions in the child...It does not follow a single direct line in which
something like a clear continuity of forms is maintained.’: 104.

Garton and Pratt (1998), also working from a social interactionist perspective, provide a
description of the development of writing which is consistent with most of the current literature
(Harris, McKenzie et al. 2003; Campbell and Green 2006; Winch, Johnston et al. 2006) It is
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summarised as follows.
•

Print in the immediate environment and repeated writing routines are important stimuli in the
process of early writing development. Children learn through interaction with experienced
others that the written word conveys meaning and they attempt to replicate that meaning
themselves. They ‘write’ non-recognisable lists and messages. They are not yet
differentiating between writing and drawing.

•

They learn to reproduce letter shapes and these are initially mixed with the representations of
other symbol systems i.e. numbers and drawing schemas, before they are able to separate
letters from other symbols. This use of conventional letter forms does not indicate an
understanding of the written symbol system and its connection to sound.

•

As they tackle the task of converting talk into print children must understand the concepts of
print (Clay 1972). In English this means understanding:
-

the temporal sequencing of speech is represented in writing by left to right, return left,
and top to bottom spatial sequencing on the page;

-

speech is represented in writing by combinations of letter strings;

-

words in speech are represented in writing by grouping the letters on the page using
spaces to separate the groups.

•

Beyond this they must understand that we organise those utterances through units we call
sentences, which in turn, we manipulate to give the reader further understandings of the time,
manner and place of our messages and this is achieved through the organisation of phrases
and clauses.

•

Once these conventions are understood and mastered the children need to move beyond
simply putting talk on paper. They need to develop an understanding of the differences
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between spoken and written language, an understanding of the different purposes for writing
and the forms that writing takes in order to fulfill those functions. i.e. written genres.

Social interactionist inspired approaches to teaching writing advocate the teaching of writing
from the perspective that the child already has a considerable amount of skill, knowledge and
experience to bring to the task of writing and that their control over written texts grows with their
interaction with more capable users.
A social interactionist perspective on writing instruction is particularly appealing for teachers
working in culturally diverse classrooms (as Australian classrooms are and as the classroom in
this study is) It recognizes the differences children bring with them to the classroom.
‘Each student possesses multiple frames of reference with which to construct
knowledge by virtue of their ethnic background, race, class, gender, language
usage, religious, cultural and political identities… The potential for knowledge
construction depends very much on how schools react to students’ attempts to
employ these diverse frameworks for meaning making.’: 7 (O’Loughlin 1992, in
Dyson 1993).

This recognition of existing knowledge and skills in the learner is fundamental to the argument
being built within this thesis. Children possess skills in working with the visual semiotic system
which they can bring to the task of developing skills in writing, particularly as the literature
review reveals that drawing and writing are interrelated semiotic systems. This thesis then
prompts teachers to broaden their vision of what constitutes prior knowledge and experience
when teaching writing, to include children’s experiences and skills with other semiotic systems.
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Methodologies situated within the social interactionist paradigm must then be flexible enough to
recognize a child’s sociocultural literacy history, respond to their present history as literacy
learners and prepare for their future histories as literacy users.This requires teachers to
deliberately orchestrate classroom learning, carefully constructing episodes that will give the
children shared experiences from which to take meaning, and which will make productive use of
a variety of symbolic repertoires. In doing so they utilise children’s capacities to work
multimodally and are able to carefully construct follow up learning that allows them to make
meaning. This active role for the teacher, and the interdependence of adult and child is the core
of social constructivism the teaching pedagogy which accompanies a social interactionist
approach to language teaching. In order to identify starting places for the co-construction of
knowledge in the classroom the teacher must find out what each child’s starting point is and what
experiences and understandings they bring with them to the classroom.

Purposes for writing
It is possible, within any given culture, to identify accepted and predictable ways in which
language is organised to achieve a particular purpose. These socially mediated predictable text
structures are known as genres (Rothery 1984; Derewianka 1990). Language features which
differentiate genres can be accounted for across word level (vocabulary), sentence level (syntax)
and text level (text organisation).These differences can also be categorised according to the
social purpose of the writing, which is understood through an examination of the text’s field
(what it is about), tenor (who it Is for) and mode (how it is presented) (Macken, Martin et al.
1989). This constitutes a ‘genre approach’ to writing, an approach that has come out of social
interactionist theories of language development, and a systemic functional linguistic (SFL)
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approach to language analysis (Halliday 1985). The SFL tradition in linguistics seeks to describe
how language works according to purpose.
‘Systemic functional grammar is based on a view of the complete
interconnectedness between the grammatical structures people select in using
language and key variables of the situation in which they are using the language.
These situational variables are field, tenor and mode’: 32 (Unsworth 2001).

Much work was done in the late 1980’s, in Australia in particular, to clearly identify the various
written genres that are privileged in schools and therefore the ones which children need to have
control over if they are to perform well in schools (Collerson 1988; Macken, Martin et al. 1989;
Derewianka 1990; Christie 1991). An early list of ‘school’ genres included recounts,
instructions, narratives, information reports, explanations and arguments (Derewianka 1990) but
the list has expanded over the years to acknowledge a broader range of valued genres in the
school curricula, most particularly by identifying subtypes within the previously identified
genres (Unsworth, 2001). The NSW Board of Studies has added literary recount, observation,
literary description, personal response, review, factual description, procedural recount, and
discussion to the list. (Studies 1998). As well as differentiated schematic structures, each genre
makes use of differing grammatical resources (Unsworth 2002). Unsworth (2001:127) distils the
following as knowledge which will help children succeed in school writing. They must
understand:
•

Different genres exist

•

Genres are a means of achieving particular social purposes

•

Genres have identifiable structures
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•

Genres have characteristic grammatical features

The genres become increasingly longer and more analytical and complex as the learner moves
through the school years (DECS 2006). Unsworth (2001) also reminds us that genres are
connected to their social and historical context and are therefore not static. Language is flexible,
and it is likely that genre features will change as societal needs change and technology supports
that change or indeed dictates that change (Christie 1991).
The two genres under examination in this thesis are ‘procedures’ and ‘sequential explanations’.
Procedures are texts that instruct someone to make or do things; sequential explanations are texts
that explain how processes occur in our social and physical worlds, sequencing the process
chronologically (DECS 2006). These chosen genres are very challenging for primary school
learners, as they require the production of quite technical texts for a general but unknown reader
(Derewianka 1990). The time, social and physical distance between the reader and the writer
makes the linguistic challenge of writing these genres more difficult. Understanding how these
genres are organized at text level and then how language is selected and organized within the text
at sentence and word level is an important part of writing successfully. These schematic
structures have proven to be useful frameworks for curriculum developers (UK Dept. for
Children 2003) and exam boards (Services 2002) to organise their documents around. As such
the text, sentence and word level organisers have also been used to develop the writing
assessment grids which have been used to assess the writing in this study. This is explained
further in the methodology chapter.
Prior to the prevalence of these descriptors of language learning at text, sentence and word level,
the educational linguists working with Halliday’s systemic functional grammar were already
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using organisational categories more directly aligned with Halliday’s descriptions of functional
language use – ideational, interpersonal and textual. These categories are useful in any language
analysis where language purpose is of prime importance and in the original work of the genre
theorists (Macken and Slade 1993) genre and the register variables of field (ideational), tenor
(interpersonal) and mode (textual) were the organising categories for language analysis of texts.
Field refers to the content of the text and its situational context – what is the text about? Tenor
refers to the relationship between the participants in a text, either those within the text or
between the constructor and the receiver of the text. Mode refers to how the text is being
communicated, for example whether it is spoken or written.
As this thesis is interested in a deep and informative analysis of the children’s writing in the
study, including their capacity to communicate social purpose effectively in their writing, these
register variables have also been used in the development of the writing assessment grids for this
study as is further explained in the methodology chapter.

Teaching writing
All theoretical approaches to writing, no matter what the informing theory have tended to
translate to very linear and verbal instructional methods. Writing is seen as an activity that
becomes more complex as one gains more control over the symbol system that governs it. This
growth in complexity has led educators to approach its instruction in a hierarchical fashion, as
they see writing as the acquisition of skills in spelling, semantics, syntax, and discourse structure
(Dyson 1991).
Vygotsky (1978) makes the observation that research into writing development and instruction
framed in this way is problematic. He claims that writing, as a process, defies systematic
description as it lacks linear continuity. Dyson (1992) agrees, criticising hierarchical approaches
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to writing as simplistic, saying that descriptions of stages of development have focussed on
‘surface manifestations of writing and not on the complex underlying reality’: 15 and that ‘there
is no linear progression in written language development.’: 15.
She argues that a hierarchical view of the writing process and its translated practice fails to come
to grips with the complex relationship between the various sub-skills of writing, as well as failing
to recognise the means of dealing with writing that children bring with them to the learning, for
example, their semiotic repertoires. She says of writing,
‘Its development is linked in complex ways to the whole of children’s symbolic
repertoires; its evolution involves shifts of function and symbolic form, social
give-and-take, as children explore and gradually control new ways to organise
and represent their world and to interact with other people about that world.’: 15
(Dyson, 1992).

In his 1979 book ‘Learning to Write’ Kress already had misgivings about his essentially
‘verbalcentric’ description of the writing process contained within the book. In his preface he
wrote
‘…I regret I have not included pictures in my discussions although nearly every
text that I discuss had a picture with it, and it is quite clear to me that pictures
form a part of the whole text for the child’ : preface Kress. 1979

By 1997 he had rethought his position on literacy development, and writing in particular, saying
not only is it wrongheaded to think that there is a definable single road to literacy but also to
think that literacy is a single destination.
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‘Literacy is no place, no thing, no stable set of forms to be copied’: 139.

This thesis works from the understandings of these prominent theorists (Kress, Dyson,
Vygotsky) that writing evolves from the entire human symbolic repertoire, and seeks to describe
and test a teaching strategy that actively uses the visual symbol system through drawing to
interact with and support the verbal with resultant improved achievements in non-narrative
writing.

Assessment of writing
In order to establish whether drawing improves the quality of children’s non-narrative writing,
this thesis must establish clear and informed criteria to identify quality in writing. This section of
the literature review examines writing assessment in order to review available writing assessment
options and also demonstrate how a growing trend towards standardised assessment is further
evidence of the importance of writing success in schools. This latter contributes evidence to this
thesis’s imperative to investigate a teaching strategy which could contribute to writing success in
schools.
With the new millennium has come a renewed vigour and interest in finding standardised means
of assessing children’s writing. Writing is seen as an important and demonstrable skill which can
and should be measured. In overseas contexts where English is taught as a foreign language these
measurements provide the community with proof of the learners’ capacity to write English. In
countries where English is the L1, these assessments essentially provide the community with
proof of the capacity of schools and teachers to teach literacy effectively. As such, everyone has
an interest in how students perform in summative national standardised literacy assessments.
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Currently almost all standardised L1 and L2 writing assessment is done through holistic
assessment. Holistic assessment relies upon trained raters assessing pieces of writing according
to set criteria (Vaughan 1999). These assessments are usually done by external raters through
very generic feedback, as usually simply being above or below average. In Australia all students
in years three, five and seven take part in national benchmarking tests which grade students on
school achievements, including writing (MCEETYA Ministerial Council on Education 2008).
Apart from these national measurements, teachers of course undertake their own holistic
assessments (both formative and summative) of children’s writing as they plan their day-to-day
teaching. Holistic assessment has been criticised for its lack of specificity in its feedback to
students as well as the lack of guidance it gives teachers when assessing (Casanave 2005:125).
For this research project holistic assessment is not useful as it fails to detail exactly where
writing strengths and weaknesses are.
Macken and Slade (1993) write that valid writing assessment, whether diagnostic, formative or
summative should be ‘linguistically principled, explicit and criterion referenced’: 206.
The study in this thesis requires the development of a comprehensive writing assessment tool to
analyse the writing samples in this study, therefore this literature review is focussed on
describing summative assessment strategies and the types of criteria used. The tool developed for
the assessment of writing in this study must be consistent with the thesis’s informing social
interactionist theories but also reflective of the situational contexts that teachers find themselves
working in. Therefore the focus is on a review of writing assessment strategies commonplace in
Australian schools as well as assessment tools that reflect a functional social interactionist
approach to language. This is important if recommendations made as a result of this study are to
have relevance and be of use to teachers.
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Whilst much of the literature describes writing assessment components broadly under three
categories of content, structure and language (Hyland 2003), these are by no means the only
categories used. Williams (2005) also cites content, organisation, vocabulary, language use
(grammar) and mechanics (punctuation, spelling) as being equally crucial. Despite Williams’
(2005) expansion there are many different interpretations of what goes into each of these
categories.
A review of summative assessment practices in classrooms indicates that teachers continue to
rely on traditional linguistic criteria such as punctuation, spelling and word level grammar when
assessing writing (Connor and Mbaye 2002; Mesana 2004). Rhetorical writing criteria are
usually implied under the general heading ‘organisation’ and are not well explicated.
Connor and Mbaye (2002) conclude that when assessing writing teachers seem to recognize what
they want when they see it, even when it’s not stated in the assessment criteria. Indeed the
classroom teacher appears to be in the situation of knowing a good piece of writing when s/he
reads it, but less able to articulate this when asked what makes a good piece of writing.
It is important the writing assessment tool developed for this study is descriptive and explicit and
able to accurately describe achievements in the writing samples.Trait-based scoring methods can
achieve this specificity. Trait-based scoring methods recognise context in writing and demand
different criteria according to the context and purpose of the writing. More specifically a multipletrait scoring method (Hyland, 2003) also described as dimensional scoring (Casanave, 2005:126)
allows for the scoring of separate writing components, whilst still ensuring that the criteria and
descriptors for those components are specific to the writing task being assessed. The
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use of multiple-trait scoring methods increases the assessment’s validity (Casanave, 2005:123).
A trait-based scoring method has been adopted for the analysis of writing in this study.

First Steps (WAEducation 1997)is a literacy framework popular in Australian schools for the
planning of both teaching and assessment in all areas of literacy, including writing. It is
organized around a developmental continuum which describes stages of writing development,
with criteria or indicators to help teachers judge where students are on the developmental
continuum. It also provides descriptions of how these developmental writing behaviours look
across a variety of genres. In doing so it combines the notion of a developmental approach to the
teaching of writing with a social interactionist model of language that describes writing as a
socially mediated activity. This theoretically ‘bilateral’ approach to the teaching and assessment
of writing is not unusual in schools, however embedded within the social interactionist model is
the understanding that the development of skills like writing is in no small part connected to the
learners’ lived experiences outside the classroom. The notion that learning is the also the result
of multimodal semiotic activity is far less evidenced in practice. A staged developmental
continuum by its nature cannot adequately take account of the diversity of meaning-making
experiences, symbolic repertoires, of the learners in any given classroom. By failing to take a full
account of the learners’ lived experiences across all meaning making systems, educators may be
ignoring important pathways into writing.
This thesis will explore the development of drawing analysis grids which complement the
writing assessment grids in an effort to better understand the intertextual ways in which the
visual symbol system may inform work in the verbal.
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Recent research in the U.S (Conca, Schechter et al. 2004) that observed teachers using the First
Steps framework highlights the challenges teachers face in translating theory into practice. They
found that whilst teachers were prepared to use the criteria to assess writing they were not using
that information to then plan appropriate instructional tasks for the students. Conca et al (2004)
suggest that teachers ‘were not ready to make instructional recommendations based on
assessment, because they were not clear on what the assessment showed.’: 69.
The research seems to suggest that the limits of our assessment tools are indeed the limits of our
understanding of our students’ strengths and weaknesses. Therefore one could conclude teachers
are then limited in their exploration of appropriate pedagogical tools to address those strengths
and weaknesses. The development of a descriptive and clear assessment tool for the writing in
this study is an important component of this thesis. It will not only provide a valid and reliable
tool for data analysis within the thesis, but has the potential to inform the field which is still
exploring effective and usable writing assessment tools.
As this thesis is specifically concerned with the production of two non-narrative texts,
explanations and procedures, it is necessary also to ensure the assessment tools effectively
measure how well each piece of writing achieved its respective social purposes of explaining and
instructing, and what language was used to achieve those purposes. As the two genres have
different language purposes, which are realised through different language conventions, the
criteria used within the tool must be differentiated according to genre. Whilst many marking
guidelines recognise ‘genre’ within the broad category of ‘organisation’, they provide less scope
for the detailed analysis of language specific to the genre.
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Macken and Slade (1993) describe an assessment tool based upon Halliday’s Systemic
Functional Linguists (Halliday 1985) which allows the writing to be analysed not only as a
product (a text) but also as an intentional, purposeful product (a text within a sociocultural
context). As well as identifying the genre of the writing – the ‘why’ of a text or its social
purpose, their tool also unpacks the text’s register – ‘how’ a text achieves its purpose. Register is
realised through field, tenor and mode. Accordingly the linguistic features within the field, tenor
and mode categories vary according to the genre. It was this framework which the New South
Wales Board of Studies (Australia’s largest state curriculum organisation) originally used in a
series of teaching and assessment tools called Teaching about Texts (Studies 1998). However by
1999 the NSW Department of Education (DET), although continuing to work with genre and the
explicit identification of language features in children’s writing, ceased using the register
organisers of field, tenor and mode and instead introduced the organising categories of text
processes (genre), text features, sentence level features, and word level features.
In doing so the NSW DET perhaps unintentionally removed the strong links to purpose and
context that the original register descriptors provided. This has been a trend replicated
throughout Australia and is evident in many curriculum documents (WAEducation 1997; ACT
2006)with the notable exception of South Australia DET which has retained the organising
categories of field, tenor and mode in its ESL Scopes and Scales (DECS 2006). This retention of
a focus on purpose is important to this thesis. Macken and Slade’s original work (1993) and the
South Australian curriculum documents are an important informant to the writing analysis tool to
be developed for this thesis.
This section of the literature review has dealt specifically with children’s writing.
Three common theories of language acquisition; nativist, behaviourist and interactionist were
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summarized and the similarities between the process of first and second language acquisition
were foregrounded. The focus of this review however has been on describing social interactionist
approaches to literacy teaching and assessment. This is a theoretical framework that allows us to
explain and explore all the meaning making processes children bring to the task of writing.
‘If Language arts teachers value writing because of its potential for enabling
meaningful expression and learning, then the identification of similar potential in
other forms of texts could help teachers rethink the range of compositions they
make available for students in their classes.’: 4 (Smagorinsky and Coppock 1993).

For this thesis, this translates to finding ways to scaffold the child into the written language of
school learning, whilst valuing the resources the children already possess. This includes making
use of the meaningmaking tools the child has in their repertoire, of which drawing is, one such
tool.
The following section explores drawing as a manifestation of the visual symbol system, as a
meaning making tool, how it develops in children and what parallels can be drawn between
drawing and writing.
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Drawing
An overview
This thesis is concerned with the use of drawing as an adjunct to the teaching of writing and so it
is important to give a full discussion of drawing within the context of children and schooling.
This section of the review will examine how the literature describes children’s drawing
development and in doing so will highlight important parallels between the theoretical divides
that exist in both literacy and art education. To aid in this exploration this section of the literature
review looks firstly at the differing theoretical perspectives on how drawing develops in children.
This is followed by an account of the various purposes that have been accorded to children’s
drawings and why drawing ‘disappears’ from the most children’s symbolic repertoires, at least in
the school environment by late primary school. Thus some insight is offered into why drawing
and writing, so apparently closely connected in the early years of pre schooling, move away
from each other so decisively in the school years. This section on drawing concludes with a
review of the research into benefits of drawing in school contexts.

Informing theories in Art Education – a comparison with literacy education

The theoretical debate around how drawing develops in children can be divided into two camps ‘perceptualists’ versus ‘conventionalists’(McFee and Degge 1980).‘Perceptualists’ see drawing
as a natural and innate ability, which unfolds through predictable and inevitable stages and which
should not be interfered with by external intervention or instruction.‘Conventionalists’
emphasise the importance of graphic conventions in the drawing process, contending that these
conventions are learned from others, from other people’s drawings or from surrounding imagery
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and they can be explicitly taught.

These two perspectives have parallels within the theories of language development as outlined in
the preceding section of the literature review, with perceptualists closely aligned with nativist
theories and conventionalists more aligned with social interactionists. Drawing in schools was
originally taught from traditionalist or behaviourist perspectives and in the early 20 th century had
a focus on representational drawing, enacted through activities like copying or observational
drawings from nature (Anning 1997). However by the 1930’s Cizek (Smith 1985) had become
very influential with his descriptions of child art and its inherent differences from adult art. For
the first time he presented children’s art as an area of study in itself, and so grew the movement
that saw children as natural artists whose artistic development should unfold naturally. It is from
this position that the perceptualists evolved. The ‘perceptualists’ who see drawing development
as an innate process with predictable stages are paralleled by the ‘nativists’ referred to in the
previous writing section. By the 1980’s ‘conventionalists’, who believe that drawing
development can be directly affected by intervention from external sources, began to gain
prominence, most particularly with a movement called Discipline-Based Art Education (Wilson
and Wilson 1982). This movement can be compared to the social interactionist approaches to
writing. Whilst ‘conventionalist’ perspectives enjoy currency with academics and researchers in
the field of art education, researchers observe that ‘perceptualist’ or ‘nativist’ perspectives
remain key informants in visual arts lessons in many mainstream primary school classrooms
(Willats 2005). This is the case even amongst teachers who are dedicated to ‘conventionalist’ or
‘social interactionist’ approaches in other curriculum areas – like literacy teaching for example
(Willats, 2005).
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For this thesis this ideological elasticity of teachers in their attitudes towards drawing and writing
needs to be explored. Teachers’ perceptions of both the drawing and writing processes need to be
unpacked and acknowledged if teaching strategies that integrate the two are to be effectively
implemented in classrooms – as is an intention of this thesis. To this end, what follows is a more
detailed review of the literature around drawing development.

The Development of Drawing in Children
An extended review of the literature around drawing development and purpose in drawing is
included as part of the thesis’ hypothesis is that children draw with intention and for social
purposes using visual tools which may be explicitly taught. Whilst this view of children’s
drawings does exist in the literature, it is not a view necessarily understood by those working in
the literacy field and needs to be fully explicated.
Lowenfeld (1975) is one of the most influential contemporary theorists describing drawing
development from a ‘perceptualist’ perspective, although he was by no means the first. Cizek,
Luquet, and Piaget were all influential in this field in the first half of the 20th century (Luquet
1985). These theorists continue to impact upon art education in early childhood and primary
school settings today (McArdle 2003; Willats 2005) where there is great reluctance to even use
the term ‘teaching’ in connection with the visual arts. There is a prevailing sense that adult
intervention will corrupt the ‘innocent eye’ of the young child (Cox, 2005).

Lowenfeld (1975) studied the development of drawing in children by collecting drawings of
children at various ages and finding identifying features for drawings at particular age groups.
He claimed that there were clear and identifiable stages in the development of drawing in
children. Although he acknowledged that not all children will move through these stages at the
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same rate he maintained the order would remain the same. This assumes that the drawings are
the representations of innate perceptions unmediated by thought or social context (Cox, 2005).
Working with Brittain, Lowenfeld identified the stages described in the table below.

Scribbling Stage - 2-4 years

Pre-schematic Stage - 4-7 years

A pleasurable, initially kinesthetic activity
where children move from random scribbles to
more controlled scribbles. There are no
recognisable objects in the scribbles although
they may begin naming their marks. This move
from kinesthetic to verbal activity marks the
move to the next stage.
The child begins to visually represent objects
in his environment in a recognisable form.
These objects are randomly placed on the page
and usually bear no size relationship to one
another. These representations are recognisable
to others and provide the opportunity for talk
about the drawings.

Schematic Stage - 7-9- years

The child begins to develop symbols or
schemas for objects in the immediate
environment. These schemas are refined and
repeated, e.g. the house or the human figure.
There is the attempt to organise the drawings
in space by creating a baseline, where objects
are organised across the bottom of the page.

Dawning Realism Stage - 9-12 years

Children in this stage are still symbolising
rather than realistically representing objects but
are increasingly more aware of their
surrounding environment. The baseline of the
previous stage disappears as attempts are made
at more realistically representing the world as
it is. The drawings become much more
detailed, and the drawer becomes much more
self-conscious of their efforts to portray reality.
Visual awareness continues to increase and
children attempt to portray reality in their
drawings, becoming aware of depth and
proportion, colour and detail. They are

Pseudo-realistic Stage - 12-14 years
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extremely self-critical.

Lowenfeld remarks that the final stage of Pseudo-realism often marks the end of artistic
development for most children noting,
‘We often find that adults, when asked to draw something, will make a drawing
that is very typical of the twelve year old.’: 49 (Lowenfeld and Brittain 1975).

Many art theorists, including Kellogg (Kellogg 1969) have used Lowenfeld’s stages as a basis
for their descriptions of how drawing develops naturally in children. White (White 1994) for
example, claims that progress in the development of drawing is ‘natural and universal. It does
not depend on formal teaching until the senior and advanced levels.’: 13. Well into the 1970’s
these child-centred art education theorists were promoting art as a synonym for creativity and as
such,
‘a fragile, natural gift which the teacher could easily destroy by any kind of
intervention in children’s art’: 4 (Ashton 1997).

However perceptualist approaches and Lowenfeld’s stages have been criticized in recent decades
through a range of studies which have demonstrated ‘how context or task dependent children’s
drawing skills are’ :33 (Vinter 1999). Eisner (Eisner 1972) argued that artistic development in
children was a direct consequence of the learning experiences they receive. He became the
founder of the Discipline Based Art Education movement, an influential ‘conventionalist’
movement. Other art educators critiqued the perceptualists, criticising the inherent logic of their
theories as well as the validity of their research methods. Ashton (1997) argued if drawing is a
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skill that unfolds naturally why does the development appear to stop at about nine years of age,
with most failing to reach the pseudo-realistic stage described by Lowenfeld. Thomas and Silk
(Thomas and Silk 1990) conclude that whilst there do appear to be similarities across younger
children’s drawings these were not consistent and become less evident as children move through
Lowenfeld’s identified stages. Other critics of the stage theorists say the stages were
predominantly based on children’s drawing from memory rather than through active observation
(McFee and Degge 1980).

Both Ashton (1997) and Cox (Cox 2005) claim that the criteria used by the perceptualists to
assign stages to children’s drawing development are themselves culturally defined and therefore
not neutral markers of drawing development. Still others have suggested that longitudinal studies
of individuals’ drawing development would provide a more accurate description than crosssectional accounts of isolated drawings, as was the case in Lowenfeld’s studies (Robertson
1987). Indeed such longitudinal studies do exist and clearly show the impact that the
environment has on children’s drawings, with the themes that predominate children’s drawings
clearly individual, and changing according to the societal influences, and popular media
available to the child at any point in time (Robertson 1987; Duncum 1992). ‘Conventionalists’
claim that identifying themes in children’s drawings is more useful than stage theory for
understanding children’s drawing development (Wilson and Wilson 1982). The notion that
drawing can be studied in isolation from the environment in which it was created, that the
conventionalists find particularly problematic (Ashton 1997). Dennis (in Mc Fee and Degge
1980: 86) studied the drawings of six-year olds from 11 different countries on three continents,
and concluded that culture and environment play a major role in the development of drawing.
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These critiques highlight the clear influence of the social and cultural contexts which children
operate within (O'Shea 1999; Walker 2007-8) as well as suggesting that these contexts can
impact upon drawing development. Brooks (2004) uses a Vygotskyian framework to describe
drawings as ‘holistic reflections of experiential and cognitive language grounded in a
sociocultural, historical and political context’: 42 (Brooks 2004)
It is within this theoretical paradigm the ‘conventionalists’ sit. Conventionalists are interested in
the sociocultural contexts which children operate in but they are also critical of the perceptualist
notion of a linear progression through stages of development in drawing.

Ring (2001) proposes a different description of children’s drawing development based upon
Dyson’s (1993) descriptions of drawing as
•

situated in sociocultural contexts and

•

a mediator for communicating meaning

What follows is an interpretation of Ring’s grid
Age

Key Activity

Features

Around 1

Exploration of available

The child has no intention to symbolise, explores the

media

distinctive physical and visual properties each
medium has to offer

1-2

Use of marks to symbolise

The child begins to invest meaning in drawn marks
and to use these marks as an important prop for play
and talk

Around 3

Attempts to communicate

The child notices similarities between the real world

the meaning of marks to

and their drawings and will talk about their drawings
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other people

in response to interest from others. Children may use
their drawings as classifying tools, finding order in
their world, or as storytelling tools.

Around 4

Evidence of evolving

The child consciously uses a range of genres and

intentions around their

stylistic conventions in their drawings

drawings
Around 5

Autonomous personal

The child uses drawing to represent important

drawings

objects, they plan drawing activity and use drawing to
fulfill the educational agenda in school settings
(Ring 2001)

Ring developed this grid after longitudinal studies of young children’s pre school and early
school drawing activity. Whilst they are thus limited to describing this age group, they provide
an interesting contrast to the descriptors of the stage theorists which are essentially product
oriented and reference to the production of some kind of artistic ideal. Instead Ring’s descriptors
are focussed upon the child’s intentions and communicative purposes of their drawings.
This is a useful description of children’s drawings as it provides an account of meaning-making
and purpose in drawings which is congruent with this thesis’ theoretical principles.
Ring’s grid contrasts starkly with perceptualists’ beliefs that,
‘drawing is more closely related to biologically determined growth patterns than
to experiences children have in living.’: 81(McFee and Degge 1980).

Whilst most conventionalists agree that children’s drawing development follows a characteristic
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course (Vinter 1999) they provide evidence that the drawings that children produce are directly
related to the social, emotional and cultural context they were produced in. Gardner (Gardner
1980) for example also provides a description of stages, which generally follow Lowenfeld and
Brittain’s (1975), but he also attempts to describe the relationship between the child’s drawing
and all ‘other aspects of his mental, social and emotional development’ rather than seeing
drawing as an isolated ‘organ’ worthy of investigation.
Wolf and Perry (Wolf and Perry 1989) propose that the linear nature of stage theory of drawing
development is faulty. They say children don’t move from one stage to another in a hierarchical
way on the way to realism, but rather that each stage marks the beginning of a new drawing
system, each of which has its own particular communicative powers. These systems don’t ‘give
way ‘to others but rather continue to develop concurrently with the new systems we acquire, or
are taught, prompting an understanding of drawing as cyclical in nature. Wolf (Wolf 1997)
describes drawing development ‘not so much as a ladder of ascending stages, but as the
development of a repertoire of choices’: 189. Skills are not mastered prior to moving onto new
skills, rather children constantly revisit and grow skills.

Like the social interactionists working in literacy education the conventionalists see a role for
adult intervention and modelling in describing drawing. For example they would advocate the
use of expert other’s drawings as models, for example, copying the work of Old Masters (Pariser
1984). The perceptualists claim that such approaches encourage stereotypic images and inhibit
creativity (Arnheim 1974; Lowenfeld and Brittain 1975), in much the same way that nativists in
literacy education have criticised the work of the genre school in writing development. The
‘conventionalists’ have emphasized the importance of teaching graphic conventions so that
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children may then use them to effectively communicate their thoughts and feelings in visual
forms (Smith 1985; Willats 2005), providing clear parallels to the move towards explicit
functional language teaching advocated by the genre movement within the social interactionist
paradigm in literacy education. Certainly studies of the drawings of three to six year olds in
Reggio Emelia showed that specialist art instruction, where practising artists work alongside and
instruct the children, resulted in the children producing drawings that did not conform to the age
characteristics of the development stage descriptors (Ashton 1997). Research by Cox, Eames and
Cooke (Cox, Eames et al. 1994) which looked at the effects of drawing instruction upon 5 – 7
year olds found similar results, whilst studies of Kindergarten art in Vietnam and China
(McArdle 2003) have found the level of fine-motor skills and depiction far beyond those
described in the essentially Western developmental stage theories of Lowenfeld and others.
Ashton (1997) notes a purely developmental approach to teaching drawing ‘seems to have
mutated into an apathetic acceptance of what is, rather than what might be’: 5.

It is difficult to find descriptions of how children acquire or are taught the conventions of the
visual symbol system. Anning (2003) calls these the conventions of graphicacy. Anning claims
there is a dearth of research in this area because graphicacy is linked to the Visual Arts and the
Visual Arts are not identified as core curriculum in the move to National Standards.

The notion that drawing is a skill that can be taught and can serve communicative purposes is an
important one for this thesis. This study proposes drawing can be used to support writing for
specific purposes. If this is true then it would also be useful to provide recommendations to
teachers on how they can develop children’s drawing skills so they can continue to use drawing
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in this ‘purposeful’ manner. What we find in schools is that despite the convincing evidence in
support of conventional approaches to art education and the alternative they offer to staged
development theories (Cox 2005), it is the non-interventionist creative approach rooted in
perceptualist stage theory that persists in Australian primary schools (Ashton 1997).

Perhaps a more useful position is one that doesn’t pit ‘perception’ against ‘convention’ but rather
that acknowledges the role of cognitive processes in drawing development (Robertson 1987) and
also recognizes the role of sociocultural context in the development of drawing. It is from this
perspective that this thesis has been written. The following section explores the notion of
drawing as a socially mediated activity in more detail. In doing so the aim is to build a body of
research evidence that defines drawing as a social practice which has direct links to writing as a
social practice. Such a correlation would support this thesis’s hypothesis that drawing can
support writing.

Purpose of Children’s Drawings
The previous section described competing theoretical paradigms for describing the development
of drawing in children. It finds a strong and more recent presence in the literature describing
drawing development in terms of sociocultural context (Brooks 2005) rather than merely a
natural unfolding of ability.
Whilst those discussions focussed on how children’s drawings develop through observation of
what they draw, we are far less knowledgeable about why children draw (Brooks 2004; Cox
2005; Wright 2007). Identifying intention and purpose in children’s drawings is important work
for any researcher working from a conventionalist or social interactionist perspective. Cox
(2005) strongly believes that children construct their drawings in purposeful ways. If drawings
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fulfill a communicative purpose then children must be making intentional choices around which
visual tools they will use to realise those intentions. The testing of that assumption is key to this
study because if we can identify clear purpose in children’s drawings and the use of particular
visual tools to achieve purpose then we are closer to identifying ‘genre’ in children’s drawings.
This would provide further supporting evidence for the reasons why drawings could be
supportive of non-narrative or ‘genre’ writing. We also then move closer to identifying the visual
tools children use to achieve purpose and to developing a framework for reading purpose in
children’s drawings.
What follows is a review of what research exists to describe the manifestation of purpose in
children’s drawings.

The notion that drawings can serve a purpose other than self-expression is not a new one, nor
confined to the post-perceptual theorists. Anning (1997) reports that as early as 1927 the UK
Board of Education was describing drawing as ‘primarily a language by which ideas, thoughts
and feelings of one person may be graphically conveyed to another’ (Layton 1996 in Anning
1997: 224)
However the predominance of ‘nativist’ theories of drawing development from the 1930’s has
meant that for many years drawing has been described primarily as having self-expressive or
narrative motives (Lowenfeld 1975; White 1994), which are ‘a reflection of the child’s
personality, intellectual maturity and emotional development’: 96 (Walker 2007-8).
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Much of what theorists say about the role of drawing in a child’s learning repertoire does not
preclude the notion of ‘genre’ in drawing, i.e. drawing differently for different purposes. It
simply fails to describe it in any detail.
Vygotsky (1978) describes drawing as a pictorial language which children play with in order to
find concrete visual means of representing their thoughts.
‘Our analysis of children’s drawings definitely shows that from the psychological
point of view, we should regard such drawings as a particular kind of child
speech.’: 112.

Thus we can see Vygotsky leaves the door open to explore the different kinds of drawings
children might create, just as we know children use language for different purposes. Since the
1980’s there have been a number of studies describing the types of drawings that children do.
Understanding the purpose of the drawing is key to any attempts to identify genre in the
drawings children do, as this thesis attempts to do.

Wilson and Wilson (1979) claim that most spontaneous drawings have a narrative motivation but
Duncum’s (1992) research into children’s spontaneous drawings indicates that ‘there appears to
be a great number of spontaneous drawings driven by interest other than the narrative.’:4. It
makes the important point that it is difficult to tell whether a drawing is narrative or separate
object without observing the drawing and talking to the child about the intent behind the
drawing.
He identifies the following purposes for drawing - ‘to directly inform on what the world is like’
and ‘to speculate on what the world could be like.’: 11 and concludes
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‘the wide variety of drawing types suggests that children draw spontaneously for
a wide variety of reasons. These include the desire to create a substitute object;
the desire to investigate the visual appearance of something; to fantasise; to
recreate the familiar as well as acquire skills through borrowed images; the
delight in generating one’s own images and the delight in story-telling, whatever
the means, whatever the extent.’: 11.

Duncum’s work takes us some way to understanding purpose in children’s drawings, however in
failing to describe the learning context in which the drawings have been done, and without the
discussion of intent with the child creator which Duncum himself agrees is necessary, we are still
left with a limited description of the purpose of the drawings.
When children’s drawings are situated within the social context within which they were created
we have a clearer understanding of the purpose of the drawing. For this study the situational
context is made very clear.
McFee and Degge (1980) also expand the uses of drawing beyond the creative and aesthetic.
They describe it as a means of recording information, of closely observing the world around us,
recording what we observe and using that record of observation as the basis for further enquiry.
They describe drawing as ‘visual note-taking’.

Brooks’s (2004) observations and analysis of young children’s drawings provide ample evidence
of young children’s capacity to appropriate culturally constructed visual conventions in the
construction of their drawings. That is, they deliberately choose visual tools to construct their
intended message. Similarly other analyses of children’s drawings (Wright 2007; O’Shea 1999)
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provide evidence of children’s use of numerous visual conventions reflect the influence of the
world of popular culture and film.
From this sociocultural perspective it becomes entirely plausible that children’s drawings are the
result of constructed social understandings, rather than the innate and internal cognitive event
that nativists suggest. Thus we have a premise for categorising children’s drawings according to
social purpose not unlike the ways in which we now categorise children’s writing into genres.
Hence it becomes important to
•

consider what these different ‘genres’ are,

•

teach which is the appropriate choice for the intended purpose (Ashton 1997),

•

identify what are the conventions which make each genre distinctive from the other, and

•

teach those conventions.

Wolf and Perry (1989) agree that the concept of genre as it exists in literacy education, i.e.
language organized according to the purpose and audience, can be applied to drawing. Therefore
drawing development should not be described as a singular process with one end point but rather
that descriptions of drawing development encompass the notion of a ‘repertoire of visual
languages, as well as the wit to know when to call on each’: 18 (Wolf and Perry 1989).
Wolf and Perry’s proposed ‘genres’ in drawing are confined to pictures, diagrams, maps and
graphs which offer a limited, albeit tantalizing look at how children instinctively produce visual
images that vary according to the purpose of the image. In one example, a seven-year old’s
picture of her house varies from the same child’s map of her house, with the picture containing
details such as flowers and the surrounding environment, whilst the map concentrated on size
and position of rooms within the house. The drawings served different purposes, fulfilled
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differing intentions of the creator and were thus constructed quite differently. The creator chose
different drawing tools, just as a writer would choose different language structures when writing
a description of a house, and directions for getting around the house. Anning’s (1997) account of
architectural drawings notes that those working in design are introduced to different visual tools
or conventions than artists working in the Fine Arts. In a later article Anning (1999) expands on
Wolf and Perry’s genres to include scientific genres of ‘laboratory drawings and the
representational drawings of botany and anatomy’. Anning (1997) suggests two categories for
describing purpose in children’s design drawings – private and exploratory, and public and
communicative. Symington and Spurling (Symington and Spurling 1990) in their review of a wellknown study of children’s drawings of scientists found that the children’s drawings differed when
the instructions for drawing differed. They reported that when the children were instructed to
‘draw a scientist’ or ‘do a drawing which tells what you know about scientists’ the former
produced more stereotypical drawings – object representations or visual descriptions of scientists
whilst the latter instruction resulted in more detailed drawings beyond mere object
representation. Clearly the instructions impacted upon what the children perceived the purpose of
the task to be, and they drew upon visual tools dependent upon their perceived purpose of their
drawing.

Wolf and Perry (1989) claim that children develop this capacity to draw differently to fulfill
different intentions when they become aware of different genres that exist in the verbal system of
their culture. They found that when asked to make birds that would appear in a science report, a
zoo-sign and an art gallery, preadolescents produce distinct drawings for each purpose.
‘For the report, a child might draw a blue-jay in careful but not interpretative detail;
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the zoo sign is a spare, generic contour drawing; the art gallery bird is richly
coloured and fantastically detailed.’: 29 (Wolf and Perry 1989).

This corresponds with Cox’s observations (2005) that children draw different ‘trees’ dependent
upon the purpose of the tree in the drawing, thus clearly raising ‘the possibility that it is varying
purposes that determine the way the representation is made’: 121 (Cox 2005) and not an innate
intractable stage determined perceptual ability.
Kress (1997) suggests that drawings may be particularly suited to the processes of analysis and
classification, whilst talk (the verbal symbol system) is more effective for representing action
and dynamic events. Kress’s observation is based on the fact that it appears to be difficult for
children to incorporate notions of time and action in their drawings. However many other
studies of children’s art dispute this and provide ample evidence of children’s capacity to
represent action and dynamics in comic strips for example (Wilson and Wilson 1982; Duncum
1992), and in the actions and gestures they incorporate in the creation of those narrative drawings
(Dyson 1992). Nonetheless Kress does offer another quite distinct use for drawing that is less
discussed by art educators, a means of representing analytical and classificatory processes. As
such it may be contended that drawing may be particularly effective as a support for the writing
of non-narrative texts which have analysis and classification as their key purpose e.g. report
writing, explanations, procedures as is the case in the writing samples in this study.

Although we have numerous descriptions of drawings to achieve different purposes it is clear
that the field would benefit from a more cohesive exploration of what these purposes are and
how they are achieved. This study aims to contribute to this.
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A useful approach for identifying purpose in children’s drawings is to first discover the intent of
the drawing, by analysing it within the context of its creation, and then looking at the tools that
were used in its creation. Certainly there have been numerous studies (Goodnow and Levine
1978; Van Sommers 1989; Vinter 1999) which have identified a syntax in children’s drawings
i.e. predictable and sequenced graphic behaviours. Those working in semiotics but ostensibly
coming from a linguistic perspective (Kress and van Leeuwen 1996; Callow 1999; Unsworth
2001) have taken the tools developed in systemic functional linguistics to analyse verbal
language and applied them to visual language. Systemic functional linguistics (SFL) is based on
the understanding that language is a social construction rather than an individual and innate
construction. By using a framework situated in SFL, Kress and van Leeuwen, Unsworth and
Callow are recognizing that the visual is an intentional construction intended to achieve some
kind of purpose, and the creator chooses the tools that will best serve that purpose. In describing
the visual in this way they have taken some of the mystique of art-making away, perhaps
opening the door to understanding how visuals make meaning, allowing analysis of the visual
beyond the aesthetic and towards the communicative. This kind of analytical framework if
applied to children’s drawings may allow us to clearly delineate the purposes of children’s
drawings and in turn instruct children in purposeful drawing.
This approach will form the basis of the drawing analyses in this study.

The Role of Drawing in the School Years
Whilst the previous sections have established an understanding of the theories surrounding
drawing development and established a case for identifying purpose in children’s drawings, the
following section is concerned with a pragmatic description of the role drawing currently has in
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primary school classrooms. This is important to this thesis because if the study results in
recommendations to include more drawing and the explicit teaching of drawing then the
researcher must be fully cognisant of prevailing attitudes and teaching practices around drawing.

A review of the theories and classroom practice confirms the anecdotal evidence that, in most
cases, drawing disappears from classroom practice in general and as an integrated activity with
writing development after the early childhood years (Anning, 1997; Coates, 2002). This is
despite clear evidence, as outlined earlier in the literature review that these visual and verbal
communication systems are linked. The reasons for a de-emphasis on drawing in primary school
classrooms appear to be many but a review of the literature can help conclude that they may be
mostly environmental rather than a natural demise. What follows is a review of the literature
concerned most particularly with why drawing disappears from literacy lessons. This is an
important discussion as this thesis is proposing drawing be included routinely in literacy lessons
throughout primary school and perhaps beyond.

Whilst many educational theorists (Grinnell and Burris 1983; Cambourne and Turbill 1987;
Calkins 1994) have described drawing as a useful support in the early stages of writing, once
‘early writing’ is established it often falls into second place and is even discouraged. This is
largely because
‘Teachers largely regard the movement from pictures to words as one of
intellectual progression’: 55 (Millard and Marsh 2001).
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Teachers in Anning’s studies of children’s use of drawings (Anning 2000) also confirmed a
pressure to look at young children’s mark-making purely in terms of identifying emergent
writing skills. There is a perception amongst practitioners that the disappearance of drawings
from young children’s writing is a positive event, or conversely that the persistence of drawings
at writing time is a negative event. Bridge (1985) quotes teachers in her research
‘My students don’t need to draw anymore they just write’ ‘I have a couple of kids
who aren’t doing anything - all they do is draw’: 195.

Reporting on one teacher’s assessment of an acrostic poem on Spitfires written by a Year 7 boy
which was accompanied by action illustrations, Millard and Marsh (2001) report the teacher read
the images as a ‘debased and diversionary activity’ which was preventing the boy’s engagement
with the set written task. Anning (1999) further notes that children learn that drawing in school,
when it does occur, requires a particular kind of visual discourse. The drawings of the home that
reflect popular culture and interests in gaming and cartooning are not valued by teachers and not
acceptable in most classrooms (Anning and Ring 1999). This is typical of the attitude of many
educators who regard drawing not as an educational tool but as a frill. Drawing becomes a
decorative adjunct to writing (Millard and Marsh 2001).
‘(Teachers) see it largely as a pleasant diversion from the more serious and
worthwhile aspects of schooling.’: 15 (Lansing 1981).

Similarly, Wilks (2005) reports that many teachers see drawing as a time filler, of less cognitive
significance than other subjects, and about ‘talent’ and therefore not possible to teach. In primary
school, teachers spend little time observing children drawing or talking to them about their
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drawings, in stark contrast to the practices of preschool teachers (Anning 1999; Coates 2002),
which may help to explain why children make such prolific use of their visual semiotic repertoire
in the preschool years (Dyson 1983).

This perception of drawing as an expressive activity rather than a (possibly) communicative one
(Kress 1997) means that school curricula marginalize drawing as learners progress through to the
later years of schooling. Communicative written genres take precedence and expression (when
encouraged) is increasingly funneled into written modes. This privileging of the written is in
distinct contrast to the lived experiences, the out-of-school worlds of children in classrooms,
indicating schools’ inability to keep up with new times (Kalantzis, Cope et al. 2002; Jewitt
2005). More than this, Kress (1997) claims that by ignoring the communicative capacities of
drawing, educators are failing to capitalise on an important learning resource,
‘The visual representations which children produce as a matter of course in the
early years of schooling, are not developed and built on as a means for future
communication use’: 153.

Describing drawing as a powerful communication tool, Carroll (1991) agrees and says that
‘somewhere up the ladder of academe, we educate out of it’: 34. Claiming that drawing, doodling
and scribbling fascinate us all, she wonders why drawing isn’t continued to be used as a tool for
communicating and planning for meaning in middle and high schools anywhere other than the art
classroom.
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‘to withhold (drawing) from middle and high school students, to permit only
elementary students access to that symbolising system ignores the importance of
drawing as powerful preliminary of writing.’: 35.

Although Carroll’s commentary demonstrates a prioritising of the verbal over the visual, where
the visual serves as a handmaiden to the verbal, the observation that the traditional curriculum
areas like English ignore the visual remains a valid one.
Dyson (1986) says that school routines and teacher expectations are constructed to bring about
the demise of drawing. Rather than presenting children with opportunities to use the two in a
complementary fashion children are presented with situations that clearly separate the two and it
becomes obvious that it is the writing that is the more valued by the teacher. Paper is lined,
instructions say to write first then draw and when drawings do accompany writing they are read
differently, if at all, by the teacher.In her case studies of young children’s early writing behaviour
Dyson noted the progress of one child plateaued. She attributed this partially to the fact the
teacher discouraged drawing and social talk during writing time. Her previous observations of
the child noted that it was ‘playful and social talk during drawing that helped the child shape his
ideas and that provide the social energy for writing.’: 16 (Dyson 1990).
Anning (2000) laments the lack of understanding teachers have of the ways in which children
use drawings as part of a multimodal repertoire of meaning-making. She suggests the
government focus on ‘standards’ and ‘basics’ is ‘narrowing the curriculum and forcing children
and their teachers to spend even less time on drawing’: 7 (Anning 2000).
Millard and Marsh (2001) suggest that the current emphases in schools on technical accuracy in
spelling and grammar, and neat handwriting mean that teachers are employing literacy
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pedagogies that are not embracing of children’s drawings. And one can only hypothesise (given
the current climate of standardised literacy testing against decontextualised and narrow linguistic
criteria) that teachers may only become narrower in the kinds of pedagogies they will employ in
the classroom.

Baghban (1992) claims that parents, and society at large, also send negative messages about the
value of drawing as a learning tool. She says that attitudes to drawing change because of the
messages passed on to them by all the significant adults in their lives. Interviewing 95
Kindergarten and Year 1 students on their attitudes to drawing and writing she found ‘Most
children saw their parents write, but few saw them draw,’: 4. She claims ‘there are educational
and societal values which encourage writing but diminish drawing.’: 8 (Baghban 1992).

Neu and Berglund (1991) conclude that there is nothing natural about the decline of drawing in
schools but rather it is a man-made disaster. They found that a combination of attitudes of
educators and a lack of research in the area appear to be the major factors attributing to the
decline in the use of drawings, identifying the following specific reasons:
- a child’s fascination of learning a new skill (i.e. writing);
-teacher indifference to children’s drawings accompanying their writing;
-time constraints; and
-feelings of inaptitude (teacher’s or child’s) (Neu and Berglund 1991).

This latter point is discussed quite extensively in the literature. Ashton (1997) claims that
drawing is ‘caught’ rather than ‘taught’. Judith Dinham’s survey (Dinham 2007) of primary
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student teachers’ visual arts experiences confirms this and concludes that primary teachers
simply don’t have the skills, knowledge or confidence in the arts to successfully provide
effective visual arts education. Dinham contends the less knowledgeable and confident the
teacher, the less likely s/he is to actually teach the visual arts at all. Anning (1997) emphasises
the importance of modelling drawing for different purposes to children, along with explicit
teaching about purpose.
Anning (2000) also reports on the impact that time and curriculum constraints have upon the
amount of time classrooms can devote to drawing. In the UK where learning outcomes have now
been defined for early childhood and preschool settings, there has been a resulting decline in
drawing activity in children. When drawing does occur it is not a teacher planned or teacher
monitored activity but an activity supervised by classroom support assistants or volunteers
(Anning 2000). Lack of teaching drawing may also mean children may stop drawing to support
their writing because their conceptual abilities have out-paced their perceptual abilities (Flannery
and Watson 1991; Neu and Berglund 1991). Anning (1999) observes that a desire to create
realistic visual representations, albeit with little tuition, means that most children decide they are
‘no good at drawing’ by age nine.
Flannery and Watson (1991) claim the commonly held belief that ‘perceived competence in
drawing may decrease over the elementary school-aged years, making it less and less likely that
they will continue to draw.’: 66 is not inevitable. Rather they suggest it is a result of the children
not being given the tools to enable them to draw as they want to.
The perceptualist view, still held by a significant number of primary classroom teachers, that
drawing is an innate skill and is essentially a means of self-expression, means that drawing skills
are often not taught in primary schools. As a result only the naturally gifted child or the child
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whose home culture immerses them in visual culture and image making will continue to make
use of the visual in their learning (Willats 2005). This is akin to leaving children to teach
themselves to write, simply providing them with the resources. This was also the premise behind
the nativist approaches to writing which gave naturally gifted writers plenty of room for selfexpression but the majority was left with limited resources for written expression. Similarly the
absence of drawing instruction potentially leaves children with limited resources for visual
expression.
If the study in this thesis finds that drawing supports writing, it is clear that children will also
need to be taught drawing to ensure the drawings can be used to their full potential as a learning
tool. Teachers must be convinced that drawing has a role in their classrooms beyond decoration,
and provide an environment where children are not only given opportunities to draw but also
taught how to draw. The following section provides a review of the many benefits that drawing
brings to the classroom as a potential support in learning in general, but more specifically as a
support for learning to write.

Summary of the benefits of drawing
Despite its apparent disappearance in classrooms, apart from essentially decorative and aesthetic
purposes, the literature reveals numerous benefits to be had from drawing as an activity both in
itself but also more specifically as a support to learning in other areas. What follows is a review
of these benefits, particularly those which highlight positive links to the writing process. By
identifying these in this thesis a catalogue of benefits of drawing is developed which may
support the implementation of recommendations from this study. This section of the review also
points to how drawing is beneficial, providing evidence from which this thesis can draw upon in
the reporting of the results of the study.
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McArdle (2003) places the benefits of visual arts generally into four domains, into which
drawing specifically can also be placed. Drawing can be seen to aid self-expression, emotional
intelligence, spiritual awareness and cognitive processing. It is the latter that shall be the primary
focus of discussion in this section.
Neu and Berglund (Neu and Berglund 1991) provide a useful review of the literature that
concludes that drawing has a multi-faceted role in literacy development grouping their findings
thus;
1. Drawing to facilitate writing. Children use drawing to test and stabilise their feelings,
think and explore their surroundings, and that ‘children use different representational
methods for different purposes.’: 6;
2. Drawing to facilitate language learning. Drawing uses visual symbols to represent
thoughts and ideas, and so allows for discussion of these reinforcing, clarifying concepts
as well as allowing plenty of opportunities for talk with others, hence encouraging
development across all language modes;
3. Drawing to facilitate comprehension. Children use drawings to explore meaning via more
concrete representations, also using the drawings as a memory bank which children can
refer to when writing; and
4. Drawing to facilitate vocabulary learning. Drawing images for words will help focus
children's attention on their meaning.

They conclude,
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‘Many children need to draw simply because they cannot comprehend through a
strict verbal written instructional programme; others benefit by using drawing for
creative and extended thinking.’: 9.

They do not place an age limit on when drawing ceases to be of benefit saying,
‘Encouraging drawing along with writing is a strategy which extends the
opportunity for all children to explore language meaning through their visual
senses at their stage of cognitive and mental development.’: 10.

Brooks (2004) draws upon Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory to organise her observations of
children’s drawings and describes the benefits of drawing at both interpersonal and intrapersonal
levels.
‘Drawing not only acts as mediator between new and existing ideas, it also acts as
a social mediator that facilitates a common understanding’: 47.

At an interpersonal level she observes that drawings help children make their ideas visible and
act as ‘a common point of reference that can be shared amongst others’: 47. This provides a
concrete artifact that allows opportunities for discussion, reflection, reconstruction and
comparison’: 49. Drawing is an overt and immediately evident representation of a shared
experience and this can provide the teacher with insight into the unseen inner processes of the
other’s thinking (Coufal and Coufal 2002). Brooks (2005) also notes that the permanency of
drawing allows engagement with its content to happen over time, offering learners with less oral
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fluency (like the ESL learners in this study) ‘a viable mediating role for communication,
meaning and problem-solving’: 82.

At an intrapersonal level Brooks observes that children also use drawing as part of an internal
dialogue as they work through conceptual understandings. Thus drawings help the children to
integrate previous knowledge and experience with new learning (Brooks 2004). In later work
(Brooks 2005) she describes children’s drawings themselves as co-constructors in the process of
learning, an observation also made by Cox (2005) who says that the experience of drawing helps
children to classify and create structure in their thinking. Van Oers and Wardekker (Van Oers
and Wardekker 1999) agree. Their study into the semiotic activities of young children has led
them to conclude that the semiotic activity that drawing involves encourages ‘authentic learning’
– learning which is both culturally and personally relevant – is a necessary preparation for more
discipline-based learning in later grades. Coufal and Coufal (2002) also propose children’s
drawings can provide a platform for support of cognitive development. They say drawings:
1. act as a sensory anchor, which maintains point of focus for analysis and discussion;
2. give instant access to the subject of the learning in the context of the learning;
3. afford personal engagement;
4. provide time for thinking;
5. acknowledge multimodalities and other perceptions of reality; and
6. provide an opportunity to connect to other ways of knowing.

Sheridan’s (2002) work into the neurological impact of drawing concludes that drawing is so
crucial to brain development that drawing should be the bedrock of any literacy teaching. She
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supports this claim with neurobiological evidence that the brain is a more effective learning
organ when complementary modes of drawing and writing are used simultaneously. From a
neurological perspective Sheridan claims that scribbling trains the child’s brain to ‘pay
attention’. The act of scribbling results in a synchronous firing of neurons in the brain prompting
a ‘halo of attention for relevant stimuli, as well as reinforcing call and response behaviour
between hand, eye and brain’: 2 (Sheridan 2002). These skills prepare children for writing as
well. Sheridan concludes that whilst drawing and writing have their origins in scribbling they
develop in a complementary manner – rather than an evolutionary one – with each contributing
to the development of the other. She claims therefore that teaching strategies should recognise
and incorporate the complementarity in order to maximise brain activity.

Wilson and Wilson (1982) describe drawing as a far more personalized activity than writing, one
that is constructed with a flexible and fluid symbol system that allows for initiative and
innovation. This allows children to explore much more complex cognitive tasks than writing,
which is highly conventionalized, conceptually abstract and rule-governed. In young learners,
and for children who speak English as a Second Language, this is particularly important where
observations of drawings can show ‘a quantity and quality of information and ideas that would
be difficult to convey or access in a written text’: 89 (Brooks, 2005). Levin and Boss (Levin and
Bus 2003) agree that drawing is a less constrained symbol system that is holistic and open, which
easily allows for the inclusion of new information in a way that the more linear and rule
governed verbal symbol system of writing does not. Caldwell and Moore (Caldwell and Moore
1991) suggest that drawing is an appropriate support to writing developmentally because it is
‘largely an invented, personal symbol system and so does not require learned interpretation’:
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208. The inference here is that you don’t need to learn the rather strict conventions of the verbal
symbol system that governs writing as a communicative form.
Edward and Willis (2000) say that drawing develops perceptual skills, which in turn provide the
‘necessary foundation for emerging cognitive skills relate to the decoding and encoding tasks of
literacy’: 262.

Brooks’s (2004) work is focussed upon examining what children are doing when they are
drawing. She concludes that the process of drawing ‘extends young children’s thinking as well as
their awareness of different possibilities for representations’: 41. She observed young children
reviewing and revisiting their drawings as ‘prompts or mediators for memory’: 41. This is an
observation confirmed by Ernst da Silva (Ernst da Silva 2001) and her work as a self-reflecting
artist and classroom art teacher.Wright (2007) agrees and claims that drawings provide memory
prompts in two ways, through the image itself which is a visual spatial prompt and through the
construction of the image which provides a motor kinaesthetic memory prompt. Butler et al’s
research (Butler, Gross et al. 1995) into the effect of drawing on memory in 5 – 6 year old boys
confirmed that drawing increases the amount of information that children are able to recall about
an event.
Coufal and Coufal (2002) describe drawing as a holistic activity rather than a linear activity and
this allows children to work on the messages conveyed in their drawings in a cyclical way,
revisiting the picture, adding and elaborating upon the message contained as their thoughts
evolve. Such recomposing in writing requires rewriting as well as rethinking, a harder task for
children (Baghban 1992), a phenomenon also observed by Brooks (2005). Brooks (2004) agrees
that one of the useful qualities of drawing is its ‘generative and divergent possibilities’: 49.
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Drawings may be more suited to communicating some types of information, for example
classifications (Kress 1997) or displaying spatial relationships like demonstrating proportional
relationships within and between objects (McLoughlin and Krakowski 2001). Ferguson
(Ferguson 1993) in his observations of engineers and their drawings concludes the drawings are
the result of intentional visual choices and represent the artists’ understandings of how the world
works. Anning (1997) reminds us that artists themselves use drawings as a means of working
through problems and exploring the world around them in the exploratory and preparatory
drawings they do prior to larger artworks in other media. Children enjoy sharing their art
products with adults and others and use them as a communication mediator.
‘The concretedness of the work of art, its public availability, and the unique
investment of the child in and object she has brought into being magnify its value
as an impetus for dialogue between adult and child.’: 230 (Thompson 1990).

As such drawings serve as a scaffold, giving both adult and child a concrete representation of
thought that serves to narrow the distance between what the child wishes to communicate and
what the adult can comprehend. With the scaffold in place the teacher can use visual or verbal
cues to build the language skills of the child (Coufal and Coufal 2002).

Researchers have also noted links between the visual arts and the other curriculum areas
including Mathematics (Booth 2002), and the Sciences (Jewitt, Kress et al. 2001) They note that
the visual can help with the formation of conceptual understandings and information processing.
Dyson (2001) claims that when children use other symbol systems, like drawing, they are
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furthering’ discourse flexibility, adaptability and creativity’: 420. Ring’s work (2001) looked at
the drawing practices of young children in the home and school settings. It reminds us of the
important dual roles that drawing plays both as representations of their interests and
preoccupations, ‘but also as starting points which will motivate children’s thinking and support
learning’: 14.
Finally, drawing is an appealing activity, particularly motivational for children who have a
predilection towards perceptual spatial activity. Gardner’s work (1983) on multiple intelligences
indicates that individuals have strengths and weaknesses in a range of meaning-making systems.
For children with strengths in spatial intelligence drawing can be an important ‘way in’ to
understanding and participation in writing - a manifestation of linguistic intelligence (Sidelnick
and Svoboda 2000). Sidelnick and Svodoba go on to say that the ‘no fail’ aspect of drawing
provides opportunities for children to experience success and build confidence in themselves as
learners which can carry across to other curriculum areas, like writing.
Caldwell and Moore (1991) conclude that drawing is an easily accessible resource available to
all teachers. As such ‘it has the potential to act as a simple, effective strategy for increasing
student’s motivation to write an enhances the quality of that writing.’: 216.

This section of the literature review has described a theoretical divide in arts education that is
paralleled in literacy education. Having identified this thesis is being written from a social
interactionist perspective, it follows that this thesis will be closely aligned with the
‘conventionalists’ in art education. The underlying principles of this theoretical paradigm are that
children’s drawings are a product of the social contexts they were created within (Brooks 2005)
and there are graphic conventions that can be taught which will allow children to develop their
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visual communication skills through their drawings.
The review of the literature has revealed many purposes for children’s drawings, although most
often these are described as narrative and self-expressive purposes, and very rarely is the context
of the drawing included in the discussion of purpose. This is an oversight and a significant gap
when looking at drawings from a social interactionist/conventionalist perspective. Without a
description of context, intent and purpose can only be surmised. A careful description of purpose
and context will be an important inclusion in the methodology of the study for this thesis. The
literature suggests that both the product and the process of drawing could be beneficial learning
tools, and supports to writing. Therefore this study must also seek to differentiate between these
in the data analysis and when making recommendations.
The work of Kress and van Leeuwen (1996) in establishing an analytical framework for
deconstructing images is important as it accounts for drawings as communication as well as
personal expression. This will allow for a closer analysis of the choice of graphic conventions
and link these to the purpose of the drawings, and as such will be an important methodological
tool for the study.
Finally, the literature shows that whilst many allude to the benefits of drawing as a learning tool
and a support to writing, the classroom reality is that drawing is often not used for much other
than as a decorative, albeit optional, adjunct to written texts. This thesis can take the opportunity
to provide educators with further evidence of the benefits of drawing in the writing classroom,
but also ways in which this can practically occur.
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Where this study sits in the field
Researchers note both a growing trend in research that explores the interrelationship between
drawing and writing (McLoughlin & Krakowski 2001) as well as an increasingly compelling
demand for such research. Kress (1997) argues that unless we understand the many ways in
which children make sense of the world through their weaving of the various symbol systems at
their command, then we won’t actually understand the ways in which children try to make sense
of print. This thesis seeks to meet some of these research needs.
The previous sections of the literature review have dealt with the visual and verbal systems, and
how educators and theorists view the relationship between the two. There have been numerous
research studies that have sought to provide evidence and greater understanding of the
relationship between the two. This section of the review seeks to summarise the more significant
ones.
Whilst there have been a number of studies which explore the relationship between drawing and
writing there have been none which tackle the area of study for this thesis, that is, the
relationship between children’s drawings and their non-narrative writing. A review of studies
follows, highlighting precedents which give this study credence and plausibility. It also provides
a clear picture of where the gaps in the field are, and what role this thesis can play in filling such
gaps.
The review begins with an account of studies in early childhood settings, by far the most
prevalent, followed by a summary of studies involving older learners, including adults. The
review finishes with a description of studies conducted in the middle primary years, the context
of the study in this thesis.
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Dyson (1983, 1986, 1991, and 1992) has completed a number of studies to support her research
into young children’s use of different symbol systems in early childhood and early literacy.
Her studies conclude that drawing, talk and play are all intertwining symbol systems that support
the development of writing. Her observations of kindergartners led her to the conclusion that
drawing and writing develop as symbol systems in similar ways. They move from being ‘props’
in meaning - making, combining with other systems to being ‘mediators’, capable of imparting
meaning independently (Dyson 1992). She notes that it is drawing that first achieves this shift in
function, and forms the basis for a similar progression in writing. And so she identifies two
important roles of drawing:
1. to give children experience in understanding and using socially mediated symbol
systems; and
2. to act as an additional prop in the writing process.
Dyson (1992) notes that as the more complete and concrete of the symbol systems, drawing
plays an important role for the young child communicating. Referring to a case-study she
records,
‘It is the drawing and dramatic play that make his work accessible to others… and
that also provide him with the most satisfying canvas for replaying the emotional
quality of experience.’: 13.

As their control over the written verbal system increased she observed continued use of drawings
but with much more deliberate choice-making about which ‘kind of information they would
include in each medium.’: 14, suggesting that symbol systems have particular strengths in
particular circumstances.
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As a result of her studies over 8 years she concludes that ‘written language emerges most
strongly when firmly embedded within the supportive symbolic sea of playful gestures, pictures,
and talk.’: 18.Whilst Dyson’s studies are situated in early childhood contexts, this thesis seeks to
discover whether that early symbol weaving can continue to inform writing development as
children progress through schools.

Bartelo (1983) looked at the composing strategies of first-grade twins from a non-English
speaking background. She was motivated by the mentions of drawings in early writing by
prominent writing researchers of the time (Clay 1975; Graves 1983) but the lack of ‘systematic
documentation of the role of graphic language in the process of communication.’: 5.
Observing the children composing, she charted their moves across the modalities in order to get
an idea of the kinds of composing strategies children use as well as the emphases given them by
the children. She observed that there wasn’t a linear progression from listening and speaking to
drawing then writing, as appears to be the assumption that lies below a deal of classroom
practice. She observed ‘a back and forth movement between the communication processes.’: 14.
She concludes that teachers need to broaden their notion of literacy and how it can be achieved.
‘We need to offer opportunities for children to process meaning through a wide
variety of modalities and recognise as well as capitalise, on children’s preferences
in meaning construction.’: 24 (Bartelo 1983).

Unlike Bartelo’s study, the study in this thesis does not observe the ‘natural’ or untutored
planning and prewriting strategies that children may use. Instead it aims to conduct an
experiment to see whether drawing is a more effective prewriting strategy than not drawing.
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Millard and Marsh (2001) observed three Kindergarten classes and the children’s construction of
personal news journals. In two of the classes the children were allowed to complete their news
according to individual preference – i.e. they were not specifically instructed to draw or write. In
these two classes all the children responded that ‘they preferred to draw before writing because
this helped them to think about the content of their composition’: 58. Not only did it appear to be
a preplanning strategy but their responses also indicated that the drawing acted as a stimulus
whilst they wrote, and helped others decode what they had written. In the third Kinder class the
teacher did not allow the children to draw prior to writing, claiming that this took up too much
time and meant they didn’t get onto the set task of writing. The teacher’s attitude to drawing
appeared to have quickly transferred to the children in the class. When interviewed they said that
they preferred to write before drawing because drawing might make them tired or they might run
out of space for their writing if they drew first. At another site, with a year 5/6 class they
reported that boys in particular preferred to draw ‘while getting ideas for a story’: 60. They also
embedded drawings and sketches within their texts. These boys reported feeling frustrated by a
classroom instructional method that didn’t allow for illustrations until written work was
completed. They conclude that children need to be given more time for ‘finding ideas,
composing and expressing meaning, rather than being hustled from one skills-based target to the
next’: 61 advising that drawing before and during writing takes time but may be what some
children need to do to fulfill their potential as meaning –makers.
Millard and Marsh’s research provides a premise upon which to base further investigation into
the hypothesis that drawing before writing might not only be a preference of some learners, but
may also be a way to improve writing outcomes for all learners.
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Lansing’s research (1981) looks at whether drawing affects our mental images and concepts. His
research provides clues to the kind of role that drawing may play in the development of literacy,
although his aims were far more general.
‘The demonstration that drawing aids the formation of mental representations
would considerably strengthen the case for including the production of art
(particularly drawing) in the curriculum of public schools.’: 15.

His study looked at 200 Kindergarten children in five different schools and aimed to ‘determine
if drawing a perceived figure produces more growth in the mental representation of that figure
than does mere perception of that figure.’: 16. In other words, is drawing better than simply
seeing when it comes to learning new information?
Three groups of children were shown the same non-representational, two-dimensional figure for
two minutes, twice a week for three weeks. One group simply observed the figure, another traced
it, and the final group drew it. The results concluded that drawing the figure produced the
greatest gain in mental representation of that figure, followed by tracing the figure, and also that
drawing produces a more persistent memory of a figure than does either perception or tracing.
He concludes that drawing must be recognised as an important educational activity that helps
children to learn. This study provides an important foundational rationale for this thesis, with
findings that this study aims to further build upon.

A study by Colbert (Colbert 1984) also sought to engage with the possible cognitive impact of
drawings. Specifically the study set out to determine whether visual or verbal descriptions were
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more effective as memory aids. Subjects of Colbert’s study, aged between 3 and 10 years, were
asked to observe a three-dimensional object and then draw it, or talk about it, or both. After 48
hours they were asked to repeat the process but without the object in view. The results showed
that ‘drawing tasks had the greatest effect on the retention of the model’s details’: 88, concluding
that ‘the concrete nature of the drawing task may have required subjects to examine each detail
of the object.’: 88. She noted that the group who gave verbal descriptions struggled with
language and hypothesised that their ‘long pauses and incomplete thoughts’ were ‘as if the
subjects were trying to recall the image so intently that their verbal language ceased.’: 90.
She concludes that given the positive impact drawing has upon the retention of information ‘the
possible applications to improve retention of visual information needed to be learned in other
disciplines is exciting.’: 90.
This provides more evidence to support this thesis’s contention that drawing before writing may
be a useful strategy for improving writing outcomes.

Anning’s studies (1997) of young children’s non-narrative drawings were ostensibly aimed at
looking at how children used drawing as design tools in preparation for construction of their
designs. Her account of the study does not explicitly make links between drawing and writing, or
an analysis of the drawings constructed. However a review of the drawings the children created
in preparation for constructing their designs clearly showed the children were using visual tools
to draw for a specific purpose – to instruct. Looking at the drawings within the study we can see
they have observable instructional qualities, e.g. they are clear, objective, without extraneous
detail. So whilst Anning says the drawings were a useful preparation for construction activity
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there is no discussion of what within the drawings might make them useful. Anning’s study does
show that drawings can serve a non-narrative purpose.
The study in this thesis aims to shed more light on what makes these purposeful drawings
different from the images children create for other purposes, as well as finding a connection
between drawing and writing.

Visual and Verbal Links Beyond the Beginning Years
Two decades ago Caldwell and Moore (1991) noted the large body of research that supports
strong links between the visual and verbal symbol systems in the early years of schooling, but a
dearth of research beyond the kindergarten years. Whilst this remains essentially true, since that
time there have been a number of studies conducted in the age group chosen for the study in this
thesis all the way through to adulthood, these are summarised below.

Sheridan (2002) whose work is based in neurobiological research works with the notion of
multimodality independent of age. Her work is concerned with brain function, the brains
capacity to work across symbol systems. She claims this capacity is unrelated to age.
‘as the child persists in the adult, so drawing persists phylogenetically and
ontologically in writing as its underlying mark-making impulse’: 1.

She observes that adults, including professional artists, frequently return to abstract scribbles and
doodles. This is an indication that visual symbols are fulfilling similar neural functions of
attention-focussing and thought-organising that they do in young children.

Anning’s (1997) studies of engineers’ drawing processes document that they use the process of
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drawing to set the parameters of their problem, to problem solve as well as the product of
drawing to clearly demonstrate to an audience their technical solutions. They move fluidly
between modes dependent upon the purpose of the task. This is a fluidity Anning laments is an
option removed children in most primary school classrooms.

Smagorinsky (1993) observed the drawing and talk of adolescents in a rehabilitation centre. The
teenagers were given a written text to read and were then asked to respond to it by creating a text
of their choice. A wide range of materials was provided. Smagorinsky concentrates on the visual
response of one particular subject. His observation and subsequent interview lead him to the
conclusion that the visual text had evolved through much the same creative and revisionary
processes attributed to the writing process - and so has the same value as a written text in its
ability to mediate thought.He also noted that the drawing process had also helped the drawer to
gain clearer meanings for certain verbal symbols that had previously been unclear.
‘As he drew, his understanding of the characters intensified as he added details
and gained new insights.’: 26 (Smagorinsky and Coppock 1993)
He links this observation with Bakhtin’s (1981) observation of the process,
‘Prior to the moment of appropriation, the word does not exist in a natural or
impersonal language, but rather it exists in other people’s mouths, in other
people’s concrete contexts, serving other people’s intentions: it is from these that
one must take the word, and make its one’s own’: 293-294 (Smagorinsky 1993).

Smagorinsky claims his observations indicate that drawing can play an important role in that
‘appropriation’.
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Millard and Marsh (2001) reflected back upon research conducted to investigate attitudes
towards reading and writing in high school-aged children, with some data collected via written
responses. Looking back at those responses with fresh eyes and new research perspectives they
realised the very important role the visual plays in the students’ communicative practice. They
found that even in high schools where the students drawings were neither asked for, encouraged
nor rewarded in the literacy classroom they persisted in the students’ writing as sketches, doodles
and inserts. Examination of the products prompted their conclusion that drawing had not been
used as an escape or diversionary tactic, as is often assumed by teachers, but rather that the
drawings had been used to enhance the written text. Making such judgments about the purpose of
the drawings when revisiting the texts some years later makes it difficult to clearly understand
how the students were using the drawing. We don’t know if they were an enhancement after the
fact, a planning strategy prior to the writing or a motivator and organizer during text
construction. What is required to answer these questions is an observation of how children use
the drawings in the construction of their text. This is beyond the scope of this thesis, but is an
area worthy of further investigation.

Carroll (Carroll 1991) sought to replicate a study conducted by Skupa (Skupa 1985) where grade
two children were divided into three groups - one that drew before writing and had access to that
drawing during writing, one that drew but did not have access to the drawing during writing, and
one that did not draw at all. The results indicated that the first group had the better writing.
Carroll sought to find out whether this could be true of older learners and trialled drawing as
planning activity for writing with numbers of middle and high school students.
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She noted an initial reluctance to participate because of an ‘I-can’t-draw’ attitude, however
through talk and examples the students came to understand that drawing as a tool of writing was
different from drawing for art.As a result of what she observed in these students she concluded
that they used drawing as ‘an initial graphic probe, a strategy for tapping deeper or for tapping
other awarenesses.’: 35. She recommends that middle and high-school students be given the
environment that will enable them to continue to use drawing as a powerful writing support
much as they did as emergent writers.
These studies confirm the validity of investigating drawing beyond the very early years of
schooling as the study in this thesis does.

The following studies have been conducted in the middle years of primary schooling, as is the
study in this thesis.
Caldwell and Moore (1991) conducted a study to see the effectiveness of drawing as preparation
or preplanning for story writing with second and third graders. Essentially they compared the
writing of two groups - one that had had drawing as preparation and one that had discussion.
They found that the writing quality of the drawing group was significantly higher than that of the
control group and concluded that drawing was ‘an effective and viable form of rehearsal for
narrative writing.’: 207.
The study in this thesis seeks to identify whether the same results could be achieved when
drawing is used as preparation for non-narrative writing.

Coufal & Coufal (2002) sought to confirm Caldwell and Moore’s results with third-grade
children who drew in response to the social studies task ‘What gift would you like to give the
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American people?’ (part of a post 9/11 unit for study in this US classroom) and then were asked
to talk about their drawings with the teacher prior to writing. This introduced the extra verbal
variable into pre-writing preparation which was not in the Caldwell and Moore study. The
methodology of this study is far less detailed and appears to rely on the anecdotal and subjective
observations of the researchers as they conclude ‘the drawing was a simple effective strategy to
motivate narrative composition and to relate personal perceptions to the study of social science’:
120. They do report that there was a depth of emotion conveyed in the drawings, and that the
drawings offered valuable insights into how the children were conceptualizing the 9/11 attack
and its consequences. This assigns the drawings a degree of abstraction and depth that other
researchers (Fowler 2001) argue that drawings don’t allow. Although the drawings were
preparation for personal response writing rather than the non-narrative social purpose texts of
procedures and explanations (which are the focus of this thesis), the study does provide some
evidence for the ways in which drawing might be supportive of writing in the middle primary
grades.

McFadden’s research (1998) also looked at the ways visuals may support the production of
narrative writing in seven to nine year-olds. The study further differentiated between what she
termed ‘art drawing’ and ‘pictographic representations’. ‘Art drawing’ was described as a single
aesthetic drawing, whilst the children were tutored in pictographic representation, ‘composed of
simple, schematic pictures, organized in a left –to right, chronological based manner’: 52.
The hypotheses for the study were that the visual symbol system would provide a salient model
to plan and generate writing, facilitating the students’ focus on the content and organization (text
level) of what they wrote. It was not assumed that sentence and word level features of the writing
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would improve. The children were divided into three groups, one wrote a narrative draft, one
drew their draft and the last group used pictography as their draft. They then used their draft to
orally narrate their story, this was recorded and analysed. They then wrote a final good copy of
their narrative. The results showed that the children in the group using pictography as a resource
produced oral narratives that were of a higher quality than the other groups, using the criteria
episodic structure, temporal organization, cohesion, and length. They attributed this to the
capacity pictographics give to draw a story over time. They suggest that
‘pictography provides an immediate general storytelling facilitation, perhaps
allowing a greater focus on idea generation and a release from the attention to the
mechanics of writing as well as the intricacies of art drawing’: 64 (McFadden
1998).

Once again this study has focussed on narrative writing, and has not assessed the resulting
writing beyond a text level analysis. The study in this thesis focusses on non-narrative writing
and aims to analyse the resultant writing at text, sentence and word level.

Van Meter’s study (Van Meter 2001) sought to further understand whether the process of
drawing has an impact upon the quality of learning outcomes, but she used drawing as a postreading activity via the ‘drawing construction’ strategy. Children are asked to draw pictures that
represent key ideas from a written text. The assumption behind the strategy is that children will
record and recall more information through when drawing is used as post reading comprehension
strategy than simply writing. The results indicated that drawing did impact positively upon
student recall of information. She proposes that this was because the children who drew spent
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more time on the task and therefore had more time to engage with the content. Importantly she
also noted that the children who drew scored higher on assessment items beyond the mere recall
of facts and that they ‘obtained higher scores when the assessment required the generation of
connections between the to-be-learned concepts’: 138. This indicates they were not simply
spending more time on the activity but were actively engaged in task comprehension.
The study in this thesis uses these findings as part of the hypothesis that drawing can support
writing, providing some rationale for why it may be an effective support.

Gray (2006) in her study observed the symbol weaving noted by Dyson in her studies of early
childhood settings. Gray replicated a Grade 3 classroom where drawing was both taught and
encouraged throughout the school day and across all curriculum areas. In this environment she
noted the children’s fluidity between the visual and verbal modes of communication, and their
deliberate choices of one over the other, and the use of both in combination to fulfill their
communicative purposes. Gray’s study is of particular interest because she asked the children
directly why they believed drawing was important, adding a critical perspective to a review of
literature concerned with children and drawing. The children explained that drawing was
enjoyable, but also that just was helpful in explaining things. One boy claimed ‘Without
drawings, life would be pretty hard’: 237 (Gray 2006).

Buxton’s research (1982) into children’s spontaneous journal writing over three years revealed
some interesting data on the role of drawing over that period. While the use of drawings
diminished, by Year 3 all children were still using the visual mode in some capacity. 50% were
using both modes in a complementary way, using ‘each mode in a different way to communicate
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the totality of their meaning.’: 30 (Buxton 1982).

Not all research studies have found positive links between drawing and writing.
Elaine Fowler (2001) compared drawing as a prewriting strategy with three other common
classroom pre-writing strategies: thinking, concept mapping and freewriting. In her study
conducted with Year 5 students she found that freewriting and concept mapping were more
effective as pre-writing strategies as these ‘produced significantly more written propositions’
than were produced by those who either drew or had thinking time prior to writing. She
concluded that those who drew before their writing my have invested too much time and effort in
their drawings and so ‘may have been left with relatively little time and effort to invest in the
generation of ideas for writing’: 6. The recommendation she makes for classroom practice is that
if children are asked to produce a tangible pre-writing product this helps the students to remain
task-focussed. What is not clear in the description of the methodology is whether the children
knew they were drawing as a preparation for writing, although it is clear in the recount of the
methodology that the other three groups clearly had this instruction.
Fowler also suggests that the topics of the writing task may have been too abstract for a
supportive visual representation (example: patriotism). This raises the question of what
instructions the drawing group received – were they asked to draw their ‘topic’ – patriotism,
which indeed would be a difficult task, or were they told they were to write an essay on
patriotism and to think through their essay with visuals prior to writing it. Without a clearer
account of the instructions given in this study it is not possible to discount drawing as an
effective pre-writing strategy. What we can conclude for further studies is that the children must
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know the purpose of the drawing and the nature of the writing task that will follow if we are
going to be able to consider how they use the two symbol systems to inform each other.
The study in this thesis does this as the children are asked to produce drawings that instruct and
explain, and the methodology analyses these drawings and the subsequent writing to identify
how well they achieved these purposes.

Conclusion
Vygotskyian theories of language acquisition through collaborative interactions (Vygotsky 1962)
and his description of these interactions as being mediated through the use of culturally
constructed symbol systems (Vygotsky 1978) are key theoretical understandings of this thesis.
He provides a social interactionist view of learning and a social constructivist view of the
teaching process. More specifically he describes the symbiotic relationship between the visual
and verbal symbol systems, which is corroborated by later key researchers in the field, such as
Kress and Dyson. These theorists have all been crucial informants to the rationale of this thesis
and their descriptions of symbol weaving and intersemiosis provide plausible evidence for the
hypothesis that drawing could support the acquisition of writing skills.

The literature also reveals that symbol systems are accorded their status, or privileged as a valued
meaning making system, by the communities, or the institutions within communities. Whilst
humankind has a wide symbolic system repertoire to draw from, and may have genetic
dispositions towards one or another, it is also their social and cultural situations that impact upon
which they will use. If communities or institutions don’t value a particular symbol system, then
the capacity of the child to draw upon this as a meaning-making resource is diminished.
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This thesis thus aims to contribute to the literature in the field by investigating whether providing
explicit opportunities for children to engage with the visual symbol system via drawing, impacts
upon their achievements with the highly valued school activity of non-narrative writing, a
graphic manifestation of the verbal symbol system.

There have been numerous studies looking at the ways in which the visual can influence the
verbal. This research provides enough evidence to surmise that visual symbol systems could be
used beneficially in the development of writing. This thesis seeks to further explore this notion
and add to the literature in the field. However none of the study reviews have investigated the
impact they might have on children’s non-narrative writing. This is the gap in the literature this
study seeks to fill.

Whilst the literature reveals there has been an upsurge of academic interest in the visual modes
of communication, in both the visual literacy and multiliteracies movements, the emphasis has
been on the product, and analysis of this, rather than on the process of creating such texts. It
appears we want children to read the visual as text but are less concerned with working with
them as image creators. This study can make a contribution to describing the tools children use
as image creators when they are drawing with intention and for social purposes.

A key to research in the area will be to establish readability and purpose in children’s drawings.
This study seeks to make a contribution to this field of study, by providing a framework to help
read social purpose in children’s drawings, and thus strengthen the thesis’ hypothesis that
children’s own drawings can support their achievements in non-narrative writing.
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Leo Lionni, author/illustrator, in Hubbard (Hubbard 1989) writes
‘The study of literacy is all too often a matter of spinning words about words,
without looking back to the images that precede words and to the feelings that
precede both.’: 4.
This thesis seeks to reintroduce children’s drawings to children’s words.
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Chapter Three
Reintroducing children’s pictures to children’s words – a
description of the study
Introduction
This chapter describes the methodology selected for the study. Also included is a
detailed description of the tools which were developed for analysis of the children’s
drawing and writing. The chapter closes with a summary of the results of the study,
with an expanded account of these provided in the final chapter.

Choosing the methodology
Introduction
The study has two components. The first investigation is a positivist study to
determine whether the drawing impacted upon the quality of the writing. Data
collected was analysed using quantitative methods. The second investigation was a
post positivist study that analysed the drawings to identify correlations between the
verbal conventions of the writing and the visual conventions of the drawings. This
was done using qualitative methods.

The research for this project began as a positivist study with a purely quantitative
analysis of children’s writing, and used a deductive approach to measure whether
children’s non-narrative writing improved when they were asked to draw before they
wrote. The aim was to establish whether there was a causal relationship between
drawing and improved quality in non-narrative writing.
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Through the process of looking at the data, where the drawings became as compelling
as the writing they inspired, the research methodology expanded to include a
secondary investigation. This involved an analysis of the children’s drawings, and
exploratory attempts to describe the intertextual relationship between the writing and
the drawing, and identification of intentional purpose in the drawings. This
necessitated the introduction of more qualitative approaches to the research. As
Kayrooz and Trevitt (Kayrooz and Trevitt 2005) explain, a qualitative approach is
inevitable when researching something where the research is exploratory rather than
seeking to verify or falsify already-held perceptions or understandings. Thus the
methodology used for this thesis can be described as a mixed method methodology
(Kayrooz and Trevitt 2005; Amos Hatch 2007; Bryman 2008).

Rationale for the methodology
The methodologies chosen for the study reflect influences from both constructivist
and postpositive paradigms. My position is that human knowledge is conjectural, but
has a basis of probable facts (Guba and Lincoln 1998). However, these facts are
constructions, albeit constructions which have relative consensus. Knowledge
‘accumulates through the formation of ever more informed and sophisticated
constructions’: 212 (Guba and Lincoln 1998).
The chosen mixed method research methodology meets the quality and rigour criteria
of validity, reliability, objectivity and authenticity, including the capacity to lead to
improved understanding of constructions. Recommendations can be made about
actions based upon those new understandings: 213 (Guba and Lincoln 1998).
Authenticity, a feature of constructivist theory, is important to this thesis as its aims to
build upon current understandings about writing development and recommend new
teaching practices that reflect the newly described understandings.
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There remains, however, a postpositive ‘voice’ in this research, an impartial voice
informing others rather than the ‘passionate participant’ often described in
constructivist paradigms: 215 (Guba and Lincoln 1998).

Post positivism allows for the use of qualitative procedures that lend themselves to
analysis, including statistical analysis. ‘Postpostivism relies on multiple methods as a
way of capturing as much of reality as possible’ (Denzin and Lincoln 2000) and as
such is a research approach which suits this study. This approach allows the
qualitative researcher to use quantitative measures in the data analysis without
reporting in complex statistical terms (Denzin and Lincoln 2000). Whilst the writing
analyses in this study provide statistical data, it has not been appropriate to the study
to apply the same numerical analysis to the drawings. Instead the drawings have been
examined more qualitatively.
In this thesis an initial quantitative analysis of the writing provided data which has
then provided a firm basis for continued investigation through a qualitative lens, an
approach not unusual in constructivist research (Kayrooz and Trevitt 2005).

The secondary investigation into the children’s drawing is exploratory rather than
seeking to verify or falsify already-held perceptions or understandings. Critical
inquiry has been used in the analysis and construction of the recommendations,
because ‘critical inquiry involves judging the worth of social practices and
recommending how they can be improved’: 117 (Kayrooz and Trevitt 2005). A
diagrammatic overview of the study’s dual components is provided below. The
ultimate aim of this study is to investigate whether drawing before writing improves
children’s non-narrative writing.
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Primary investigation: Does drawing prior to writing
improve the quality of children’s non-narrative writing?
Methodology: Quantitative analysis of children’s
writing to establish quality

Secondary investigation: What
intertextual relationships might
there be between the children’s
drawings and writings?
Methodology: Qualitative analysis
of children’s drawings to establish
parallels with the writing

Considerations in the methodology
This study crosses two distinct disciplinary fields, the Arts and Literacy education. In
selecting a methodology it has been important to acknowledge the concerns of some
Arts educators (Bracey 2001; Flood 2004), documented in Chapter Two, who fear that
the commandeering of the Arts by those working in the Literacy field may result in a
narrowing and devaluing of the Visual Arts fields. This includes concerns that the
research methods used are not equally sympathetic to the analysis of both the visual
and the verbal.
This study has attempted to acknowledge an equal status for both drawing and writing
components. Equal consideration has been given to an analysis of the drawings and
the writing. Although the analysis tools developed for this study have their origins in
the field of linguistics and literacy, a careful and considered exploration of existing
drawing analysis traditions also informed their development.
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This has resulted in the development of analysis tools that can be employed across
both writing and drawing, whilst still recognising and adequately describing the
unique characteristics of each. An egalitarian approach to the methodology is crucial
to the integrity of the study. An underlying principle is to avoid a subjugation of
drawings as simply a means to an end in writing, but instead to allow a description of
drawing as a learning tool in itself. To achieve this, a mixed method methodology has
been used and the analysis tools developed have drawn upon traditions in both the
Arts and linguistic fields.
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Description of the study

The Primary Investigation
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to examine the effect of drawing on the quality of
children’s writing in the non-narrative genres of explanations and procedures. The
study involved children from a Year 3/4 class in a government Introductory English
Centre situated in a primary school in the Australian Capital Territory (ACT). The
ACT is one of eight government jurisdictions which make up the federal States and
Territories of Australia. The Introductory English Centres are for students who are
newly arrived in the ACT with a language and cultural background other than English
and who have limited English language. Their function is to provide intensive English
instruction for students to gain sufficient proficiency in English to graduate from the
Introductory English Centre to their mainstream school of choice.

Description of the Study
All the participants were presented with a shared experience related to the writing
task. The Treatment Group were then asked to draw before writing a text related to
that experience, whilst the Control Group was simply asked to write. The aim was to
establish whether their writing was affected by the treatment, i.e. drawing. Reliability
of the results was ensured by limiting variation in the text-types written by stipulating
which genre was to be written, by giving all students the same shared experience prior
to the treatment, and the same instructions prior to the writing. The experience for the
writing of the procedural text was the making of pikelets prior to writing a procedure
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for making pikelets. The experience for the writing of the explanatory text of how
honey is made was a video on how honey is made.

Permission to Conduct the Study
Permission to conduct the study, using children from ACT government schools, was
obtained from the ACT Department of Education – Planning and Reporting Section.
Parents or guardians of the children involved in the study were advised of the study
and were given the opportunity to seek further information or withdraw their children
from participation in the study. As the researcher was also the teacher of the children
involved she had a standing relationship with both the parents and the children, and
was able to talk to parents personally to confirm permission.

Selection of students
The researcher’s own 3/4 class was selected for this study. At the time of the study the
class consisted of 10 children, newly-arrived to Australia from a variety of cultural
and linguistic backgrounds. Two of the children were very newly arrived and had nil
written English; these children were not involved in the study. The remaining eight
children had varying levels of basic written and aural English language skills, and
were divided into Group A – the Control Group, and Group B – the Treatment Group.
The treatment group was exposed to the testable variable, that is, they drew before
writing.
The children were selected via group matching (Sarantakos 1998) where pairs of
similar characteristics were split between the Groups. Those characteristics were
length of time in the Introductory English Centre, and the teacher’s perception of their
language proficiency based upon seven year’s experience teaching in that context.
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On the day of the Procedure writing one of the children was absent and the researcher
decided to work with three children in each group. For the Explanation writing there
were four children in each group.

Research Procedure

Stage 1 – Procedural texts
The Shared Experience
In the session before recess, standing around large craft tables in the cooking/craft
area in the junior school, the children were given two large mixing bowls, two sets of
utensils and two frying pans. They randomly organised themselves around a mixing
bowl and were not divided according to the research groups. The researcher explained
they were going to make pikelets and after recess they would be writing a recipe for
the pikelets for people to read so that they too would be able to make pikelets for
themselves. The purpose of the writing was emphasised to the children so they would
be encouraged to write as accurately as possible when given the procedural writing
task. Symington and Spurling (1990) in their research looking at children’s visual
representations of scientists noted the importance of the instructions and the influence
these had on the drawings produced. Observations of the drawings in their study show
the children intentionally chose visual tools to meet the perceived purpose of the
drawing as implied in the instructions.
The researcher gave the instructions for making the pikelets orally and in a careful
sequential manner, ensuring that both groups were following directions correctly and
that all children had a turn at adding ingredients, mixing, pouring and flipping
pikelets.
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The Drawing
The pikelets were cooked and eaten at recess. After the recess break, Group A
followed the standard routine of silent reading in the two class unit whilst Group B
was taken by the researcher into another room and asked to draw their experience of
making pikelets. Each student was given a pack of 16 fine point textas, HB pencils
and an eraser. They were asked to draw ‘how to make pikelets’. All students had
finished their drawings within 15 minutes.
The Writing
Once they had finished their drawings both Groups were brought together for their
standard ‘writing’ time. The researcher reminded them of the pikelet making
experience and how they had been told that they would be writing instructions for
other people or themselves so that they could also make pikelets any time they
wished. They were given their usual writing books and asked do their writing. Group
B had their drawings next to them as they wrote. No time limit was given and Group
A was not instructed not to draw. One child in Group A did draw after writing. The
writing pieces were collected and numbered.
The writing they produced is contained in Appendix A.

Stage 2 – Explanation texts

The Shared Experience
The researcher showed both groups, as a class, a video titled “Honey” from the
ABC’s For the Juniors educational TV series. Although this was not a routine
classroom practice, the class had previously seen educational TV shows from the
same series. The researcher introduced the video by showing a jar of honey and
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asking the children to respond if they knew how honey was made. Most children
identified that it came from bees but no child was able to explain how it came from
bees or how it arrived in jars. The researcher then explained that they would see a
video that explains how bees make honey and how honey reaches the jars we buy in
the shops. She told the children they would be asked to do some writing to explain the
process to other people who don’t know how honey is made. The researcher
emphasised the purpose of the writing to the children to encourage them to write for
that purpose when they were given the writing task. The children viewed the video
prior to the recess break.
The Drawing
After the recess break, control Group A followed the standard class routine of silent
reading whilst treatment Group B was taken by the researcher into a different area of
the unit and asked to draw ‘how honey is made’. Each student was given a pack of 16
fine point textas, HB pencils and an eraser and was asked to ‘draw how honey is
made’.
The Writing
When Group B were finished their drawing both Groups were brought together for
their standard writing time. The researcher reminded them of the honey video and
how they had been told they would be explaining to other people how honey is made.
They were given their writing books and asked to write their instructions. Group B
wrote on the lined pages opposite their drawings. No time limit was given and Groups
A was not instructed not to draw. However none of the children in that Group did
draw.
The writing produced is contained in Appendix B.
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Data analysis

Introduction
A piece of procedural and explanatory writing was collected from each child in both
Groups and given an identifying label. Group A was labelled from A1 – A3 for
Procedures, and A1 – A4 for Explanations. Group B was labelled from B1 – B3 for
Procedures, and B1 - B4 for Explanations. The texts are reproduced in full in
Appendix A.

Limitations
To ensure that the assessment of the written tasks could be considered reliable I used
strategies and criteria already commonly in use in classrooms. However as noted in
the literature review there remain questions around the capacity of any writing criteria
to accurately assess writing. Every effort was made to use a variety of assessment
tools to assess the writing. A number of elements within the writing were looked at, in
an attempt to provide detailed and informative assessment. The assessment of the
writing for this study had little or no interest in the writers, and was not intended to
provide guidance on the improvement of an individual’s writing outcomes.
The sample sets for the study are not large but every effort was made to ensure that
the groups were comparable in writing proficiency, and in language experience, to aid
the reliability of comparing the writing results across the two groups. No effort was
made to divide the group according to a perceived drawing proficiency.
The writing was assessed by only one rater, the researcher, and this potentially
reduces the reliability of the scoring (Hyland 2003). In an effort to counter this, the
assessment strategies used were criterion-referenced, with well-described and
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comprehensive criteria, to ensure validity of the scoring. These were then spread
across a rubric with an inbuilt marking scheme.

Analysing the writing
For this study a combination of analytic and trait-based scoring methods were used
(Hyland 2003:229). Analytic scoring allows for writing characteristics to be separated
and graded against explicit and comprehensive criteria defined as important to good
writing. Trait-based scoring methods recognise context in writing and demand
different criteria according to the context and purpose of the writing. As genre and
purpose are key components of the writing tasks in this study it is sensible that traitbased scoring methods are incorporated into the selected scoring scheme.

The writing rubrics were especially constructed for this study. They had to take into
account that the children were developing their English language skills. For example
although in these genres this meant there would be an expectation of the use of
‘simple present tense’, it would be expected that these learners may not always have
correct subject/verb agreement in their execution of the simple present tense. The
rubrics developed therefore had to effectively identify what the children had done
successfully in their non-narrative writing within their general language development
levels. To achieve this, initially the National Language and Literacy Institute of
Australia (NLLIA) ESL Bandscales (McKay 2007) were used to place the students’
writing on an accepted national second language proficiency scale. The NLLIA ESL
Bandscales are a common benchmarking tool for ESL around Australia as they
provide the capacity ‘to assess and report on an ESL learners’ language ability within
and according to the context in which he/she is using the langauge’: 7 (McKay 2007).
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As such the Bandscales provide a general description of the students’ writing levels.
Of the Control Group, one child produced writing at Level 2 and three children
produced writing at Level 3. Of the Treatment Group one child produced writing at
Level 2 and three children produced work at Level 3. This reaffirmed the researcher’s
initial judgement of the children’s language proficiency and confirmed each group
had a similar range of language proficiencies and thus comparisons could reasonably
be made across the two groups.
Appendix B provides an account of both the Level descriptors and the placement of
the students’ writing against those descriptors.

The NLLIA ESL Bandscales however provide only generic descriptions of writing
behaviour within the social context. Identification of writing traits specific to the task,
as well as criteria that explicitly described those traits presented some challenges. The
development of clearly described criteria is crucial to the validity and reliability of the
assessment tools used in the study. It was important to find a marking scheme that
would adequately detail the writing’s effectiveness in achieving purpose.
For this genre specific analysis, and one that provides a more detailed description of
the language typical of each stage, the framework described in the SA ESL Scope and
Sequence (DECS 2006) was used as a major point of reference. This document is
organised around constructivist understanding of language acquisition, in that texts
are purposeful, are constructed by their sociocultural contexts, and that the learner
must choose the appropriate linguistic resources to realise the text’s purpose.

The real value of the SA ESL Scales lies in their accompanying Scope and Sequence
documents. These clearly outline the language demands expected of students on each
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Scale. Importantly these indicators have been organised around the Systemic
Functional Linguistics descriptors of genre, field, tenor and mode which come
directly from the sociocultural theoretical paradigm within which this thesis sits.
Originally described as assessment criteria by Macken and Slade (1993) these four
dimensions of written texts provide ‘a matrix by which texts can be both understood
and evaluated’: 213 (Macken and Slade 1993).
Problematically, the SA document does not further delineate the indicators into
language features specific to the genres of explanations and procedures. The
researcher has developed further genre specific indicators to produce writing analysis
grids which are quite unique in their description of explanations and procedures
across the register variables of field, tenor and mode.
The assessment criteria of field, tenor and mode have been further extended for this
study by adding the dimensions of text, sentence and word level indicators of
achievement across the register variables.
These are commonly used organisers for writing assessment (WAEducation 1997)
although not usually used in conjunction with the field, tenor and mode categories.
Their addition provides a far more detailed analysis of the children’s writing
providing more capacity to unpack exactly where the achievements in the writing are.
This specificity in turn provides more substance to subsequent hypotheses about the
ways in which drawing may be supportive in the construction of procedural and
explanation texts. With these two sets of analysis categories a nine-cell grid was
constructed for each genre. This results in nine lenses through which to analyse the
writing, with each cell containing language features indicative of successful writing
when viewing the writing through that particular lens. These grids are reproduced
below and in Appendix C.
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Writing analysis grid for Procedures
Genre
Procedure: recipe.
Purpose: to instruct
how to cook
pikelets.
Field: cooking.

Text level

Sentence level

Word level

Enough ingredients
for reader to
complete task

Sentences which
guide actions to
complete task

Noun groups
appropriate to field

Enough steps for
reader to complete
task

Tenor: objective
and imperative.

Mode: written for a
general and absent
audience

Text Structure:
Goal
Materials
Steps
Appropriate
delineation
between sections of
the text

Use of
circumstantial
information
appropriate to
completion of task

Imperative
sentence types

Placement of verbs
in the theme
position
Use of simple
timeless present
tense.
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Enough quantifiers
for reader to
complete task
Vocabulary
specific to cooking
task
Accurate verbs to
describe actions
Imperative verbs
Absence of
pronouns
Words to mark
sequence:
4. linking
conjunctions;
5. sequential
conjunctions.
Use of numbers or
other means to
mark sequence.

Writing analysis grid for Explanations

Genre
Explanations:
Purpose: to explain
a process
Field: honey
making

Tenor: objective
and explanatory

Mode: written for a
general and absent
audience

Text level

Sentence level

Word level

Field is easily
identifiable with
adequate steps in
the process

Noun groups
identify
participants
accurately

Vocabulary
specific to the topic
with some
vocabulary beyond
the everyday

Sequence of the
process is accurate

Sentences explain
the process

Structural
components of
explanations used:
Phenomenon
Sequential
explanation

Explanatory voice
e.g. passive voice

Appropriate
delineation of the
structural
components

Action verbs
specifically related
to the process

Generalised nonhuman participants
Absence of
personal pronouns

Sequence markers
Timeless present
tense
Process is
thematised

Absence of
informal
commentary
Appropriate use of
articles (e.g.
definite article ‘the’
for generalised
participant, or no
article ‘bees’
Cause and effect
conjunctions
Sequence
conjunctions

This is an approach to writing analysis firmly rooted in Halliday’s functional model of
language use (Macken & Slade, 1993: 205) and as such is clearly aligned with the
theoretical basis of this thesis.
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To further aid the writing analysis, rubrics were then developed for each cell in the
grid, and scores were assigned to each cell. This enabled numerical data to be
collected for each text across each of the analysis organisers of field, tenor, mode and
text, sentence, word level. An example is provided below.
Analysis of Control Group procedural writing
A1
Text level analysis
Genre - Procedure

Field - Cooking

LESS THAN
SATISFACTORY
(1 )

Some of the
ingredients
required for reader
to complete task
Some of the steps
required for reader
to complete task

Satisfactory
(2)
Most of the
ingredients
required for reader
to complete task
Most of the steps
required for reader
to complete task

More than
satisfactory

(3)

All the ingredients
required for reader
to complete task
All the steps
required for reader
to complete task
4/6

Tenor

Some structural
components of
procedural text
used
Goal
Ingredients
Method

Most structural
components of
procedural text
used
Goal
Ingredients
Method

No headings
Mode

Structural
components of the
text not delineated

All structural
components of
procedural text
used
Goal
Ingredients
Method
1/3

Structural
components of the
text mostly
delineated

Structural
components of the
text well-delineated

3/3

Text level Total: 8/12
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Summary of results
Each writing sample was scored against the rubrics. The results are summarised
below with the copies of each of the completed rubrics contained in Appendix D. The
expanded summary tables with the collated numerical data are found in Appendix E.
Procedures – summary of results
Comparisons across Text, Sentence and Word level
Control Group
Text level

Sentence level

Word level

Mean: 6.3

Mean: 6.6

Mean: 17.6

Treatment Group
Text level

Mean: 10.6

Sentence level

Mean: 10

Word level

Mean: 19.6

Mean: 20.3

Comparisons across Field, Tenor and Mode
Control Group
Field

Mean: 17.6

Treatment Group
Field

Tenor

Mean: 7.3

Tenor

Mean: 10.6

Mode

Mean: 5.6

Mode

Mean: 11.6

Explanations – summary of results
Comparisons across Text, Sentence and Word level
Control Group

Treatment Group
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Text level

Sentence level

Word level

Mean: 5.25

Mean: 8.75

Mean: 16

Text level

Mean: 8.5

Sentence level

Mean: 12.75

Word level

Mean: 17.25

Comparisons across Field, Tenor and Mode
Control Group
Field

Mean: 9.25

Treatment Group
Field

Mean: 13

Tenor

Mean: 12

Tenor

Mean: 12

Mode

Mean: 9.25

Mode

Mean: 13.5

These results show that the Treatment Group achieved higher in both genres and
across all nine categories, bar one - Tenor in Explanations - where no difference was
recorded. This provides strong evidence to support the thesis’ hypothesis that drawing
before writing improves children’s non-narrative writing in the procedure and
explanation genres. A closer analysis of the data reveals the writing produced by the
Treatment Group was significantly better at text and sentence level, and marginally
better at word level. This was true across both genres. The data reveals, when
measured against the field, tenor, mode categories, there were differences in levels of
achievement across those categories dependent upon the genre. In the procedural
writing the Treatment Group recorded noticeably high scores within the tenor and
field variables, but significantly higher within the mode variable when compared to
the Control Group. This was in contrast to the Explanations writing where the
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Treatment Group scored significantly higher within the field and mode categories but
recorded no difference in the tenor mode when compared with the Control Group.
Further analysis of these results, including hypotheses for the differences and
similarities in results across the genres, is provided in Chapter Four. Chapter Four
links the results of the study with the existing literature and makes recommendations
for classroom practice.

Alongside this SFL approach to writing analysis, a more traditional measure of
writing was used – word counts - in an effort to further achieve a triangulation effect
through the use of multiple trait marking schemes. On these quantitative measures
two of the three in the Treatment Group wrote more than the Control Group when
producing procedures. Three of the four of the Treatment Group wrote more than the
Control Group when producing Explanations. These results are generally supportive
of, and corroborate the results of the preceding analyses. Not only did the Treatment
Group produce better quality writing but on the whole it also produced larger
quantities of writing. The table with the full description of word count data can be
found in Appendix F.
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The Secondary Investigation

Introduction
The analysis of the writing showed comprehensively that the Treatment Group
produced more effective writing than the Control Group. This result confirmed the
original hypothesis of the study but prompted further questions around the ways in
which the drawings were supportive of the children’s efforts.
The differences in results across the genres offers some evidence that it may not
simply be drawing per se which improves the writing, but that drawing may be
particularly supportive of particular aspects of the writing process, and with specific
components of the genre being written. The investigation of these hypotheses forms
the secondary investigation of this study. This is an exploratory study which involves
giving close and detailed attention to the children’s drawings in the study.
A general observation of their structure and content reveals constructs that appear to
be specific and identifiable according to purpose. The drawings which preceded the
procedural writing look somehow ‘procedural’, whilst the drawings which preceded
the explanation writing looked somehow ‘explanatory’. An example of a drawing
from each part of the study is shown below, with all the drawings produced by the
Treatment group reproduced in Appendix G.
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The researcher embarked upon a further investigation of the drawings themselves in
an effort to better describe what visual tools were being used to achieve the
observable communicable purpose in each drawing. In doing so it may be possible to
find intertextual links between the drawings and their accompanying writing. The
process of this investigation is described in the following section.
Drawing Conclusions
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Analysing the drawings
An overview
When this study was first proposed, the drawings were simply a variable added to the
writing process to see whether their addition would impact upon writing outcomes. As
the study progressed and the data was collected it became obvious that the drawings
themselves were worthy of more analytical analysis. The literature review revealed
very little discussion of purpose in children’s drawings in non-narrative contexts, nor
provided many tools for analysing children’s drawings through a sociocultural lens,
although such tools had been developed for the analysis of adult constructed images
(Kress and van Leeuwen 1996; Callow 1999; Unsworth 2001). In this study I have
attempted to adopt these tools and to construct a drawing analysis tool which has
parallels with the tool used for the analysis of the writing in the study. Working in this
way it may be possible to better identify correlating components in the drawing and
the writing, providing some evidence of an informing intertextuality between the two.
Through this social constructivist analysis of the children’s drawings I may be able to
provide exploratory answers to these questions:
•

Do the children’s drawings contain enough common organisational features to be
seen to be fulfilling a social purpose which matches that of the writing it preceded
- i.e. do the drawings have an identifiable genre?

•

What are these organisational features? Looking at the drawings through the
application of the register framework of field, tenor and mode, can communicative
visual conventions be found within the drawings to help build a catalogue of
features specific to the genre?
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•

Are there correlations between the realisation of field, tenor and mode in the
drawing and the writing, thus providing some evidence of an informing
intertextuality between the two?

This study cannot answer all of these questions fully, but it can lay exploratory
ground and contribute new perspectives to the field. Findings in this area contribute
significantly to a research field where there appears to be much agreement that visual
and verbal modes work together (Vygotsky 1978; Dyson 1990; Cope and Kalantzis
2000; Kress 2000; Jewitt and Kress 2003), but less description on how they might
work together.

Review of drawing analysis options
Walker (Walker 2007-8) reports that although the analysis of children’s drawings has
long been a research interest there have been very few recommendations around best
or most effective practice in the analysis and interpretation of children’s drawings.
A systematic analysis of the content of drawings is important if all the drawings
characteristics are to be uncovered. It is in this spirit that I have carried out a range of
different analyses on the drawings.
The tool developed necessarily places drawing at the centre of the analysis. This
moves away from viewer-centred approaches to drawing analyses which are linked to
a perceptualist view of drawing, where drawing is viewed as an innate and essentially
self-expressive activity. Perceptualist perspectives are not theoretically aligned to the
social constructivist paradigm of this thesis. The drawing analysis tool must also have
parallels with the writing analysis tool in order to strengthen the validity of any
correlations between the drawing and writing.
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This is by no means the first attempt to link visual and verbal analysis techniques
(Kress and van Leeuwen 1996; Callow 1999; Unsworth 2001) using a functional
approach. Unsworth (2001) organised his analytical framework around the categories
ideational, interpersonal, and textual, which correlate directly with the field, tenor,
and mode categories used by Callow (1999). Importantly these are also the analysis
categories used in the writing analysis of this study. Unsworth (2001) uses this
framework to analyse both visual and verbal texts. This provides a useful precedent
and point of reference for this study. Unsworth’s (2001) categories are expanded
below to illustrate their usefulness to this study:
Ideational (field) refers to the visual construction of the events, the objects and
participants involved in the image, and the circumstances in which they occur.
Interpersonal (tenor) refers to the visual resources used to communicate the
relationship between participants within the image but also the relationship between
creator and the viewer.
Textual (mode) refers to the tools used to cohere elements within the image in order
to realise the intended message

The metalanguage of this framework is informed by Halliday’s systemic functional
linguistics (Halliday 1985).The three variables of field, tenor and mode work together
to help analyse how language works to achieve its purpose in any given
communicative context, thus establishing the register of the event (Macken-Horarik
and Adoniou 2008). Macken-Horarik and Adoniou (2008) use the genre/register
framework to do a contrastive analysis of multimodal narratives that contain both the
visual and the verbal within the text. What is required however in the context of this
study is the development of an analysis tool which responds to the specific linguistic
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and visual features of procedures and explanations. These are two genres not
described in the work of Callow (1999), or of Kress and van Leeuwen (1996).
Few descriptions of detailed visual analyses of descriptions and explanations exist for
this thesis to draw upon and so the researcher has used the children’s drawings in this
study to develop a possible set of descriptors across the register variables specific to
each genre. Perhaps more significantly this thesis seeks to use the developed
framework to analyse children’s drawings, unlike the work of Unsworth, and Callow
which has focussed upon images produced by adults. Similarly, much of Kress and
Van Leeuwen’s framework for analysing visual images relies heavily on conventions
that are indicative of adult design principles. As a framework derived from a
theoretical perspective which believes that semiosis is socially constructed, it does
raise the issue of whether Kress and van Leeuwen’s descriptions are indicative of how
we read images, or whether image designers teach us to read images this way. There
may be some exploration of this via the application of the framework to the children’s
drawings in this study. These children, with no tuition at all in design principles or
illustration techniques, have produced drawings. If an analysis of their drawings
shows they realise ‘representations of material reality, but also the interpersonal
interaction of social reality’ (Unsworth, 2001: 72) and ‘cohere into textual
compositions in different ways and so realise semiotic reality’ (Unsworth, 2001: 72),
then we can feel more confident that the framework described by Kress and van
Leeuwen and Unsworth can be applied more broadly to include drawings constructed
by children.
If the children’s drawings do these things and the analysis framework can account for
how they do this, then a ‘visual grammar’ (Kress and Van Leeuwen 1996) has been
identified to apply to children’s drawings. If the accounts of the children’s drawing
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can also be organised according to social purpose of explaining and instructing, then
genre in children’s drawings have also been identified.

This study contributes to a growing research field that uses systemic functional
linguistic analyses on children’s own drawings through the development and
description of a tool for the analysis of children’s drawings for social purpose in the
procedural and explanation genres.

Limitations and Challenges
Whilst the framework to analyse drawings in this study is based in linguistics it is
important that extant Visual Arts analysis methods are also incorporated into this
framework. This is to ensure that the analysis tool successfully accounts for the visual
tools children use, and is not blind to the visual potentials of children’s drawings. As
Eisner (2002) warns, perception is highly focal:
‘We tend to look for particular things in our perceptual field. The
virtue of such a mode of attention is that it enables us to find what we
are looking for. The potential vice of such perception is that it impedes
our awareness of relationships’: 5.

To counter this possible bias, analysis tools used within the Visual Arts fields for
drawing were taken into account. Selection was dictated by a need for the tools to be
concerned with drawing purpose. Historically, well-known drawing analysis tools
(Kellogg 1969; Lowenfeld and Brittain 1975) have emerged from perceptualist
conventions concerned with age and stage development, or with aesthetic assessments
(White 1994). Nodelman (1988) in Unsworth (2001) proposes that the analysis of
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images from an aesthetic point of view doesn’t account for purpose. Eisner’s own
analysis categories (Eisner 1972) are rooted in a narrative tradition in the description
of children’s art making and are not reflective of the different tools a child may use in
order to achieve a visual purpose other than storytelling. O’Shea (1999) suggests that
Eisner’s categories may not only represent a Western bias in aesthetics and art,
valuing perspective and realism, but also that they appear to be historically biased as
well. O’Shea contends that the visual imagery surrounding Western children, via
computer and video graphics, is now much different from when Eisner originally
proposed his categories.
Nonetheless traditional descriptors from the Visual Arts field of how children’s
drawings develop provide an interesting contrast to Unsworth’s (2001) observations
of how images are presented in schoolbooks to children. Lowenfeld (1975) describes
how children move from the production of schematic drawing, developing symbols or
schemas for objects, at 7-9 years of age, to the pseudo-realistic stage at around 12-14
years, when they develop an awareness of depth, proportion, colour and detail to
produce reality in their drawings. This is the converse of what Unsworth (2001)
observes in the adult-constructed images presented to children in textbooks at school.
He notes a move from realistic representations in the visuals for young children,
moving to more schematised images in high school texts:
‘In the primary school the images are predominantly naturalistic, but they
gradually change to the highly schematised images of a scientific coding
orientation as students progress to the senior secondary school’: 103 (Unsworth
2001).

The implication is that young children require concrete realia to understand concepts.
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This is an interesting paradox, as the drawings of children are presented essentially as
schematised images. Whilst Unsworth (2001) and Kress and Van Leeuwen (1996)
provide a framework for the analysis of adult-constructed images, it may be that some
of their observations do not successfully apply to the images children themselves
create. This doesn’t mean that the framework cannot be applied, but does alert the
researcher to the fact the framework has been applied through the lens of adult
perceptions of adult constructed images. When the framework is applied to the
drawings of children we may see different things.
Despite this potential mismatch, the development of a drawing analysis tool based on
the framework used in the writing analysis opens up the potential for more useful
contrasts between visual and verbal texts. This allows for analysis within a consistent
theoretical paradigm. Unsworth (2001) says the development of an accessible visual
grammar which has parallels in a verbal grammar is important. He suggests this
parallelism is necessary in order ‘to facilitate the integrative teaching of visual and
verbal literacies’: 71. This integration, a pedagogy which achieves synaesthesia and
the realisation of Dyson’s (Dyson 1990) symbol weaving metaphor, is an aim of this
thesis. And so a drawing analysis grid has been developed which parallels the one
constructed for writing analysis, using the organising categories of field, tenor and
mode.

Using these multivariable grids allows for Wright’s (2007) contention that the
multimodality of children’s drawings requires ‘an awareness of the sequential and
structural relationships within aspects of their works’: 48.
With fewer precedents and examples in the literature this component of the study is
more exploratory and qualitative in nature than the preceding writing analyses.
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Following is a description of some extant drawing analysis tools in the literature
which have been used in the development of drawing indicators within each cell of
the drawing analysis matrices.

Selection of criteria
The grids for this part of the study were developed to test a hypothesis of the
existence of intentionality and purpose in children’s drawing. This was done through
the use of socially mediated predictable structures to observe possible parallels in
their writing. They are not intended as an assessment of quality and effectiveness, as
was the aim of the writing grid. The grid requires a description of the visual tools that
may be used to achieve the communicative purposes across each of the register
variables. The work of Kress and van Leeuwen (1996), Callow (1999) and Unsworth
(2001) has been directly drawn upon to develop these descriptors, with additional
descriptors drawn from more traditional drawing analysis schemes (Flood 2004).
Each is described in more detail below under the organising categories of field, tenor
and mode.

Visual tools
Field
The image successfully conveys an intended message (Flood, 2004) which may be
achieved by the arrangement and execution of the elements within.
Participants (animate or inanimate objects) may be represented by concrete and
realistic representations of or stylised shapes representing beings/objects.
They may be further characterised as actors, goals, recipients, reactors, phenomena,
sayer, or senser (Unsworth, 2001: 78). They may also be represented by the setting in
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that they ‘correspond to circumstances of location in a written text’: 78 (Unsworth
2001).
The elements of the image are identifiable in themselves, but also as part of the whole
(Flood, 2004). Participants can also be organised into categories suggestive of the
hierarchical relationship they have with one another. This is particularly shown
through ‘images that show part /whole relationships’: 83 (Unsworth 2001).
Participants can also be categorised as being concerned with either the representation
of concepts or the representation of events in the real word (Unsworth 2001: 80).
Processes may be indicated by action lines, vectors, lines and arrowheads (Unsworth
2001). They may also be represented by a drawing of the object that is to carry out the
action, e.g. a hand holding a spoon in a bowl indicates ‘to mix’.
Kress and Van Leeuwen (1996: 68) also describe ‘conversion’ processes, whereby the
image represents a causal chain of events, where the result of one process becomes
the beginning of the next process.
Processes can also be realised through speech bubbles (Unsworth 2001) or captions.

Kress and Van Leeuwen (1996) make a distinction between topological accuracy of
an image and topographical accuracy. Topological accuracy is when the components
of the drawing are logically represented and all the components and their relationships
are represented. Topographical accuracy does all of this but also accurately represents
relative size and distance of and between objects (albeit scaled).

Tenor
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The image prompts a response in the viewer (Flood, 2004). This may be achieved by
the use of various visual techniques as well as through the deliberate selection of
content. Visual techniques are outlined below.
Demand and offer - demand is when the participant demands the attention of the
viewer with a front-on gaze. Offer is when participants don’t ask for the viewers’
attention. ‘What is depicted is offered to the viewer quite impersonally for his or her
information’: 95 (Unsworth 2001).
Distance can be described as close-up, medium or long-shot. The further away the
viewer is from the image the more depersonalised the image becomes.
Attitude is realised through frontal or oblique views. Frontal views ask for maximum
involvement with the drawing whilst oblique views invite detachment, something for
you to ‘spy’ upon but not an invitation to participate in.
Power relationships between the drawer and the viewer are realised through high
angle, low level and eye level images. With bird’s eye or high-angle views the viewer
is powerful over the participants in the image. With low-angle views the participants
within the image are powerful over the viewer. Eye level images denote equality
between participants and viewer.
Visual techniques are also used to ensure that the relationship between the elements
within the image is obvious to the viewer (Flood 2004).

Mode
Mode is realised through the use of effective techniques of image placement but also
through the effective use of the elements of line, colour, texture, tone and shape
(Flood 2004). Technical competence with these elements is also important (Flood
2004).
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Salience can be achieved through size, colour, foregrounding, or framing. Unsworth
(2001) suggests that an image’s salience guides the viewer to locate a starting place
from which to view the image. In the Visual Arts salience is viewed as an indication
of what is important, personally, socially, contextually, or what is new knowledge to
the child.
Importance of design and placement of elements described by Kress and van Leeuwen
(Kress and van Leeuwen 1996) in mode are outlined below.
The given or the known is represented on the left-hand side of the image, whilst the
new is presented on the right-hand side of the image.
The ideal or the promise is presented at the top of the page whilst the real or the actual
is presented on the bottom of the page.
Where elements in an image are not connected they are strongly framed, where the
elements are more integrated they are weakly framed. Framing can occur through
borders, or using sets of colour or shape to delineate elements within an image.

These understandings of how the visual is realised across the register variables of
field, tenor and mode were used in the construction of the drawing analysis grids
which also contained an account of the visual tools used. A sample grid is provided
below.
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Drawing analysis grid for Procedures

Treatment Group
A1
Genre: Procedure/recipe

Field - what
Verbal tools

Purpose: to instruct how to cook pikelets

Field realised through appropriate verbs, noun groups,
circumstantial information and topic specific vocabulary

Visual tools
The image conveys a message of instruction achieved through the
with
following:
examples
from drawing
A representation of both the individual elements and their relationship
to the whole image.
Visual representation of noun groups and quantifiers.
Processes represented by action lines or inclusion of symbolic
representation of the action
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Summary of results – drawing analysis
Despite the children’s varying cultural backgrounds, their varying visual
representations, and the fact that they were untutored in drawing it was possible to
identify common conventions that achieve purpose, e.g. numerals in the drawings,
careful quantifying of materials, arrows to explain sequence, and careful schematic
representations of objects salient to the image’s purpose.
The completed drawing analysis grids can be found in Appendix G, with an example
grid and a summary of the findings provided below.
The image conveys an explanation through the following:
A representation of both the individual elements and their relationship to the
whole image
Visual representation of noun groups.

Processes represented by action lines or inclusion of symbolic representation
of the anchor

Honey pouring into jars
Conversion processes of cause and effect represented by arrows or lines.
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Procedural drawings
All three images which preceded the procedural writing had the following
commonalities.

Field

All images conveyed an instructional message through:
•

A differentiated representation of the structural elements –
ingredients and method

•

A differentiated representation of the participants – each
ingredient an identifiable and separate element

•

A representation of quantities of ingredients

•

A representation of action through action lines and other
symbolic means

Tenor

All images convey a generalised and impersonal message
through:
•

The absence of ‘actors’

•

The presentation of the image through ‘democratic’ frontal
eye-level views

Mode

All images employ the following visual techniques to convey their
message:
•

Differentiated elements (noun phrase equivalents) in the
drawing through boxing or colour choice

•

The use of colour, arrows or numbers to indicate sequence

•

The placement of elements on the page to mirror their order in
writing
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Explanatory drawings
All four images which preceded the explanatory writing had the following
commonalities.

Field

All images conveyed an explanatory message through:
•

A differentiated representation of each stage in the process

•

A presentation of the whole process

•

A representation of cause and effect within the process
through arrows or page placement

•

A representation of action through action lines and other
symbolic means

Tenor

All images convey a generalised and impersonal message
through:
•

A focus on the processes

•

The presentation of the image through ‘democratic’ frontal
eye-level views

Mode

All images employ the following visual techniques to convey their
message:
•

The identification of salient participants through the use of
size

•

The use of colour, arrows or numbers to indicate sequence

With these commonalities identified within both sets of drawings it is possible to
tentatively catalogue these as the visual elements children use intentionally to convey
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meaning and realise purpose and thus create either instructional or explanatory
drawings.
Whilst there are some commonalities between the two types of drawings there are
enough consistent differences between the two to further consolidate the hypothesis
that the drawings are intentionally different and visual tools have been selected to
constructed images which achieve specific purposes.

These drawing analysis tools are not definitive, and require further validation against
further sets of drawing samples. However they do provide a unique tool for the
analysis of intentionality in children’s drawings, which may provide a useful basis for
further study in the area.
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Conclusion
This study began with a primary investigation into the impact of drawing on
children’s non-narrative writing. This was followed by a secondary exploratory
investigation into the drawings themselves.
The results of the primary investigation clearly showed that drawing has a positive
impact upon children’s procedure and explanation writing. In both genres the
Treatment Group write more (length) and at a higher quality when marked across
multi-traits.
The finding of a positive impact of drawing on writing then led to the secondary
investigation into how this support happens, i.e. how do the two modes work together.
Having used ‘genre’ and ‘register’ to assess the writing produced it was important to
consider a drawing analysis framework that reflected these same organisers, and thus
provide some insight into how drawing is supportive of writing. Although this part of
the study is exploratory it can be observed that the drawings themselves are reflective
of the written genres. The children use visual tools in the construction of their
drawings which have parallels in the verbal tools they must use to successfully
construct the written genres. Further discussion of how these parallel tools may have
worked together is provided in Chapter Four, the final chapter, along with
recommendations for how teachers can successfully use drawings in this way to
support non-narrative writing in their own classrooms.
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Chapter Four
Good Intentions: recommendations for using drawing
in the writing classroom
Introduction
This thesis has found that drawing before writing improves children’s writing in the
non-narrative genres of explanations and procedures.

The clear and resounding recommendation of this thesis is that teachers should use
drawing as a pre-writing strategy.

This final chapter of the thesis articulates the numerous considerations embedded in
such a recommendation. It begins with a more detailed discussion of the results of this
study, looking firstly at the writing, then the drawing, and includes a discussion of the
ways the drawing may have been supportive of the writing. This is followed by a
discussion of the teaching and learning conditions and attitudes which need to be in
place for drawing to be used successfully and productively in the literacy classroom.
Suggestions for further investigations in the field are given and the chapter concludes
with a summary of the thesis’s motivation, its results, its significance and its
recommendations.
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Discussion of the results
The writing
The study looked specifically at the genres of explanations and procedures as two
examples of non-narrative texts which are common in Australian primary schools.
They were analysed using a framework informed by systemic functional linguistics,
using the register variables of field, tenor and mode as lenses through which to view
the writing. The framework was further expanded to examine achievements within
each register variable at text, sentence and word level. This provided a comprehensive
grid upon which to map the writing achievements.
The writing analyses across all the variables of field, tenor and mode and text,
sentence and word levels indicated the writing of the Treatment Group was superior
on almost every count. The word count results also provided further supporting
evidence to show drawing before writing is more likely to improve the quantity of the
writing, as well as its quality.
In the procedural writing the Treatment Group performed particularly strongly at text
and sentence level across each register variable. In the Explanation writing the
Treatment Group also performed particularly strongly at text and sentence level in the
field and mode variables, however there was no discernable difference in the tenor.
The tenor criteria had included the use of the passive voice; a linguistic structure not
easily represented visually and this may explain why the Treatment Group and
Control Group received similar results on this criterion.
The strong performances at sentence level across both genres are particularly
encouraging because in the researcher’s own teaching experience this is the most
challenging level to teach to and achieve learning outcomes in.
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The drawing
The study used the visual grammar described by Unsworth (2001), developed from
the work of Kress and Van Leeuwen (1996) as the basis for the development of a tool
to deconstruct the drawings in this study. The aim was to ascertain whether there were
identifiable and consistent visual features which could
a. identify genre in the children’s drawings; and
b.

correlate with the verbal features in the writing. This may help explain or affirm
the important relationship the two symbol systems have and the ways in which
drawing supports writing.

The tool which was developed did identify a number of commonalities across the
children’s drawings for each task. These commonalities were described within each of
the register variables of field, tenor and mode. It is proposed that they represent a list
of visual features which make a drawing either ‘explanatory’ or ‘procedural’. These
features are fully explicated in Chapter Three, and provide a more detailed account of
the visual conventions in each of the drawing types, suggesting strongly that these can
be used to identify ‘genre’ in children’s drawings.

Interestingly these features were extrapolated from the untutored drawings of
children. Brooks’ study (2004) of children’s drawings recorded similar traits in the
untutored drawings via describing their experiences of growing silkworms in the
classroom.This might suggest the visual tools are more easily learned and
manipulated than the verbal, providing more evidence for the maintenance of drawing
as a learning tool in schools well beyond the early years of schooling.
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Although a full range of criteria drawn from the work of Kress and van Leeuwen
(1996) and Unsworth (2001) was used in the initial preparation of the drawing
analysis grids, not all these criteria were found to be applicable to all drawings, or
perhaps not applicable at all to children’s drawings. The criteria which were not used
at all were Kress and van Leeuwen’s tools in the ‘mode’ category to represent the
known, the new, the ideal, and the real via the images’ placement on the page. Indeed
these are concepts unlikely to be represented in drawings for instructions and
explanations and this may explain their absence in the children’s drawings.
Alternatively these may be examples of adult-constructed visual tools based on
sophisticated understandings of neurological and psychological functions and
therefore unlikely to appear in the untutored drawings of children.

The list of visual ‘genre’ features generated for each genre provides a point of
comparison between the drawing and writing, which aids the development of
hypotheses about how visual symbols in drawings work to support the verbal symbol
systems of writing. The discussion of this relationship follows.

The relationship between the drawing and writing results
A number of observations can be made about the correlation between the drawings
and the higher results in the Treatment Group’s writing. A comparison of the writing
and the drawing analyses allows for some hypotheses to be made about how the
writing achievements may have been influenced by the drawing. These are discussed
further below, under the organising categories of field, tenor and mode.
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Field
The drawings were topologically accurate (Kress and van Leeuwen 1996). This means
all the components of the drawing were logically represented and all the components
and their relationship are accurately represented. This feature in the drawings
correlates to the high scores in the field category, across text and sentence levels in
both written genres. The field variable requires all the steps to be accurately included.
The clear representation of all the noun groups and the processes in the drawings
correlates to the high scores at word level within the field category in both written
genres, where it is important all ingredients or processes are included.
In the procedural texts the Treatment Group used the specialist term ‘buttermilk’
whilst the Control Group used the term ‘milk’. The drawings each show the
buttermilk represented by a small carton (as opposed to a large plastic milk bottle). It
may be the drawing reminded the Treatment Group of the specialist vocabulary.
Each of the drawings across both genres represented actions successfully, thematising
them. A focus on process is an important feature of both written genres. The higher
success rate in the Treatment Group indicates that the drawings served as important
props. The representation of actions in the drawings were matched by a mention of
these in the writing e.g. washing, put, sucking, mix

Tenor
The absence of ‘actors’ in the both sets of drawings reflected the children’s success in
achieving the impersonal tenor of the written genre which correspondingly required
an absence of personal pronouns. However in the Explanation writing there was no
discernible difference in the Tenor scores. It may be that the viewing of the honey-
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making video already had ‘depersonalised’ the experience for the children, unlike the
hands-on experience which accompanied the procedural writing.

Mode
The procedural drawings differentiate clearly between the ingredients and the method
and this is reflected in their writing. The Treatment Group was more likely to use the
generic structural organisation of Ingredients and Method in their writing as was
evidenced by the high scores across the Mode category; writing which requires
appropriate structural organisation. None of the Control Group written texts used the
text structure of ingredients and method. The explanation drawings also clearly
indicate the cause and effect message of the text through the use of arrows and
placement on the page, in what Kress and van Leeuwen (1996) call conversion
processes.
The placement of the visual ‘participants’ in the procedural drawings reflects the word
order of the noun phrase required in the written text, e.g. four spoons of sugar was
represented by drawings of four spoons immediately followed by a drawing of the
sugar bowl. This also correlated with high word level scores in mode in the
corresponding writing.

All the written texts in both genres produced by the Treatment Group had very high
results at text, sentence and word levels. This indicates that drawings are useful
planning tools in allowing the children to work through the entire structure of the text
and to then replicate this in their writing. Notably at sentence level the written texts of
the Treatment Group were substantially better. This indicates that drawings are useful
supports to the construction of syntactically appropriate sentences. Although the word
level results were also better for the Treatment Group the difference was far less
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pronounced in both the explanatory and procedural writing. This may be a reflection
of the capacity of drawings to reflect the grammatical specificities of written language
evident at word level.

Why was the drawing supportive?
A review of the results provokes some hypothesising about why the drawings
improved the writing. The literature review provided many statements of the benefits
of drawing and these are now revisited in the context of this study, focussing on those
benefits which appear to have supporting evidence from this study.

Caldwell and Moore (1991) claim drawing permits a ‘whole’ representation of ideas,
allowing for ‘testing out, evaluation, revision, and integration of ideas before writing
begins.’: 216. The good results at text level organisation of the Treatment Group
writing support this claim. One of the features of each of the drawings was their
representation of the whole message on the page, and also the clear depiction of the
individual elements of the message. This corroborates Cox’s (2005) claim that the
experience of drawing helps children to classify and create structure in their thinking.
The textual structure of the writing at field and text level was of a much higher quality
in the Treatment Group. This supports Levin and Boss’s (2005) contention drawing is
a less constrained symbol system, a holistic and open system which easily allows for
the inclusion of new information in a way that the more linear and rule-governed
verbal symbol system of writing does not.

Artist David Hockney said ‘In learning to draw you learn to look’ (in Anning 1997:
223). It may well be that the benefit of drawing before writing provides a capacity to
focus the learners’ attention on the subject at hand. This is indicated in this study
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where the Treatment Group’s writing generally contained more detail, with a more
complete account of all the participants and processes and a more likely inclusion of
specialist language.This is further evidence for Brooks’ (2005) observation that
drawings can show ‘a quantity and quality of information and ideas’:89. The drawings
in the study contained a lot of information, including quantifiers, participants and
processes. These correlated directly with the detail the children were then able to
produce in their writing. Comparisons of the drawings and writing show that the
Treatment Group incorporated all the visual information in their drawings into their
writing.
This supports Wright’s (2007) contention that drawings provide memory prompts and
contributes to evidence that drawing does have a biological impact, and that drawing
can cement an image, process, or even a concept in the brain’s memory (Lansing
1981; Sheridan 2002). It also lends weight to Brooks’ (2005) observation that the
permanency of drawing allows engagement with its content to happen over time.

These children, untutored in drawing, produced drawings which were easy to ‘read’,
and which had many features of the genre.Thus we might hypothesise that the
drawing was easy to do, therefore drawing could be used as an effective scaffold into
writing.
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Recommendations
This thesis makes one major recommendation as a result of its primary investigation
into the impact of drawing upon non-narrative writing.

Drawing should be part of the pre-writing routine in primary school classrooms.

Embedded within this recommendation are three important co-requisites which may
require a change in teaching and learning behaviours in some classrooms, as well as
attitudinal change to the Visual Arts at system level:

•

Teachers and schools must better understand the ways in which symbol systems
work together;

•

Teachers and schools must better understand drawing as a socially-constructed
learning tool; and

•

Teachers, schools and systems must position the Visual Arts as a core curriculum
subject.

A discussion of each of these requirements follows, with reference to both the
literature and the results of this study.

Teachers and schools must better understand the ways in which symbol
systems work together
This thesis has sought to describe a practice that utilises children’s capacities to work
with multiple symbol systems, most particularly the visual. Further it has situated this
practice within a social constructivist paradigm, where innate capacities are further
developed to achieve social purposes under the guidance of expert others (Vygotsky
1978; Bruner 1983). Drawing is thus being described as a ‘player’ in more
conventional, and verbally oriented, teaching strategies associated with the teaching
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of writing. However in order for teachers to embrace this practice they must first
understand the deep and intertwined relationship that drawing and writing share as
symbol systems. The effective implementation of this thesis’s recommendation is
dependent upon teachers’ comprehension of this intersemiosis.

In any school context there are at least two semiotic histories at counter play, the
students’ personal semiotic profiles and capacities, and the school’s institutionalised
semiotic profiles and capacities. The use of drawing as a way into writing is one
example of how schools can construct an environment that makes use of children’s
personal semiotic repertoires to access the semiotic profiles enshrined in schools.
Using drawing in this way not only achieves improvements in writing but gives the
children experiences with different meaning modes and grows their understanding of
the affordances each system has (Edwards & Willis 2000).

Any classroom ‘pick up’ of the strategies recommended in this study requires teachers
to more deeply understand the symbiotic relationship between the visual and the
verbal, and not to see drawing as a tick off activity, as demonstrated by the teachers in
Cloonan’s (2005) study of teachers implementing multiliteracies theory in their
classrooms.When teachers fragment programming in this way they compromise the
potential benefits of the strategy. Children also must understand that their drawings
are a part of the learning process and not an unrelated adjunct. The learning
experiences must be presented to them in a way that allows them to make
simultaneous use of drawings and writing in a learning environment that allows them
to move ‘seamlessly among semiotic meaning-making systems to support their
learning’: 235 (Gray 2006).
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When using the strategy of drawing to support writing in the classroom, teachers must
ensure they take equal account of the drawings.The drawings are not to be viewed as
an ‘evolutionary’ activity on the continuum to writing, considered as somehow less
important or less communicative. Teaching from this position does not acknowledge
the communicative power and intention in student drawings and nor does it utilise
these factors adequately. If teachers were to implement the recommendation of the
thesis and allow children to draw before writing, but then simply dismiss drawings as
‘just’ preparation for writing, they would miss the fundamental principles of this
thesis and ignore important pathways into learning.

For this reason it has been important to develop the drawing analysis grids in order to
help teachers understand the drawings as complete and intentional texts in themselves.
The grids contribute to Anning’s (1997) call for ‘a knowledge base of the distinctive
genres of drawing in art and design’: 237, and they can make an important
contribution to the field.

Teachers and schools must better understand drawing as a sociallyconstructed learning tool
Teachers must engage more with theories in art education to better understand the
parallels between the social interactionist approaches in writing and similar
approaches in art education. Such parallels make teaching practice more reflective of
nativist theories (Willats 2005) and enable better understanding of the potential value
of drawing and writing informing one another.
If visual symbol systems are to be given equal consideration in schools, and this
study contributes to a body of compelling evidence that it should, then we must give
equal consideration to the explicit teaching of such visual and verbal symbol systems.
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Visual composition skills will need to be taught, just as we teach children how to
write with purpose and to use the literacy conventions appropriate to each genre. As
Unsworth (2001) urges,
‘If children are to learn how to analyse the ways images make
meanings, they need to gain knowledge of the visual meaning-making
systems.’: 162.

And although much has been written about the younger generations’ capacity to read
the visual in an image-filled world (Millard and Marsh 2001; Anning 2003; Wright
2007), it cannot be assumed that exposure or consumption of visual images translates
to an ability to create images. This does however require teachers to teach drawing
skills, a practice not common in generalist primary school teachers (Duncum
1998/99). The reasons primary generalist teachers don’t engage with the visual arts in
classroom can be summarised as follows:
•

teachers don’t understand the role drawing may play in learning;

•

they don’t feel comfortable about intervening in children’s drawings;

•

they feel incompetent in teaching drawing skills; and

•

they don’t recognise that drawing skills may vary according to purpose.

These are explored in more detail below. They must be acknowledged as part of the
challenge in successfully implementing any multimodal pedagogies in classrooms,
but most particularly this via thesis’s recommendation for the productive use of the
visual.

‘When drawing is viewed as a tool that is part of a meaning-making
repertoire it helps teachers to see drawing as part of a learning process
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rather than as a product that is indicative of a more rigid stage of
development’: 89. Brooks (2005).

This perspective is useful for teachers but it also requires primary school teachers to
adopt ‘conventionalist’ approaches to drawing. This means they must recognise that
drawing can be taught. When teachers understand how the visual can work as a
learning tool they can better scaffold their students’ learning.

Any proposal to use children’s drawings as a learning tool implies that teachers
should be taking more explicit account of the drawings children produce.
The skill to identify different types of drawings and to recognise the visual tools in
use also allows teachers to better understand the drawings children produce in their
‘own’ time. This would allow them to view differently the drawings from the home
environments which reflect popular culture and interests in gaming or cartooning
which are often not valued by teachers and not acceptable in most classrooms.
(Anning 1999). They may instead see them as a demonstration of drawing skills and
intentionality which could be very useful in the classroom.
Anning (1999) claims that until teachers value drawing, children won’t value it either,
and until teachers teach drawing, children will remain stranded in a ‘self-help’ zone
that few will manage to move on from. As a result children lose access to a valuable
learning tool.
Teachers’ attitudes to drawing transfer to the children in the class. In Millard and
Marsh’s study (Millard and Marsh 2001) children’s attitudes to drawing were directly
reflective of their teachers’ attitudes. If the teacher encouraged drawing during
writing lessons they viewed drawing as a positive activity. If the teacher discouraged
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drawing during writing lessons the children saw it is a tiring or distracting activity.
Obviously the role of the teacher is very important in regarding drawing as a tool for
rehearsal, thinking, reflection, preparation. Brooks (2004) contends, and the findings
of this thesis support it, that ‘the focus of the discussion around drawing should be
about the meaning and information it contains, rather than on drawings skills and
aesthetics’: 49.
A focus on process and purpose rather than product will bring about a change of
thinking about drawing in the classroom. This brings teachers closer to an
understanding of ‘genre’ in children’s drawings, that is, that children draw differently
to achieve different purposes and this can be a useful tool in the classroom.
Once it is established that drawings can be generic teachers then need to identify what
the visual conventions for the genres are and how they might teach them. It becomes
important to then:
•

consider what these different ‘genres’ are;

•

teach which is the appropriate choice for the intended purpose (Ashton 1997); and

•

identify what are the conventions which make each genre distinctive from the
other and teach those conventions

The ability ‘to produce meaningful images is preluded by the conscious learning of
the structures and features of visual texts’: 38 (Atkins 2002). This requires increased
skills in application of the Visual Arts for primary school teachers. In most primary
schools it is the generalist classroom teacher who is responsible for teaching the
Visual Arts, and studies show that they lack confidence in teaching drawing and
therefore don’t teach it at all (Ashton 1999). This lack of confidence leads to a noninterventionist approach to teaching children the Visual Arts, although not from a
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considered theoretical position but simply because they feel inadequate to intervene or
provide explicit instruction.
‘few primary generalist teachers know much about art, and consequently
what many do is trivial’: 15 (Duncum 1998/99).

It is pedagogy by default. Preservice and inservice teachers require more professional
development in this area.
This thesis supports the recommendations in Dinham’s survey (2007) of increased
arts education for undergraduate primary teacher education students via pre-service
programs, emphasisng the importance of content or domain knowledge as ‘integral to
teaching proficiency’: 18 (Dinham 2007).

Whilst it is not within the scope of this thesis to describe a pedagogy for the teaching
of visual tools it is true that the recommendation to include drawing within the
literacy curriculum requires some discussion of how teachers can support children’s
drawing skills. What is required is a pedagogy that develops children who have both
visual production and reception skills. To support teachers in the classroom there
needs to be provision of a pedagogy which can support use of drawing as part of the
writing process, with an infrastructure that is logical and validated and can support the
practical recommendations of this thesis.

McLoughlin and Krakowski (2001) suggest a series of skills in visual literacy that
makes a useful framework for such a pedagogy. It includes:
•

visual thinking, which involves manipulating the symbols;

•

visual learning, which is the construction of knowledge through the interaction
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with the visual; and
•

visual communication which uses the visual for transaction and dialogue.

This provides a useful framework for describing the kinds of visual work children
might do in the classroom and is spacious enough to accommodate this thesis’s
recommendation to incorporate drawing into literacy lessons, not as a decorative
afterthought, but as an integral component.

The study in this thesis clearly indicates there are graphic conventions that help
children achieve purpose in drawing. There is a case to be made for teaching those
conventions to allow all children to successfully use them. Anning (1997) notes
teachers are unaware of what these conventions are. She goes on to claim, and this
study concurs, that
‘Teachers need support in learning strategies for teaching the skills and
techniques common to all drawing capabilities whilst remaining
sensitive to children’s personal voyages of discovery through
graphicacy, and so leave them space to develop their own personal
styles’: 237 (Anning 1997).
.

Drawing tuition is important to counter the ‘I can’t draw’ phenomenon which occurs
in children around age nine (Anning, 1999). This is not an inevitable stage and can be
overcome with the right tools and a different attitude around the purpose of drawings
(Flannery and Watson 1991).
‘Teaching young children drawing can improve their confidence and
competence in graphicacy’: 237 (Anning 1997).
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Children with a greater degree of drawing competency are more likely to attempt
more complex drawing effects (O’Shea 1999), which would in turn add to their visual
toolbox and ensure drawing continues to be a learning mode they can access as they
move through school and beyond.

Duncum’s (1998/99) work provides useful strategies for teaching drawing, which he
recommends for generalist primary teachers, and says are well within their reach:
•

Verbal reflection strategy involves talking the children through their drawing,
verbalising for them what they have created in visual art terms. E.g. you’ve
simplified the shapes of the cat and the cushion and made a strong pattern
with the wallpaper: 16 (Duncum 1998/99);

•

Conversational strategy encourages children to observe and learn from one
another through an expectation that children will observe and ‘copy’ each
other, and verbalise what they are doing and sharing this with others;

•

Perceptual strategies involve drawing from real life and asking the children to
think about what they see and find a way to draw what they see. This
encourages them to draw what they see – rather than what they think the
object should look like – and can include drawing from memory or drawing
negative space, or turning a picture upside down; and

•

Conventionalist strategies may include imitating drawing skill by copying the
drawings of expert others or borrowing the observed skill and appropriating
it.

Duncum suggests that these methods are most effective when integrated into other
curriculum areas as this will also impact upon the choice of teaching strategy. For
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example, perceptual drawing from real life combined with verbal reflection would be
effective for a science class investigating insects. These are all strategies that fit
within the social constructivist paradigm of this thesis, and more specifically would
be easily integrated into writing lessons aimed at teaching non-narrative writing.

Teachers, schools and systems must position the Visual Arts as a core
curriculum subject
‘The materials, space, time and the social contexts that
are offered and constructed in the classroom have
direct implications for, and influences upon, learning
that occurs’: 48 (Brooks 2004).

If children are to draw in the classroom to support learning across the curriculum then
drawing must not only be incorporated into curriculum and methodologies but
adequate opportunity and resources must also be provided.
This thesis proposes drawing be included routinely in literacy lessons throughout
primary school, and perhaps beyond, and the results of the study support this
proposal. To do this drawing must be reconceptualised in schools as an important
learning tool.
The status of drawing and writing as meaning-makers in any given community is
defined by the community rather than by the inherent capacity of the symbol system
to communicate meaning. The privileging of the verbal in schools is a man-made
construct rather than a natural phenomenon. The repositioning of the visual in schools
is foremost a matter of will. However the lack of presence of visual literacy within the
new Australian National Curriculum English documents, the national literacy testing
(MCEETYA Ministerial Council on Education 2008), and a decision not to put Arts
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Education on the national curriculum agenda point to a worrying trend. This is a trend
in education that further narrows what counts as knowledge but also what counts as
legitimate pedagogy to build that knowledge. To counter this, educators and
researchers must work to reposition the Visual Arts in the curriculum in the face of
this narrowing of the curriculum. In the UK where learning outcomes have now also
been defined for early childhood and preschool settings there has been a resulting
decline in drawing activity in children (Anning, 2000). It is important to designate
time within the curriculum for drawing as a teacher-monitored activity and not simply
a Friday afternoon activity monitored by a classroom helper. Children need the
opportunity, time and support to ‘pursue complexity in their drawing’: 90 (Brooks
2005).

If the curriculum allows space for the deliberate use of drawing, we ‘permit’ children
to once more make use of the visual symbol system to understand concepts and to
transform those understandings into other contexts. This is a capacity children have
that is recounted by numerous studies (Dyson 1991; Coates 2002). These same studies
also report the decline in this multimodal behaviour once children start school.
However the study in this thesis indicates that the benefits of working across symbol
systems continues to have an impact in the middle years of primary school.
The classroom should ideally be like the one Gray (2006) describes, where paints and
other Visual Art materials are available to children whenever they wish to use them.
She observed that visual texts in this classroom were a normal part of all
communicative events. For this class literacy meant ‘appropriating multiple semiotic
systems…to make meaning in their learning’: 227 (Gray 2006).
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It is also important that the teacher differentiates between two types of drawing drawing as ‘art’ and drawing as ‘’communication’ and finds space in the curriculum
for both.

When we use children’s drawings in these multiple ways they are given a different
place in the curriculum. Rather than a decorative product, the children’s drawings
represent a demonstration of understandings and are not necessarily the end point of
learning but a part of the continuation of a social construction of knowledge (Bryant
and Gallen 2003).

It is important that in a climate of standardised literacy testing against
decontextualised and narrow linguistic criteria, that teachers don’t narrow the kinds
of methodology they use and instead work to counter Baghban's (1992) observation
that ‘there are educational and societal values which encourage writing but diminish
drawing.’: 8 (Baghban 1992).
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Future directions
The results of this study indicate that drawing prior to explanation and procedural
writing is beneficial to the writing outcomes. It is not clear whether the same
outcomes would be achieved with other non-narrative texts. These results may have
been specific to these genres, and reflect Kress’s (1997) observation that certain types
of texts may be better supported by drawings than others. His claim is further
supported by the observation that there were differences in the kind of achievements
in the writing in this study, dependent upon the genre being written. This was a small
sample of children and drawings and further research should examine this hypothesis.

The drawing analysis tool developed for this study drew heavily upon the work of
Kress and van Leeuwen (1996) and Unsworth (2001) and their descriptors for
analysing visual texts. Not all of their visual conventions, most particularly those
concerned with representing the new and given and the real and the ideal were evident
in the children’s drawings. It is unlikely untutored children’s drawings would show
evidence of all the observations Kress and van Leeuwen, and Unsworth have made of
adult constructed images. It may then be that these are examples of visual tools
teachers could be teaching children to use to better achieve intended purpose in their
drawings.

The results of the first study prompted the researcher to explore further how the
children make use of the drawings in their writing. A closer investigation of the ways
children actually use the drawings as they write may provide a stronger description of
the ways in which drawings act as a support to writing. The question for future
investigation is whether it was the process of the drawing that impacted positively
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upon the writing, or the product – or both? This would involve a multimodal analysis
of all the behaviours of children as they write, including an account of when they used
their drawings, but also whether they interacted with others. Such an investigation
would provide evidence for the contentions of Brooks’ (2004) who says drawings
provide a concrete artifact that allows opportunities for discussion, reflection,
reconstruction and comparison. She also observes that young children review and
revisit their drawings as ‘prompts or mediators for memory’: 41.
Coufal and Coufal (2002) also propose children’s drawings act as a sensory anchor,
which maintains point of focus for analysis and discussion, give instant access to the
subject of the learning in the context of the learning, and provide an opportunity to
connect to other ways of knowing. These are interesting claims, beyond the scope of
this study, but worthy of further investigation by observing what use the children
made of the drawings whilst they write. Such a study would also provide evidence to
support or refute Levin and Boss’s (2005) claim that drawing is a less constrained
symbol system. It has a holistic and open system which easily allows for the inclusion
of new information in a way that the more linear and rule governed verbal symbol
system of writing does not.

This thesis provided only a glimpse of the ways the visual and verbal symbol systems
work; it did not explore how other modes or semiotic systems might also work
together with the visual and the verbal. Whilst this study focussed on defining a
relationship between the visual and verbal the literature review clearly revealed a need
to expand teaching beyond these two modes. A multimodal approach to teaching
literacy would appear to be the most effective way to teach literacy in a way that not
only recognises new literacies for new times, but recognises a neurobiological
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capacity, almost necessity, to learn multimodally. Future research in this area is vital
given the growing significance of multimodality in our out-of-school lives but also in
our school lives as well. Beyond the recommendation from this study to include
drawing as pre-writing strategy for non-narrative, teachers should be acting upon not
inconsiderable theoretical advice to explicitly include multimodal methodologies in
their teaching (Edwards and Willis, 2000). The findings of this thesis may be a useful
contribution to further studies in the field of multiliteracies which seek to construct a
useful metalanguage to describe the intersemiosis and ‘the multimodal relations
between the different meaning-making processes’ (Cope and Kalantzis 2005: 24). The
work of Macken-Horarik and Adoniou (2008), which has used the register framework
to look at simultaneously multimodal narrative texts, provides a useful starting point
from which to take the initial work in this thesis on explanations and procedures and
further expand it.

Finally the results of this thesis suggest that further study is required to establish what
actually happens with drawing in primary classrooms - what do teachers do, and do
they explicitly teach drawing skills. The results of this study cannot be fully realised
in classrooms without a better understanding of how primary school teachers
currently use children’s drawings in their classrooms.
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Achievements and significance of the study
This study has explicitly investigated the links between children’s drawing and nonnarrative writing and used a systemic functional linguistics framework to map the
interrelationship. In doing so comparative analysis grids have been developed which
contribute generally to the field of assessment in both Visual Arts education and
Literacy education, and specifically to understandings of social purpose and
intentionality in children’s drawings.

The study has produced writing assessment grids, which provide detailed assessment
information, which can be used by teachers. Grids were developed each for
explanations and procedures, providing an assessment tool for these two genres which
are much less documented in the literature. Whilst the assessment grids were
developed specifically for the purposes of this study, they do represent a fulsome way
of providing clear indicators of achievement in writing as well as clear direction of
where instructional needs exist. These grids document achievements across the
register variables of field, tenor and mode. This ensures that the analysis remains
situated in measuring success in achieving purpose. Purpose is the cornerstone of
systemic functional linguistics and should be the touchstone of any assessment
strategy situated within a social interactionist approach to teaching and learning.
Achievements across field, tenor and mode were further unpacked and analysed at
text, sentence and word level within each register variable. This provides a detailed
account of where the achievements occurred, providing evidence for this study of
where there might be correlation between the drawing and the writing. The use of
text, sentence and word level indicators also makes the grids relevant to teachers who
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may be familiar with these categories for their own teaching documents and they
provide useful planning information as well as diagnostic evidence.

This thesis has added to the knowledge in the field of visual meaning-making
systems, through the adaptation of the tools developed essentially for reading the
images that adults produce, and then applying them to children’s drawings.
Situated in the theoretical paradigm of social interactionism, the tool developed for
this study has been used specifically for the analysis of children’s drawings. Through
the application of the tool to the drawings in the study the researcher has been able to
describe the visual tools characteristically used by children to achieve their purpose
in their drawings, and to propose these as characteristic of the visual genres of
procedures and explanations. This is among the first description in the literature of
the visual genres of explanations and procedures in children’s drawings with an
attempt to describe the visual characteristics of such drawings across the systemic
functional linguistic register variables of field, tenor and mode.

The study has attempted to describe the intertextuality between drawing and writing
as communication modes. By doing so it contributes to the identification of truly
multimodal pedagogies rather than ‘tick-a-box’ approaches to multimodal teaching
which teach modes separately and fail to capitalise on the real strength of
multimodality theorising – the description of the synaesthesia and value added
learning which can be achieved through teaching multimodally rather than teaching
multiple modes.
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Conclusion
This thesis has found that drawing before writing improves the writing in the nonnarrative genres of explanations and procedures. The motivation for this investigation
was simple. Children in Australian schools must master the valued school genres, of
which explanations and procedures are two, if they are to achieve well in schools.
This study sought to see whether drawing was one pathway into achieving those
improved writing outcomes. In doing so it described drawings as social constructs
with communicative purposes which are the product of children’s intentional
practices. Such a description, although well documented in the literature, requires a
shift in thinking for many classroom practitioners. The results of this study provide
further evidence to teachers of the impact such a shift can have upon learning
outcomes in schools. What is required is a move away from perceptualist
understandings of children’s drawings as purely self-expressive and beyond adult
intervention to a conventionalist perspective. This means recognising visual
conventions exist and can be taught and doing so can build a child’s semiotic
repertoire and enhance their capacity to use drawings for learning and
communication.

However it is not only some teachers who may need to reposition their thinking about
the role of drawing in the classroom. Importantly, school systems and the institutions
that govern them must reconsider the role of Visual Arts in the school curriculum. In
an increasingly reduced curriculum we are in danger of cutting off diverse pathways
into learning in general, and literacy learning specifically. This study confirms
drawing is one such pathway. However it is a pathway that requires cultivation.
Although drawing is an accessible symbol system for children, it is also a teachable
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skill and a child’s capacity to use drawing productively in learning is enhanced then
their visual toolkit is expanded through explicit teaching.

The results of this study have not only identified drawing as a supportive strategy in
writing classrooms, but also provided some evidence that it plays a mediating role
indicating a complex relationship between the two. This bears out the observations of
Smagorinsky (1993) that the drawing process includes many processes that parallel
those found in a writing process and drawings are potentially potent sources of
mediation in language classes, serving similar semiotic functions to those of written
texts.

This thesis is based upon the understanding that drawing and writing are comparable
semiotic systems and that learning is most powerful when those systems work
together, achieving intersemiosis. The results of the study strengthened this
understanding and provide further evidence to support the notion deep at the core of
this thesis that making use of a student’s personal semiotic repertoire through drawing
can help them access the school’s valued semiosis of written non-narrative texts. In
other words, drawings can provide an important bridge between the literacies that
students bring to school with them and the literacies necessary for success in
academic work.

This thesis has answered the calls of Smagorinsky (1993), Dyson (1991) and Kress
(1997) for literacy teachers to look at ‘nonlinguistic’ texts and think about their
potential in the learning process and accept the notion that no single sign system has
status over another. I, in turn, now call upon teachers to consider their own positions;
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the value they place on drawing and writing in their classrooms and the ways in which
they engage children in drawing and writing. As one simple action within this
repositioning I recommend teachers use drawing before and within their writing
lessons.
Quite simply, I call on teachers to reintroduce children’s drawings to children’s
words.
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Appendix A

Children’s writing and typed transcripts

Control Group
Control Group A1
1 egg 1 cup milk
4 beg spoon sugar
1 cup flour
1 1/2 spoon soda
all mix
eat

Control Group
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A2
1 egg
1 cup flour
4 beg spon sugar
1/2 little spon soda
mix all of
and
eat
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Control Group
A3
1 egg 1 cup milk and 1 have spoon soda and flour is 1 cup 1 sppon sunger
and eating
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Explanations
Control Group
A1
Bee and honeycomb and honey
And go to shop
And honey eat
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Control Group
A2
Bees eats nectar
The honey comes ot of bee’s bottom
The beekepr’s spays smoke so the bees do not get mad

Then the bee hives are putten onto truck and taken to factory
The honeycowns in the mashineri
The honey is token to market
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Control Group
A3
Honey comes from bees.
Honeycomb come from honey
One man is spray smoke and bees is sleep and man pik up the box.
And the machine put honey in the jar.
And machine put lids
And go supermake
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Control Group
A4
Bee honeycomb
Bee can from bees
Than honey can from bee
And the machine
Sam people ate honey
Honey ate flower
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Treatment Group
Procedures
B1
Ingredients
Flour
Sugar
Soda
Egg
Buttermilk
8.

MIX

9. Cook
10. Eat
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Treatment Group
B2
Ingredients
1 flour 2 sugar 3 soda 4 egg 5 milk 6 mix 7 cook
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

But flour on bowl
But sugar on bowl
But 1/2 teaspoon soda on bowl
Crash the egg on the bowl
But milk on bowl
Mix everything
But butter on frying pan
Eat x
Cook
Eat
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Treatment Group B3
Ingredients
Flour sugar soda egg buttermilk
•
•
•
•
•

you put flour in a bwl
put sugar, soda, egg and buttermilk in a bowl
mix
cocok
eat
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Treatment Group
B1
Flower
Beehive
Trak is take the beehive
Machin is clening beehive
On the stiker
Honey schower put jar
Cap is honey jar
Put in the box
Trak is go in shop
Shop
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Treatment Group
B2
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Firs the bee go to the flower and saking the nectar
The bee go home
The man take the honey
The honey is put in truk
And the honey in the shop
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Treatment Group
B3
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

First the bee go to the flower
And the bee eat the honey and inside the honey tamy
The bee go to popo
The people spray samking
And put the honey in the truck
Put the honey in the machine and around and around the bees came out
Put honey in the jar
And put lid in the jar
And go to the shop
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Treatment Group
B4
1. Bee get the nackter
2. Go to honeycomb
3. Put honey to the honeycomb
4. People put honeycomb to the machine
5. Machen tack honey from the honeycomb
6. Machen put paper on the bottle
7. Machen put honey to the bottle
8. People put bottles to the car
9. It gose to the shop
10. We bie it
11. And aet it
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Appendix B

Students against the NLLIA Bandscales.
Writing

Indicators

Level 2

•

Have expectations that they can
communicate through writing

A1

•

May produce fragmented text from a
simple story picture sequence

B1
•

Are limited in their writing by
vocabulary :66

•

Level 3
A2
A3

their own usually very short texts
•

Level 4

Are consigning a consistent message
to their writing in English

A4
B2

With support are beginning to write

•

ESL feature are evident with writing

B3

affected by limited proficiency in

B4

speaking in English :67

•

With support can write simple short
versions with basic genre stages

•

ESL features are clearly present and
meaning will sometimes break
down:68
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Appendix C

Writing analysis grid for Procedures
Genre
Procedure/recipe
Purpose: to instruct
how to cook
pikelets
Field - cooking

Tenor – objective
and imperative
Mode – written for
a general and
absent audience

Text level

Sentence level

Word level

Enough ingredients
for reader to
complete task

Sentences which
guide actions to
complete task

Noun groups
appropriate to field

Enough steps for
reader to complete
task

Use of
circumstantial
information
appropriate to
completion of task

Text Structure:
Goal
Materials
Steps
Appropriate
delineation
between sections of
the text

Imperative
sentence types

Placement of verbs
in the theme
position
Use of simple
timeless present
tense
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Enough
participants for
reader to complete
task
Vocabulary
specific to cooking
task
Accurate verbs to
describe actions
Imperative verbs
Absence of
pronouns
Words to mark
sequence
linking
conjunctions
sequential
conjunctions
Use of numbers or
other means to
mark sequence

Appendix D

Analysis of Control Group procedural writing
A1
Text level analysis
Genre - Procedure

Field - Cooking

LESS THAN
SATISFACTORY
(1 )

Satisfactory
(2)

Some of the
ingredients
required for reader
to complete task

Most of the
ingredients
required for reader
to complete task

Some of the steps
required for reader
to complete task

Most of the steps
required for reader
to complete task

More than
satisfactory

(3)

All the ingredients
required for reader
to complete task
All the steps
required for reader
to complete task

4/6
Tenor

Mode

Some structural
components of
procedural text
used
Goal
Ingredients
Method

Most structural
components of
procedural text
used
Goal
Ingredients
Method

No headings

:

Structural
components of the
text not delineated

Structural
components of the
text mostly
delineated

All structural
components of
procedural text
used
Goal
Ingredients
Method
1/3
Structural
components of the
text well-delineated

3/3

Text level Total: 8/12
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A1
Sentence level analysis
Genre - Procedure
Field - Cooking

Less than
satisfactory
(1)
Some use of
circumstantial
information
appropriate to
completion of task

Satisfactory

More than
(2) satisfactory
(3)
At least one
Use of
example of
circumstantial
circumstantial
information
information
appropriate to
appropriate to
completion of task
completion of task

No use
Where appropriate
some sentences
guide actions to
complete task

Where appropriate
most sentences
guide actions to
complete task

Where appropriate
all sentences guide
actions to complete
task
1/6

Tenor

Mode

Imperative
sentence types are
not used
appropriately

Imperative
sentence types are
sometimes used
appropriately

Imperative
sentence types are
always used
appropriately

Placement of verbs
in the theme
position not usually
appropriate

Placement of verbs
in the theme
position mostly
when appropriate

2/3
Placement of verbs
in the theme
position always
when appropriate

Simple timeless
present tense not
usually used
appropriately

Simple timeless
present tense
sometimes used
appropriately

Simple timeless
present tense
always used
appropriately
5/6

Sentence level Total: 8 /12
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A1
Word level analysis
Genre - Procedure
Field - Cooking

Tenor

Mode

Less than
satisfactory
(1)
Not enough
quantifiers for
reader to complete
task
Not enough
‘participants’ to
complete task
Noun groups not
appropriate to field
Vocabulary not
usually specific to
cooking task

Satisfactory
(2)
Most of the
quantifiers for
reader to complete
task
Most required
participants

Verbs do not
usually accurately
describe actions

Noun groups
mostly appropriate
to field
Vocabulary mostly
specific to cooking
task
Verbs mostly
accurately describe
actions

Pronouns used
consistently
Imperative verbs
not used
appropriately

Pronouns mostly
absent
Imperative verbs
used mostly
appropriately

Little use of
numbers or other
means to mark
sequence
No use
Little use of linking
words are used
accurately to mark
sequence
No use

Some use of
numbers or other
means to mark
sequence
Some use of
linking word is
used to mark
sequence

More than
satisfactory (3)
All required
quantifiers for
reader to complete
task
All required
participants
Noun groups all
appropriate to field
Vocabulary always
specific to cooking
task
Verbs always
accurately describe
actions
12/12
Pronouns absent
Imperative verbs
used appropriately
5/6
Use of numbers or
other means to
mark sequence

Linking words are
used accurately to
mark sequence

0/6
Word level Total:
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18/27

Analysis of Control Group procedural writing
A2
Text level analysis
Genre - Procedure

Field - Cooking

LESS THAN
SATISFACTORY
(1 )

Some of the
ingredients
required for reader
to complete task
Some of the steps
required for reader
to complete task

Satisfactory
(2)
Most of the
ingredients
required for reader
to complete task
Most of the steps
required for reader
to complete task

More than
satisfactory

(3)

All the ingredients
required for reader
to complete task
All the steps
required for reader
to complete task

3/6
Tenor

Mode

Some structural
components of
procedural text
used
Goal
Ingredients
Method

Most structural
components of
procedural text
used
Goal
Ingredients
Method

No headings

:

Structural
components of the
text not delineated

Structural
components of the
text mostly
delineated

All structural
components of
procedural text
used
Goal
Ingredients
Method
1/3
Structural
components of the
text well-delineated

3/3

Text level Total: 7/12
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A2
Sentence level analysis
Genre - Procedure
Field - Cooking

Less than
satisfactory
(1)
Some use of
circumstantial
information
appropriate to
completion of task

Satisfactory

More than
(2) satisfactory
(3)
At least one
Use of
example of
circumstantial
circumstantial
information
information
appropriate to
appropriate to
completion of task
completion of task

No use
Where appropriate
some sentences
guide actions to
complete task

Where appropriate
most sentences
guide actions to
complete task

Where appropriate
all sentences guide
actions to complete
task
3/6

Tenor

Imperative
sentence types are
not used
appropriately

Imperative
sentence types are
sometimes used
appropriately

Imperative
sentence types are
always used
appropriately
3 /3

Mode

Placement of verbs
in the theme
position not usually
appropriate

Placement of verbs
in the theme
position mostly
when appropriate

Placement of verbs
in the theme
position always
when appropriate

Simple timeless
present tense not
usually used
appropriately

Simple timeless
present tense
sometimes used
appropriately

Simple timeless
present tense
always used
appropriately
5/6

Sentence level Total:

11/15
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A2
Word level analysis
Genre - Procedure
Field - Cooking

Tenor

Mode

Less than
satisfactory
(1)
Not enough
quantifiers for
reader to complete
task

Satisfactory

Not enough
‘participants’ to
complete task
Noun groups not
appropriate to field
Vocabulary not
usually specific to
cooking task

Most required
participants
Noun groups
mostly appropriate
to field
Vocabulary mostly
specific to cooking
task

All required
participants
Noun groups all
appropriate to field

Verbs do not
usually accurately
describe actions

Verbs mostly
accurately describe
actions

Pronouns used
consistently
Imperative verbs
not used
appropriately

Pronouns mostly
absent
Imperative verbs
used mostly
appropriately

Verbs always
accurately describe
actions
13/15
Pronouns absent

Little use of
numbers or other
means to mark
sequence nil
Little use of linking
words are used
accurately to mark
sequence

Some use of
numbers or other
means to mark
sequence
Some use of
linking word is
used to mark
sequence

(2)
Most of the
quantifiers for
reader to complete
task

More than
satisfactory (3)
All required
quantifiers for
reader to complete
task

Vocabulary always
specific to cooking
task

Imperative verbs
used appropriately
6/6
Use of numbers or
other means to
mark sequence
Linking words are
used accurately to
mark sequence

Word level Total: 20 /27
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Analysis of Control Group procedural writing
A3
Text level analysis
Genre - Procedure

Field - Cooking

LESS THAN
SATISFACTORY
(1 )

Some of the
ingredients
required for reader
to complete task
Some of the steps
required for reader
to complete task

Satisfactory
(2)
Most of the
ingredients
required for reader
to complete task
Most of the steps
required for reader
to complete task

No steps
Tenor

(3)

All the ingredients
required for reader
to complete task
All the steps
required for reader
to complete task

3/6

Some structural
components of
procedural text
used
Goal
Ingredients
Method

Most structural
components of
procedural text
used
Goal
Ingredients
Method
:

Mode

More than
satisfactory

Structural
components of the
text not delineated

Structural
components of the
text mostly
delineated

All structural
components of
procedural text
used
Goal
Ingredients
Method
1/3
Structural
components of the
text well-delineated

0/3
0/3

Text level Total: 4/12
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A3
Sentence level analysis
Genre - Procedure
Field - Cooking

Less than
satisfactory
(1)
Some use of
circumstantial
information
appropriate to
completion of task
No use

Satisfactory

More than
(2) satisfactory
(3)
At least one
Use of
example of
circumstantial
circumstantial
information
information
appropriate to
appropriate to
completion of task
completion of task

Where appropriate
some sentences
guide actions to
complete task

Where appropriate
most sentences
guide actions to
complete task

Where appropriate
all sentences guide
actions to complete
task
1/6

Tenor

Imperative
sentence types are
occasionally used
appropriately

Imperative
sentence types are
sometimes used
appropriately

Not used
Mode

Imperative
sentence types are
always used
appropriately
0/3

Placement of verbs
in the theme
position not usually
appropriate
Not at all

Placement of verbs
in the theme
position mostly
when appropriate

Placement of verbs
in the theme
position always
when appropriate

Simple timeless
present tense not
usually used
appropriately
Not at all

Simple timeless
present tense
sometimes used
appropriately

Simple timeless
present tense
always used
appropriately
0/6

Sentence level Total: 1 /15
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A3
Word level analysis
Genre - Procedure
Field - Cooking

Tenor

Less than
satisfactory
(1)
Not enough
quantifiers for
reader to complete
task

Satisfactory

Not enough
‘participants’ to
complete task
Noun groups not
appropriate to field

Most required
participants
Noun groups
mostly appropriate
to field

All required
participants
Noun groups all
appropriate to field

Vocabulary not
usually specific to
cooking task
Verbs do not
usually accurately
describe actions

Vocabulary mostly
specific to cooking
task
Verbs mostly
accurately describe
actions

Vocabulary always
specific to cooking
task
Verbs always
accurately describe
actions
12/18
Pronouns absent

Pronouns used
consistently
Imperative verbs
not used
appropriately
Not used at all
Mode
Little use of
numbers or other
means to mark
sequence
No use
Little use of linking
words are used
accurately to mark
sequence
No use
Word level Total: 15 /27

(2)
Most of the
quantifiers for
reader to complete
task

Pronouns mostly
absent
Imperative verbs
used mostly
appropriately
Some use of
numbers or other
means to mark
sequence
Some use of
linking word is
used to mark
sequence
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More than
satisfactory (3)
All required
quantifiers for
reader to complete
task

Imperative verbs
used appropriately
3 /6
Use of numbers or
other means to
mark sequence

Linking words are
used accurately to
mark sequence
0 /6

Appendix D

Analysis of Treatment Group procedures
B1
Text level analysis
Genre - Procedure

Field - Cooking

LESS THAN
SATISFACTORY
(1 )

Satisfactory
(2)

Some of the
ingredients
required for reader
to complete task

Most of the
ingredients
required for reader
to complete task

Some of the steps
required for reader
to complete task

Most of the steps
required for reader
to complete task

More than
satisfactory

(3)

All the ingredients
required for reader
to complete task
All the steps
required for reader
to complete task

5/6
Tenor

Mode

Some structural
components of
procedural text
used
Goal
Ingredients
Method

Most structural
components of
procedural text
used
Goal
Ingredients
Method

All structural
components of
procedural text
used
Goal
Ingredients
Method

No headings

:

Structural
components of the
text not delineated

Structural
components of the
text mostly
delineated

2/3
Structural
components of the
text well-delineated

3/3

Text level Total: 10/12
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B1
Sentence level analysis
Genre - Procedure
Field - Cooking

Less than
satisfactory
(1)
Some use of
circumstantial
information
appropriate to
completion of task
No use

Satisfactory

More than
(2) satisfactory
(3)
At least one
Use of
example of
circumstantial
circumstantial
information
information
appropriate to
appropriate to
completion of task
completion of task

Where appropriate
some sentences
guide actions to
complete task

Where appropriate
most sentences
guide actions to
complete task

Where appropriate
all sentences guide
actions to complete
task
3/6

Tenor

Imperative
sentence types are
not used
appropriately

Imperative
sentence types are
sometimes used
appropriately

Imperative
sentence types are
always used
appropriately
3/3

Mode

Placement of verbs
in the theme
position not usually
appropriate

Placement of verbs
in the theme
position mostly
when appropriate

Placement of verbs
in the theme
position always
when appropriate

Simple timeless
present tense not
usually used
appropriately

Simple timeless
present tense
sometimes used
appropriately

Simple timeless
present tense
always used
appropriately
6/6

Sentence level Total:

/12
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B1
Word level analysis
Genre - Procedure
Field - Cooking

Tenor

Mode

Less than
satisfactory
(1)
Not enough
quantifiers for
reader to complete
task
Nil
Not enough
‘participants’ to
complete task
Noun groups not
appropriate to field

Satisfactory

Vocabulary not
usually specific to
cooking task
Verbs do not
usually accurately
describe actions

Vocabulary mostly
specific to cooking
task
Verbs mostly
accurately describe
actions

Pronouns used
consistently
Imperative verbs
not used
appropriately

Pronouns mostly
absent
Imperative verbs
used mostly
appropriately

Little use of
numbers or other
means to mark
sequence
Little use of linking
words are used
accurately to mark
sequence
Nil use

Some use of
numbers or other
means to mark
sequence
Some use of
linking word is
used to mark
sequence

(2)
Most of the
quantifiers for
reader to complete
task
Most required
participants
Noun groups
mostly appropriate
to field

More than
satisfactory (3)
All required
quantifiers for
reader to complete
task
All required
participants
Noun groups all
appropriate to field

Vocabulary always
specific to cooking
task
Verbs always
accurately describe
actions
12/15
Pronouns absent
Imperative verbs
used appropriately
6/6
Use of numbers or
other means to
mark sequence
Linking words are
used accurately to
mark sequence
3/6

Word level Total:
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18/27

B2
Text level analysis
Genre - Procedure

Field - Cooking

LESS THAN
SATISFACTORY
(1 )

Satisfactory
(2)

Some of the
ingredients
required for reader
to complete task

Most of the
ingredients
required for reader
to complete task

Some of the steps
required for reader
to complete task

Most of the steps
required for reader
to complete task

More than
satisfactory

(3)

All the ingredients
required for reader
to complete task
All the steps
required for reader
to complete task

6/6
Tenor

Mode

Some structural
components of
procedural text
used
Goal
Ingredients
Method

Most structural
components of
procedural text
used
Goal
Ingredients
Method

All structural
components of
procedural text
used
Goal
Ingredients
Method

No headings

:

Structural
components of the
text not delineated

Structural
components of the
text mostly
delineated

2/3
Structural
components of the
text well-delineated

3/3

Text level Total: 11/12

Drawing Conclusions
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B2
Sentence level analysis
Genre - Procedure
Field - Cooking

Less than
satisfactory
(1)
Some use of
circumstantial
information
appropriate to
completion of task

Satisfactory

More than
(2) satisfactory
(3)
At least one
Use of
example of
circumstantial
circumstantial
information
information
appropriate to
appropriate to
completion of task
completion of task

Where appropriate
some sentences
guide actions to
complete task

Where appropriate
most sentences
guide actions to
complete task

Where appropriate
all sentences guide
actions to complete
task
6/6

Tenor

Imperative
sentence types are
not used
appropriately

Imperative
sentence types are
sometimes used
appropriately

Imperative
sentence types are
always used
appropriately
3/3

Mode

Placement of verbs
in the theme
position not usually
appropriate

Placement of verbs
in the theme
position mostly
when appropriate

Placement of verbs
in the theme
position always
when appropriate

Simple timeless
present tense not
usually used
appropriately

Simple timeless
present tense
sometimes used
appropriately

Simple timeless
present tense
always used
appropriately
6/6

Sentence level Total: 15/15
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B2
Word level analysis
Genre - Procedure
Field - Cooking

Tenor

Mode

Less than
satisfactory
(1)
Not enough
quantifiers for
reader to complete
task
Not enough
‘participants’ to
complete task

Satisfactory

Noun groups not
appropriate to field
Vocabulary not
usually specific to
cooking task
Verbs do not
usually accurately
describe actions

Noun groups
mostly appropriate
to field
Vocabulary mostly
specific to cooking
task
Verbs mostly
accurately describe
actions

Pronouns used
consistently
Imperative verbs
not used
appropriately

Pronouns mostly
absent
Imperative verbs
used mostly
appropriately

Little use of
numbers or other
means to mark
sequence nil
Little use of linking
words are used
accurately to mark
sequence

(2)
Most of the
quantifiers for
reader to complete
task
Most required
participants

Some use of
numbers or other
means to mark
sequence
Some use of
linking word is
used to mark
sequence

More than
satisfactory (3)
All required
quantifiers for
reader to complete
task
All required
participants

Noun groups all
appropriate to field
Vocabulary always
specific to cooking
task
Verbs always
accurately describe
actions
12 /15
Pronouns absent
Imperative verbs
used appropriately
6/6
Use of numbers or
other means to
mark sequence
Linking words are
used accurately to
mark sequence
3/6

Word level Total: 21 /27
Drawing Conclusions
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B3
Text level analysis
Genre - Procedure

Field - Cooking

LESS THAN
SATISFACTORY
(1 )

Satisfactory
(2)

Some of the
ingredients
required for reader
to complete task

Most of the
ingredients
required for reader
to complete task

Some of the steps
required for reader
to complete task

Most of the steps
required for reader
to complete task

More than
satisfactory

(3)

All the ingredients
required for reader
to complete task
All the steps
required for reader
to complete task

6 /6
Tenor

Mode

Some structural
components of
procedural text
used
Goal
Ingredients
Method

Most structural
components of
procedural text
used
Goal
Ingredients
Method

All structural
components of
procedural text
used
Goal
Ingredients
Method

No headings

:

Structural
components of the
text not delineated

Structural
components of the
text mostly
delineated

2/3
Structural
components of the
text well-delineated

3/3

Text level Total: 11/12

Drawing Conclusions
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B3
Sentence level analysis
Genre - Procedure
Field - Cooking

Less than
satisfactory
(1)
Some use of
circumstantial
information
appropriate to
completion of task

Satisfactory

More than
(2) satisfactory
(3)
At least one
Use of
example of
circumstantial
circumstantial
information
information
appropriate to
appropriate to
completion of task
completion of task

Where appropriate
some sentences
guide actions to
complete task

Where appropriate
most sentences
guide actions to
complete task

Where appropriate
all sentences guide
actions to complete
task
5/6

Tenor

Imperative
sentence types are
not used
appropriately

Imperative
sentence types are
sometimes used
appropriately

Imperative
sentence types are
always used
appropriately
3/3

Mode

Placement of verbs
in the theme
position not usually
appropriate

Placement of verbs
in the theme
position mostly
when appropriate

Placement of verbs
in the theme
position always
when appropriate

Simple timeless
present tense not
usually used
appropriately

Simple timeless
present tense
sometimes used
appropriately

Simple timeless
present tense
always used
appropriately
5 /6

Sentence level Total: 13 /15
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B3
Word level analysis
Genre - Procedure
Field - Cooking

Tenor

Mode

Less than
satisfactory
(1)
Not enough
quantifiers for
reader to complete
task
Not enough
‘participants’ to
complete task
Noun groups not
appropriate to field
Vocabulary not
usually specific to
cooking task
Verbs do not
usually accurately
describe actions

Satisfactory

Pronouns used
consistently
Imperative verbs
not used
appropriately

Pronouns mostly
absent
Imperative verbs
used mostly
appropriately

Little use of
numbers or other
means to mark
sequence
Little use of linking
words are used
accurately to mark
sequence nil

(2)
Most of the
quantifiers for
reader to complete
task
Most required
participants
Noun groups
mostly appropriate
to field
Vocabulary mostly
specific to cooking
task
Verbs mostly
accurately describe
actions

Some use of
numbers or other
means to mark
sequence
Some use of
linking word is
used to mark
sequence

More than
satisfactory (3)
All required
quantifiers for
reader to complete
task
All required
participants
Noun groups all
appropriate to field
Vocabulary always
specific to cooking
task
Verbs always
accurately describe
action
12 /15
Pronouns absent
Imperative verbs
used appropriately
5 /6
Use of numbers or
other means to
mark sequence
Linking words are
used accurately to
mark sequence
3 /6

Word level Total: 20 /27
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Writing analysis grid for Explanations

Genre
Explanations:
Purpose: to explain
a process
Field: honey
making

Tenor: objective
and explanatory

Mode: written for a
general and absent
audience

Text level

Sentence level

Word level

Field is easily
identifiable with
adequate steps in
the process

Noun groups
identify
participants
accurately

Vocabulary
specific to the topic
with some
vocabulary beyond
the everyday

Sequence explains
gist of the process

Sentences explain
the process

Structural
components of
explanations used:
Phenomenon
Sequential
explanation

Passive voice

Appropriate
delineation of the
structural
components

Process is
thematised

Sequence markers
Timeless present
tense

Action verbs
specifically related
to the process

Generalised nonhuman participants
Absence of
personal pronouns
Absence of
personal
commentary
Appropriate use of
articles (eg definite
article ‘the’ for
generalised
participant, or no
article ‘bees’
Cause and effect
conjunctions
Sequence
conjunctions
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Appendix D

Analysis of Control Group Explanations
A1
Text level analysis
Genre Explanations
Field – Honeymaking

Satisfactory

Less than
satisfactory

More than
satisfactory

(1)

(2)

Some of the
steps in the process
Nil

Most of the
steps in the process

(3)
All of the steps in
the process

Sequential order
sometimes correct

Sequential order
mostly correct

Sequential order
correct

1/6
Tenor

Some structural
components of
explanations used:
Phenomenon
Sequential
explanation

Most structural
components of
explanations used:
Phenomenon
Sequential
explanation

Mode

Structural
components of the
text not well
delineated
Not at all

Structural
components of the
text mostly
delineated

All structural
components of
explanations used:
Phenomenon
Sequential
explanation

1/3
Structural
components of the
text well-delineated

0 /3

Total: 2/12

Drawing Conclusions
2552

A1
Sentence level analysis
Genre –
Explanations

Less than
satisfactory

Satisfactory

More than
satisfactory

Field – Honeymaking

(1)
Some participants
are identified
accurately

(2)
Most participants
are identified
accurately

(3)
All participants are
identified
accurately

Some sentences
explain the process

Most sentences
explain the process

All sentences
explain the process

None
Tenor

Explanatory voice
is attempted

Explanatory voice
is used

1 /6
Explanatory voice
is used
consistently,
including attempts
at passive voice
1 /3

Mode

The process is
occasionally
thematised
Not at all
Sequence markers
sometimes used as
required
Not at all
Timeless present
tense sometimes
used as appropriate

The process is
often thematised

The process is
usually thematised

Sequence markers
often used as
required

Sequence markers
mostly used as
required

Timeless present
tense often used as
appropriate

Timeless present
tense generally
used as appropriate

1/9

Total: 3/18
Drawing Conclusions
2562

A1 Word level analysis
Genre –
Explanations

Satisfactory

Less than
satisfactory
(1)

More than
satisfactory
(2)

(3)

Field – Honeymaking

Vocabulary
specific to the topic
with attempts at
vocabulary beyond
the everyday
Action verbs
occasionally
specifically related
to the process

Vocabulary
specific to the topic
with some
vocabulary beyond
the everyday
Action verbs
mostly specifically
related to the
process

Vocabulary
specific to the topic
with most
vocabulary beyond
the everyday
Action verbs
always specifically
related to the
process
2/6

Tenor

Generalised nonhuman participants
occasionally used
as appropriate
Personal pronouns
used

Generalised nonhuman participants
mostly used as
appropriate
Personal pronouns
almost always
absent
Informal
commentary almost
always absent
Sometimes
appropriate use of
articles

Generalised nonhuman participants
used as appropriate

Mode

Informal
commentary
occasionally used
Occasional
appropriate use of
articles
None
Some attempt at
conveying cause
and effect
None
Attempted use of
sequence
conjunctions

Some use of cause
and effect
conjunctions

Some successful
use of sequence
conjunctions

Drawing Conclusions
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Total absence of
personal pronouns
Complete absence
of informal
commentary 8/9
Mostly appropriate
use of articles (eg
definite article ‘the’
for generalised
participant, or no
article ‘bees’
More than one
successful use of
cause and effect
conjunctions
Successful use of
sequence
conjunctions1/9
Total: 11/24

A2
Text level analysis
Genre –
Explanations
Field – Honeymaking

Tenor

Satisfactory

Less than
satisfactory

More than
satisfactory

(1)

(2)

Some of the
steps in the process
Nil

Most of the
steps in the process

(3)
All of the steps in
the process

Sequential order
sometimes correct

Sequential order
mostly correct

Sequential order
correct

Some structural
components of
explanations used:
Phenomenon
Sequential
explanation

Most structural
components of
explanations used:
Phenomenon
Sequential
explanation

4 /6
All structural
components of
explanations used:
Phenomenon
Sequential
explanation

2/3
Mode

Structural
components of the
text not well
delineated
Not at ll

Structural
components of the
text mostly
delineated

Structural
components of the
text well-delineated

2 /3

Total:8 /12

Drawing Conclusions
2582

A2
Sentence level analysis
Genre –
Explanations

Less than
satisfactory

Satisfactory

More than
satisfactory

Field – Honeymaking

(1)
Some participants
are identified
accurately

(2)
Most participants
are identified
accurately

(3)
All participants are
identified
accurately

Some sentences
explain the process

Most sentences
explain the process

All sentences
explain the process

None
Tenor

Explanatory voice
is attempted

Explanatory voice
is used

5 /6
Explanatory voice
is used
consistently,
including attempts
at passive voice
3 /3

Mode

The process is
occasionally
thematised
Not at all
Sequence markers
sometimes used as
required
Not at all
Timeless present
tense sometimes
used as appropriate

The process is
often thematised

The process is
usually thematised

Sequence markers
often used as
required

Sequence markers
mostly used as
required

Timeless present
tense often used as
appropriate

Timeless present
tense generally
used as appropriate

8 /9

Total:16 /18
Drawing Conclusions
2592

A3 Word level analysis
Genre –
Explanations

Satisfactory

Less than
satisfactory
(1)

Field – Honeymaking

Tenor

Mode

Vocabulary
specific to the topic
with attempts at
vocabulary beyond
the everyday
Action verbs
occasionally
specifically related
to the process
Generalised nonhuman participants
occasionally used
as appropriate
Personal pronouns
used
Informal
commentary
occasionally used
Occasional
appropriate use of
articles
None
Some attempt at
conveying cause
and effect
None
Attempted use of
sequence
conjunctions

More than
satisfactory
(2)

Vocabulary
specific to the topic
with some
vocabulary beyond
the everyday
Action verbs
mostly specifically
related to the
process
Generalised nonhuman participants
mostly used as
appropriate
Personal pronouns
almost always
absent
Informal
commentary almost
always absent
Sometimes
appropriate use of
articles
Some use of cause
and effect
conjunctions

Some successful
use of sequence
conjunctions

(3)
Vocabulary
specific to the topic
with most
vocabulary beyond
the everyday
Action verbs
always specifically
related to the
process
6/6
Generalised nonhuman participants
used as appropriate
Total absence of
personal pronouns
Complete absence
of informal
commentary 9/9
Mostly appropriate
use of articles (eg
definite article ‘the’
for generalised
participant, or no
article ‘bees’
More than one
successful use of
cause and effect
conjunctions
Successful use of
sequence
conjunctions 8/9
Total:23 /24

Drawing Conclusions
2602

A3
Text level analysis
Genre –
Explanations
Field – Honeymaking

Tenor

Satisfactory

Less than
satisfactory

More than
satisfactory

(1)

(2)

Some of the
steps in the process
Nil

Most of the
steps in the process

(3)
All of the steps in
the process

Sequential order
sometimes correct

Sequential order
mostly correct

Sequential order
correct

Some structural
components of
explanations used:
Phenomenon
Sequential
explanation

Most structural
components of
explanations used:
Phenomenon
Sequential
explanation

3 /6
All structural
components of
explanations used:
Phenomenon
Sequential
explanation

3/3
Mode

Structural
components of the
text not well
delineated
Not at all

Structural
components of the
text mostly
delineated

Structural
components of the
text well-delineated

1 /3

Total: 7/12

Drawing Conclusions
2612

A3
Sentence level analysis
Genre –
Explanations

Less than
satisfactory

Satisfactory

More than
satisfactory

Field – Honeymaking

(1)
Some participants
are identified
accurately

(2)
Most participants
are identified
accurately

(3)
All participants are
identified
accurately

Some sentences
explain the process

Most sentences
explain the process

All sentences
explain the process

None
Tenor

Explanatory voice
is attempted

Explanatory voice
is used

4 /6
Explanatory voice
is used
consistently,
including attempts
at passive voice
3/3

Mode

The process is
occasionally
thematised
Not at all
Sequence markers
sometimes used as
required
Not at all
Timeless present
tense sometimes
used as appropriate

The process is
often thematised

The process is
usually thematised

Sequence markers
often used as
required

Sequence markers
mostly used as
required

Timeless present
tense often used as
appropriate

Timeless present
tense generally
used as appropriate

5 /9

Total: 12/18
Drawing Conclusions
2622

A3 Word level analysis
Genre –
Explanations

Satisfactory

Less than
satisfactory
(1)

Field – Honeymakin

Tenor

Mode

Vocabulary
specific to the topic
with attempts at
vocabulary beyond
the everyday
Action verbs
occasionally
specifically related
to the process
Generalised nonhuman participants
occasionally used
as appropriate
Personal pronouns
used
Informal
commentary
occasionally used
Occasional
appropriate use of
articles
None
Some attempt at
conveying cause
and effect
None
Attempted use of
sequence
conjunctions

More than
satisfactory
(2)

Vocabulary
specific to the topic
with some
vocabulary beyond
the everyday
Action verbs
mostly specifically
related to the
process
Generalised nonhuman participants
mostly used as
appropriate
Personal pronouns
almost always
absent
Informal
commentary almost
always absent
Sometimes
appropriate use of
articles
Some use of cause
and effect
conjunctions

Some successful
use of sequence
conjunctions

(3)
Vocabulary
specific to the topic
with most
vocabulary beyond
the everyday
Action verbs
always specifically
related to the
process
6/6
Generalised nonhuman participants
used as appropriate
Total absence of
personal pronouns
Complete absence
of informal
commentary 8 /9
Mostly appropriate
use of articles (eg
definite article ‘the’
for generalised
participant, or no
article ‘bees’
More than one
successful use of
cause and effect
conjunctions
Successful use of
sequence
conjunctions 3/9
Total: 17/24

Drawing Conclusions
2632

A4
Text level analysis
Genre –
Explanations
Field – Honeymaking

Tenor

Satisfactory

Less than
satisfactory

More than
satisfactory

(1)

(2)

Some of the
steps in the process
Nil

Most of the
steps in the process

(3)
All of the steps in
the process

Sequential order
sometimes correct

Sequential order
mostly correct

Sequential order
correct

Some structural
components of
explanations used:
Phenomenon
Sequential
explanation

Most structural
components of
explanations used:
Phenomenon
Sequential
explanation

2/6
All structural
components of
explanations used:
Phenomenon
Sequential
explanation

1/3
Mode

Structural
components of the
text not well
delineated
Not at all

Structural
components of the
text mostly
delineated

Structural
components of the
text well-delineated

1/3

Total: 4/12

Drawing Conclusions
2642

A4 Sentence level analysis
Genre –
Explanations

Less than
satisfactory

Satisfactory

More than
satisfactory

Field – Honeymaking

(1)
Some participants
are identified
accurately

(2)
Most participants
are identified
accurately

(3)
All participants are
identified
accurately

Some sentences
explain the process

Most sentences
explain the process

All sentences
explain the process

None
2 /6
Explanatory voice
is used
consistently,
including attempts
at passive voice

Tenor

Explanatory voice
is attempted

Explanatory voice
is used

Mode

The process is
occasionally
thematised
Not at all

The process is
often thematised

1/3
The process is
usually thematised

Sequence markers
often used as
required

Sequence markers
mostly used as
required

Timeless present
tense often used as
appropriate

Timeless present
tense generally
used as appropriate

Sequence markers
sometimes used as
required
Not at all
Timeless present
tense sometimes
used as appropriate

3/9

Total: 6/18

Drawing Conclusions
2652

A4 Word level analysis
Genre –
Explanations

Satisfactory

Less than
satisfactory
(1)

Field – Honeymakin

Tenor

Mode

Vocabulary
specific to the topic
with attempts at
vocabulary beyond
the everyday
Action verbs
occasionally
specifically related
to the process
Generalised nonhuman participants
occasionally used
as appropriate
Personal pronouns
used
Informal
commentary
occasionally used
Occasional
appropriate use of
articles
None
Some attempt at
conveying cause
and effect
None
Attempted use of
sequence
conjunctions

More than
satisfactory
(2)

Vocabulary
specific to the topic
with some
vocabulary beyond
the everyday
Action verbs
mostly specifically
related to the
process
Generalised nonhuman participants
mostly used as
appropriate
Personal pronouns
almost always
absent
Informal
commentary almost
always absent
Sometimes
appropriate use of
articles
Some use of cause
and effect
conjunctions

Some successful
use of sequence
conjunctions

(3)
Vocabulary
specific to the topic
with most
vocabulary beyond
the everyday
Action verbs
always specifically
related to the
process
1/6
Generalised nonhuman participants
used as appropriate
Total absence of
personal pronouns
Complete absence
of informal
commentary 8/9
Mostly appropriate
use of articles (eg
definite article ‘the’
for generalised
participant, or no
article ‘bees’
More than one
successful use of
cause and effect
conjunctions
Successful use of
sequence
conjunctions 4/9
Total: 13/24

Drawing Conclusions
2662

Analysis of Treatment Group Explanations
B1
Text level analysis
Genre –
Explanations

Less than
satisfactory

Satisfactory

More than
satisfactory

Field – Honeymaking

(1)
Some of the
steps in the process
Nil

(2)
Most of the
steps in the process

(3)
All of the steps in
the process

Sequential order
sometimes correct

Sequential order
mostly correct

Sequential order
correct

5 /6
Tenor

Some structural
components of
explanations used:
Phenomenon
Sequential
explanation

Most structural
components of
explanations used:
Phenomenon
Sequential
explanation

All structural
components of
explanations used:
Phenomenon
Sequential
explanation

/3
Mode

Structural
components of the
text not well
delineated
Not at ll

Structural
components of the
text mostly
delineated

Structural
components of the
text well-delineated

/3

Total: 8/12

Drawing Conclusions
2672

B1
Sentence level analysis
Genre –
Explanations

Less than
satisfactory

Satisfactory

More than
satisfactory

Field – Honeymaking

(1)
Some participants
are identified
accurately

(2)
Most participants
are identified
accurately

(3)
All participants are
identified
accurately

Some sentences
explain the process

Most sentences
explain the process

All sentences
explain the process

None
Tenor

Explanatory voice
is attempted

Explanatory voice
is used

4 /6
Explanatory voice
is used
consistently,
including attempts
at passive voice
2 /3

Mode

The process is
occasionally
thematised
Not at all
Sequence markers
sometimes used as
required
Not at all
Timeless present
tense sometimes
used as appropriate

The process is
often thematised

The process is
usually thematised

Sequence markers
often used as
required

Sequence markers
mostly used as
required

Timeless present
tense often used as
appropriate

Timeless present
tense generally
used as appropriate

3 /9

Total: 9/18
Drawing Conclusions
2682

B1 Word level analysis
Genre –
Explanations

Satisfactory

Less than
satisfactory
(1)

Field – Honeymakin

Tenor

Mode

Vocabulary
specific to the topic
with attempts at
vocabulary beyond
the everyday
Action verbs
occasionally
specifically related
to the process
Generalised nonhuman participants
occasionally used
as appropriate
Personal pronouns
used
Informal
commentary
occasionally used
Occasional
appropriate use of
articles
None
Some attempt at
conveying cause
and effect
None
Attempted use of
sequence
conjunctions
None

More than
satisfactory
(2)

Vocabulary
specific to the topic
with some
vocabulary beyond
the everyday
Action verbs
mostly specifically
related to the
process
Generalised nonhuman participants
mostly used as
appropriate
Personal pronouns
almost always
absent
Informal
commentary almost
always absent
Sometimes
appropriate use of
articles
Some use of cause
and effect
conjunctions
Some successful
use of sequence
conjunctions

(3)
Vocabulary
specific to the topic
with most
vocabulary beyond
the everyday
Action verbs
always specifically
related to the
process
3 /6
Generalised nonhuman participants
used as appropriate
Total absence of
personal pronouns
Complete absence
of informal
commentary 8/9
Mostly appropriate
use of articles (eg
definite article ‘the’
for generalised
participant, or no
article ‘bees’
More than one
successful use of
cause and effect
conjunctions
Successful use of
sequence
conjunctions 3/9
Total: 14/24

Drawing Conclusions
2692

B2
Text level analysis
Genre –
Explanations
Field – Honeymaking

Tenor

Satisfactory

Less than
satisfactory

More than
satisfactory

(1)

(2)

Some of the
steps in the process
Nil

Most of the
steps in the process

(3)
All of the steps in
the process

Sequential order
sometimes correct

Sequential order
mostly correct

Sequential order
correct

Some structural
components of
explanations used:
Phenomenon
Sequential
explanation

Most structural
components of
explanations used:
Phenomenon
Sequential
explanation

4 /6
All structural
components of
explanations used:
Phenomenon
Sequential
explanation

1 /3
Mode

Structural
components of the
text not well
delineated
Not at ll

Structural
components of the
text mostly
delineated

Structural
components of the
text well-delineated

3 /3

Total: 8/12

Drawing Conclusions
2702

B2
Sentence level analysis
Genre –
Explanations

Less than
satisfactory

Satisfactory

More than
satisfactory

Field – Honeymaking

(1)
Some participants
are identified
accurately

(2)
Most participants
are identified
accurately

(3)
All participants are
identified
accurately

Some sentences
explain the process

Most sentences
explain the process

All sentences
explain the process

None
Tenor

Explanatory voice
is attempted

Explanatory voice
is used

3/6
Explanatory voice
is used
consistently,
including attempts
at passive voice
3/3

Mode

The process is
occasionally
thematised
Not at all
Sequence markers
sometimes used as
required
Not at all
Timeless present
tense sometimes
used as appropriate

The process is
often thematised

The process is
usually thematised

Sequence markers
often used as
required

Sequence markers
mostly used as
required

Timeless present
tense often used as
appropriate

Timeless present
tense generally
used as appropriate

7 /9

Total:13 /18
Drawing Conclusions
2712

B2 Word level analysis
Genre –
Explanations

Satisfactory

Less than
satisfactory
(1)

Field – Honeymaking

Tenor

Mode

Vocabulary
specific to the topic
with attempts at
vocabulary beyond
the everyday
Action verbs
occasionally
specifically related
to the process
Generalised nonhuman participants
occasionally used
as appropriate
Personal pronouns
used
Informal
commentary
occasionally used
Occasional
appropriate use of
articles
None
Some attempt at
conveying cause
and effect
None
Attempted use of
sequence
conjunctions

More than
satisfactory
(2)

Vocabulary
specific to the topic
with some
vocabulary beyond
the everyday
Action verbs
mostly specifically
related to the
process
Generalised nonhuman participants
mostly used as
appropriate
Personal pronouns
almost always
absent
Informal
commentary almost
always absent
Sometimes
appropriate use of
articles
Some use of cause
and effect
conjunctions

Some successful
use of sequence
conjunctions

(3)
Vocabulary
specific to the topic
with most
vocabulary beyond
the everyday
Action verbs
always specifically
related to the
process
3 /6
Generalised nonhuman participants
used as appropriate
Total absence of
personal pronouns
Complete absence
of informal
commentary 9/9
Mostly appropriate
use of articles (eg
definite article ‘the’
for generalised
participant, or no
article ‘bees’
More than one
successful use of
cause and effect
conjunctions
Successful use of
sequence
conjunctions 6/9
Total: 18/24

Drawing Conclusions
2722

B3
Text level analysis
Genre –
Explanations
Field – Honeymaking

Tenor

Satisfactory

Less than
satisfactory

More than
satisfactory

(1)

(2)

Some of the
steps in the process
Nil

Most of the
steps in the process

(3)
All of the steps in
the process

Sequential order
sometimes correct

Sequential order
mostly correct

Sequential order
correct

Some structural
components of
explanations used:
Phenomenon
Sequential
explanation

Most structural
components of
explanations used:
Phenomenon
Sequential
explanation

4/6
All structural
components of
explanations used:
Phenomenon
Sequential
explanation

2 /3
Mode

Structural
components of the
text not well
delineated
Not at ll

Structural
components of the
text mostly
delineated

Structural
components of the
text well-delineated

2 /3

Total: 8/12

Drawing Conclusions
2732

B3
Sentence level analysis
Genre –
Explanations

Less than
satisfactory

Satisfactory

More than
satisfactory

Field – Honeymaking

(1)
Some participants
are identified
accurately

(2)
Most participants
are identified
accurately

(3)
All participants are
identified
accurately

Some sentences
explain the process

Most sentences
explain the process

All sentences
explain the process

None
Tenor

Explanatory voice
is attempted

Explanatory voice
is used

5/6
Explanatory voice
is used
consistently,
including attempts
at passive voice
2/3

Mode

The process is
occasionally
thematised
Not at all
Sequence markers
sometimes used as
required
Not at all
Timeless present
tense sometimes
used as appropriate

The process is
often thematised

The process is
usually thematised

Sequence markers
often used as
required

Sequence markers
mostly used as
required

Timeless present
tense often used as
appropriate

Timeless present
tense generally
used as appropriate

7 /9

Total:14 /18
Drawing Conclusions
2742

B3 Word level analysis
Genre –
Explanations

Satisfactory

Less than
satisfactory
(1)

Field – Honeymakin

Tenor

Mode

Vocabulary
specific to the topic
with attempts at
vocabulary beyond
the everyday
Action verbs
occasionally
specifically related
to the process
Generalised nonhuman participants
occasionally used
as appropriate
Personal pronouns
used
Informal
commentary
occasionally used
Occasional
appropriate use of
articles
None
Some attempt at
conveying cause
and effect
None
Attempted use of
sequence
conjunctions

More than
satisfactory
(2)

Vocabulary
specific to the topic
with some
vocabulary beyond
the everyday
Action verbs
mostly specifically
related to the
process
Generalised nonhuman participants
mostly used as
appropriate
Personal pronouns
almost always
absent
Informal
commentary almost
always absent
Sometimes
appropriate use of
articles
Some use of cause
and effect
conjunctions

Some successful
use of sequence
conjunctions

(3)
Vocabulary
specific to the topic
with most
vocabulary beyond
the everyday
Action verbs
always specifically
related to the
process
5/6
Generalised nonhuman participants
used as appropriate
Total absence of
personal pronouns
Complete absence
of informal
commentary 8/9
Mostly appropriate
use of articles (eg
definite article ‘the’
for generalised
participant, or no
article ‘bees’
More than one
successful use of
cause and effect
conjunctions
Successful use of
sequence
conjunctions 6/9
Total: 19/24

Drawing Conclusions
2752

B4
Text level analysis
Genre –
Explanations
Field – Honeymaking

Tenor

Satisfactory

Less than
satisfactory

More than
satisfactory

(1)

(2)

Some of the
steps in the process
Nil

Most of the
steps in the process

(3)
All of the steps in
the process

Sequential order
sometimes correct

Sequential order
mostly correct

Sequential order
correct

Some structural
components of
explanations used:
Phenomenon
Sequential
explanation

Most structural
components of
explanations used:
Phenomenon
Sequential
explanation

5 /6
All structural
components of
explanations used:
Phenomenon
Sequential
explanation

2/3
Mode

Structural
components of the
text not well
delineated
Not at ll

Structural
components of the
text mostly
delineated

Structural
components of the
text well-delineated

3 /3

Total:10 /12

Drawing Conclusions
2762

B4
Sentence level analysis
Genre –
Explanations

Less than
satisfactory

Satisfactory

More than
satisfactory

Field – Honeymaking

(1)
Some participants
are identified
accurately

(2)
Most participants
are identified
accurately

(3)
All participants are
identified
accurately

Some sentences
explain the process

Most sentences
explain the process

All sentences
explain the process

None
Tenor

Explanatory voice
is attempted

Explanatory voice
is used

6 /6
Explanatory voice
is used
consistently,
including attempts
at passive voice
2 /3

Mode

The process is
occasionally
thematised
Not at all
Sequence markers
sometimes used as
required
Not at all
Timeless present
tense sometimes
used as appropriate

The process is
often thematised

The process is
usually thematised

Sequence markers
often used as
required

Sequence markers
mostly used as
required

Timeless present
tense often used as
appropriate

Timeless present
tense generally
used as appropriate

7 /9

Total: 15/18
Drawing Conclusions
2772

B4 Word level analysis
Genre –
Explanations

Satisfactory

Less than
satisfactory
(1)

Field – Honeymakin

Tenor

Mode

Vocabulary
specific to the topic
with attempts at
vocabulary beyond
the everyday
Action verbs
occasionally
specifically related
to the process
Generalised nonhuman participants
occasionally used
as appropriate
Personal pronouns
used
Informal
commentary
occasionally used
Occasional
appropriate use of
articles
None
Some attempt at
conveying cause
and effect
None
Attempted use of
sequence
conjunctions

More than
satisfactory
(2)

Vocabulary
specific to the topic
with some
vocabulary beyond
the everyday
Action verbs
mostly specifically
related to the
process
Generalised nonhuman participants
mostly used as
appropriate
Personal pronouns
almost always
absent
Informal
commentary almost
always absent
Sometimes
appropriate use of
articles
Some use of cause
and effect
conjunctions

Some successful
use of sequence
conjunctions

(3)
Vocabulary
specific to the topic
with most
vocabulary beyond
the everyday
Action verbs
always specifically
related to the
process
5 /6
Generalised nonhuman participants
used as appropriate
Total absence of
personal pronouns
Complete absence
of informal
commentary8 /9
Mostly appropriate
use of articles (eg
definite article ‘the’
for generalised
participant, or no
article ‘bees’
More than one
successful use of
cause and effect
conjunctions
Successful use of
sequence
conjunctions 5/9
Total: 18/24

Drawing Conclusions
2782

Appendix E

Procedures

Comparisons across Text, Sentence and Word level
Control Group
Text level
A1
A2
A3

Treatment Group
Text level
8/12
7/12
4/12

B1
B2
B3

10/12
11/12
11/12
Mean:10.6

Mean: 6.3
Sentence level
A1
A2
A3

Sentence level
8/15
11/15
1/15

B1
B2
B3

12/15
15/15
13/15

Mean: 6.6
Word level
A1
A2
A3

Mean:10
Word level

18/27
20/27
15/27

B1
B2
B3

18/27
21/27
20/27

Mean: 17.6

Mean: 19.6

Comparisons across Field, Tenor and Mode
Control Group
Field
A1
A2
A3

Treatment Group
Field
18/27
19/27
16/27

B1
B2
B3
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17/27
21/27
23/27

Mean: 17.6
Tenor
A1
A2
A3

Mean: 20.3
Tenor

8/12
10/12
4/12

B1
B2
B3

11/12
11/12
10/12

Mean: 7.3
Mode
A1
A2
A3

Mean: 10.6
Mode

8/18
9/18
0/18

B1
B2
B3
Mean: 5.6
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12/18
12/18
11/18
Mean: 11.6

Appendix E

Explanations

Comparisons across Text, Sentence and Word level
Control Group
Text level
A1
A2
A3
A4

Treatment Group
Text level
2/12
8/12
7/12

B1
B2
B3

8/12
8/12
8/12

4/12

B4

10/12

Mean: 5.25
Sentence level
A1
A2
A3
A4

Mean: 8.5
Sentence level

3/18
16/18
12/18

B1
B2
B3

9/18
13/18
14/18

6/18

B4

15/18

Mean: 8.75

Mean: 12.75

Word level
A1
A2
A3
A4

Word level
11/24
23/24
17/24
13/24

B1
B2
B3
B4

14/24
18/24
19/24
18/24

Mean: 16

Mean:17.25

Comparisons across Field, Tenor and Mode
Control Group
Field
A1
A2
A3

Treatment Group
Field
4/18
15/18
13/18

B1
B2
B3
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12/18
10/18
14/18

A4

5/18

B4

16/18

Mean: 9.25
Tenor
A1
A2
A3
A4

Mean: 13
Tenor

10/15
14/15
14/15
10/15

B1
B2
B3

11/15
13/15
12/15

B4

12/15

Mean: 12
Mode
A1
A2
A3
A4

Mean: 12
Mode

2/21
18/21
9/21
8/21

B1
B2
B3
B4
Mean: 9.25
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8/21
16/21
15/21
15/21
Mean: 13.5

Appendix F

Word count analysis
Procedures

Procedures

Control group

Word count

Treatment group

Word count

A-1

18

B- 1

9

A-2

21

B-2

42

A-3

19

B-3

24

Explanations

Explanations

Control group

Treatment group

A–1

12

B–1

33

A-2

44

B-2

31

A-3

38

B-3

65

A-4

21

B-4

54
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Appendix G

Images Procedures
B1
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2842

Procedures
B2
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2852

Procedures
B3
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2862

Images Explanations
B1

Drawing Conclusions
2872

Explanations
B2

Drawing Conclusions
2882

Explanations
B3

Drawing Conclusions
2892

Explanations
B4
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Appendix H

Drawing analysis grid for Procedures
Treatment Group

B1
Genre: Procedure/recipe

Field - what
Verbal tools

Purpose: to instruct how to cook pikelets

Field realised through appropriate verbs, noun groups,
circumstantial information and topic specific vocabulary

Visual tools
and
examples
from
drawing

The image conveys a message of instruction achieved through the
following:
A representation of both the individual elements and their relationship to the
whole image
Visual representation of noun groups

A plate of pikelets
Visual representation of quantifiers

four spoons of sugar
Processes represented by action lines or inclusion of symbolic
representation of the action

heatlines from the cooking pikelets
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Tenor – who
Verbal tools

Formality realised through vocabulary and syntax which demonstrates

Visual tools
Examples
from drawing

attitude eg. Voice, modality
The image clearly prompts an understanding in the viewer that they
are being instructed how to cook something.
Absence of actors to reinforce 3rd person objectivity
Images are ‘offered’ to the viewer with no direct demands on the
viewer
All parts of the image are on offer through frontal eye level views
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Mode - how
Verbal tools

Visual tools
with
examples
from drawing

Coherent and sequential realised through appropriate thematising.
tense, connectives and print convention
Visual techniques are used to represent the message.
Structural components and participants are differentiated through
boxing, or colour

Flour
soda
sugar
Sequence represented through colour, lines, arrows or numbers

Participants placed on the page in a manner which mirrors the written
genre

Four spoons of sugar
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Drawing analysis grid for Procedures
Treatment Group
B2
Genre: Procedure/recipe

Field - what
Verbal tools

Visual tools
and
examples
from
drawing

Purpose: to instruct how to cook pikelets

Field realised through appropriate verbs, noun groups,
circumstantial information and topic specific vocabulary
The image conveys a message of instruction achieved through the
following:
A representation of both the individual elements and their relationship to the
whole image
Visual representation of noun groups

a plate of pikelets
Visual representation of quantifiers

four spoons
Processes represented by action lines or inclusion of symbolic
representation of the action

spoon mixing
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Tenor – who
Verbal tools

Visual tools
Examples
from drawing

Formality realised through vocabulary and syntax which demonstrates
attitude eg. Voice, modality
The image clearly prompts an understanding in the viewer that they
are being instructed how to cook something.
Absence of actors to reinforce 3rd person objectivity
Images are ‘offered’ to the viewer with no direct demands on the
viewer
All parts of the image are on offer through frontal eye level views
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Mode - how
Verbal tools

Visual tools
with
examples
from drawing

Coherent and sequential realised through appropriate thematising.
tense, connectives and print conventions
Visual techniques are used to represent the message.
Structural components and participants are differentiated through
boxing, or colour

Sequence represented through colour, lines, arrows or numbers

Participants placed on the page in a manner which mirrors the written
genre
As evidenced above where the quantifier ‘cup’ is joined to noun
‘flour’ by arrow
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Drawing analysis grid for Procedures
Treatment Group
B3
Genre: Procedure/recipe

Field - what
Verbal tools

Visual tools
and
examples
from
drawing

Purpose: to instruct how to cook pikelets

Field realised through appropriate verbs, noun groups,
circumstantial information and topic specific vocabulary
The image conveys a message of instruction achieved through the
following:
A representation of both the individual elements and their relationship to the
whole image
Visual representation of noun groups

a cup
Visual representation of quantifiers

four spoons

Processes represented by action lines or inclusion of symbolic
representation of the action

spoon mixing
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Tenor – who
Verbal tools

Visual tools
Examples
from drawing

Formality realised through vocabulary and syntax which demonstrates
attitude eg. Voice, modality
The image clearly prompts an understanding in the viewer that they
are being instructed how to cook something.
Absence of actors to reinforce 3rd person objectivity
Images are ‘offered’ to the viewer with no direct demands on the
viewer
All parts of the image are on offer through frontal eye level views
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Mode - how
Verbal tools

Visual tools
with
examples
from drawing

Coherent and sequential realised through appropriate thematising.
tense, connectives and print conventions
Visual techniques are used to represent the message.
Structural components and participants are differentiated through
boxing, or colour

Sequence represented through colour, lines, arrows or numbers

Participants placed on the page in a manner which mirrors the written
genre

Four spoons of sugar
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Appendix H

Drawing analysis grid for Explanations
Treatment Group

B1
Genre: Explanation

Field - what
Verbal tools

Visual tools
with
examples
from drawing

Purpose: to explain how honey is made

Field realised through appropriate verbs, noun groups,
circumstantial information and topic specific vocabulary
The image conveys an explanation through the following:
A representation of both the individual elements and their relationship to
the whole image
Visual representation of noun groups.

a bee
Processes represented by action lines or inclusion of symbolic
representation of the anchor

’machine is cleaning the beehives’
Conversion processes of cause and effect represented by arrows or lines.
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Tenor – who
Verbal tools

Formality realised through vocabulary and syntax which demonstrates
attitude eg. Voice, modality

Visual tools
with
examples
from drawing

The image clearly prompts an understanding in the viewer they are
viewing an explanation of a process.
Images are ‘offered’ to the viewer with no direct demands on the viewer

Focus on the process in the images
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Mode - how
Verbal tools

Visual tools
with
examples
from drawing

Coherent and sequential realised through appropriate thematising.
tense, connectives and print conventions
Visual techniques are used to represent the message.
Participants placed on the page in a manner which mirrors the written
genre
Sequence represented through colour, lines, arrows or numbers

Salience of participants represented through colour, size or placement

Comparative size of bee and truck
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Drawing analysis grid for Explanations
Treatment Group
B2
Genre: Explanation

Field - what
Verbal tools

Visual tools
with
examples
from drawing

Purpose: to explain how honey is made

Field realised through appropriate verbs, noun groups,
circumstantial information and topic specific vocabulary
The image conveys an explanation through the following:
A representation of both the individual elements and their relationship to
the whole image
Visual representation of noun groups.

beehives
Processes represented by action lines or inclusion of symbolic
representation of the anchor

Conversion processes of cause and effect represented by arrows or lines.
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Tenor – who
Verbal tools

Visual tools
with
examples
from drawing

Formality realised through vocabulary and syntax which demonstrates
attitude eg. Voice, modality
The image clearly prompts an understanding in the viewer they are
viewing an explanation of a process.
Images are ‘offered’ to the viewer with no direct demands on the viewer

Focus on the process in the images
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Mode - how
Verbal tools

Visual tools
with
examples
from drawing

Coherent and sequential realised through appropriate thematising.
tense, connectives and print conventions
Visual techniques are used to represent the message.
Participants placed on the page in a manner which mirrors the written
genre
Sequence represented through colour, lines, arrows or numbers

Salience of participants represented through colour, size or placement

Comparative sizes of bee and truck
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Drawing analysis grid for Explanations
Treatment Group
B3
Genre: Explanation

Field - what
Verbal tools

Visual tools
with
examples
from drawing

Purpose: to explain how honey is made

Field realised through appropriate verbs, noun groups,
circumstantial information and topic specific vocabulary
The image conveys an explanation through the following:
A representation of both the individual elements and their relationship to
the whole image
Visual representation of noun groups.

Processes represented by action lines or inclusion of symbolic
representation of the anchor

Honey pouring into jars
Conversion processes of cause and effect represented by arrows or lines.
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Tenor – who
Verbal tools

Formality realised through vocabulary and syntax which demonstrates
attitude eg. Voice, modality

Visual tools
with
examples
from drawing

The image clearly prompts an understanding in the viewer they are
viewing an explanation of a process.
Images are ‘offered’ to the viewer with no direct demands on the viewer

Focus on the process in the images
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Mode - how
Verbal tools

Visual tools
with
examples
from drawing

Coherent and sequential realised through appropriate thematising.
tense, connectives and print conventions
Visual techniques are used to represent the message.
Participants placed on the page in a manner which mirrors the written
genre
Sequence represented through colour, lines, arrows or numbers

Salience of participants represented through colour, size or placement

comparative size of bee and beekeeper
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Drawing analysis grid for Explanations
Treatment Group
B4
Genre: Explanation

Field - what
Verbal tools

Visual tools
with
examples
from drawing

Purpose: to explain how honey is made

Field realised through appropriate verbs, noun groups,
circumstantial information and topic specific vocabulary
The image conveys an explanation through the following:
A representation of both the individual elements and their relationship to
the whole image
Visual representation of noun groups.

truck filled with beehives
Processes represented by action lines or inclusion of symbolic
representation of the action

honey pouring into jars
Conversion processes of cause and effect represented by arrows or lines.
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Tenor – who
Verbal tools

Formality realised through vocabulary and syntax which demonstrates
attitude eg. Voice, modality

Visual tools
with
examples
from drawing

The image clearly prompts an understanding in the viewer they are
viewing an explanation of a process.
Images are ‘offered’ to the viewer with no direct demands on the viewer
Focus on the process in the images

factory conveyor belt pouring honey
and sticking on labels
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Mode - how
Verbal tools

Visual tools
with
examples
from drawing

Coherent and sequential realised through appropriate thematising.
tense, connectives and print conventions
Visual techniques are used to represent the message.
Participants placed on the page in a manner which mirrors the written
genre
Sequence represented through colour, lines, arrows or numbers

Salience of participants represented through colour, size or placement

Comparative size of
final product and truck

Example From 5StarEssays
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